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GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

WHEREAS, the treatment and rehabilitation of criminal offenders is of continuing 
concern to the people of Maine and their pub I ic officials, and 

WHEREAS, the upgrading of Maine's Correctional System requires continuous review 
of procedures, policies and programs at both local and state levels; 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, KENNETH M. CURTIS, Governor of the State of Maine, 
hereby establish the Governor's Task Force on Corrections to review and evaluate the 
facilities and procedures relating to the treatment of criminal offenders, both juvenile 
and adult, in the State of Maine. 

The Task Force shall issue a pre I iminary report no later than January 1, 1974 to 
include any recommendations for legislative action during the Special Session of the 
1 06th legislature. 

The fi na I report of the Task Force shall be issued no later than September 1, 197 4. 
This report shall include, but not be limited to: 

1) Identification of all programs and services currently employed and those 
that are lacking in the process of rehabilitating juvenile and adult offenders. 

2) Consideration of a phased schedule to implement the recommendations 
contained in past studies such as the Comprehensive Juvenile Deliquency 
Study, Cooperative Extension Service OMO, and the study recently completed 
for the Bureau of Corrections by Batten, Batten, Hudson and Swab, Inc. 

3) Recommendations concerning pre-trial diversion of juvenile offenders to more 
meaningful alternatives of treatment. 
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4) Recommendations for providing improved diagnostic and evaluation 
services to aid in the sentencing and ultimate rehabilitation process. 

5) Recommendations for improving the county jail facilities and programs 
involved in these foci I ities. 

6) Recommendations for pr.oviding a more effective and meaningful experience 
in the community to prevent repetition of criminal or deliquent behavior. 

7) Recommendations for involving offenders in deciding upon their own 
rehabilitation program. 

8) Recommendations for appropriate legislative and administrative action 
affecting corrections. 

The following persons are hereby appointed to the Governor's Task Force on 
Corrections: Honorable Gerard P. Conley; Honorable John R. McKernan; Honorable 
Stephen L. Perkins, Honorable Thomas R. Lapointe; Harold C. Pachios, Esq.; 
Caroline Glassman, Esq.; John B. Wlodkowski, Esq.; John M. Kerry; Norma Jane 
Langford; Robert Lovell; Jeff Roth; Alan Caron; Kathryn A. Stevenson; Diane A. Kelly; 
Mrs. Mark R. Knowles; Donald L. Dahlstrom; Mrs. Helen M. Ordway; Sheriff Charles 
Sharpe; Carl Anderson; and Sally V. Holm. 

Stephen P. Simonds is appointed chariman of the Task Force, and Attorney 
John E. Larouche of Milo will serve as Special Assistant to the Task Force. 

All State agencies are directed to cooperate fully.with the Task Force in carrying 
out this Executive Order. 

GOVERNOR 



UNIVERSITY OF MAINE at Portland- Gorham 

Human Ser-vice!> Development 
Institute 

Honorable Kenneth Curtis 
Governor of the State of Maine 
State Capitol 
Augusta, Maine 04330 

Dear Governor Curtis: 

August 16, 1974-

24-6 Deering Av.,nue 
l'orilnnd, Mnim> 04102 

(207) 773-29Hl 

On behalf of the Governor's Task Force on Corrections, I am 
pleased to transmit to you our final report. 

From the time we began our study, just ten months ago, we saw our 
·task as that of producing an action plan based on sound and forward 
looking concepts of corrections. We have tried to link short term 
needs 1'-li th long range goals in such a way that the document can serve 
as a flexible but consistent guide for years to come. Further, we 
adopted the premise that generally speaking reforms can take place 
within cur'rent budget constraints; that is, by reallocation of existing 
resources. We believe that these objectives have been substantially 
met. 

To facilitate quick action, we have chosen to present a number of 
specific recommendations as opposed to a fewer number of general propo
sals. Thus, we believe that we can begin to implement a substantial 
portion of the items listed in the next three to four months. In any 
event, we recommend that implementation planning start immediately and 
we are pleased to note that the Department of Mental Health and 
Corrections has already moved to update several key institution policies 
recommended by the Task Force. 

May I say that due to the cooperation we received from your 
office, the quality of membership on the Task Force and the outstanding 
staff direction received from Mr. John Larouche and his associates, 
chairing this effort has been a distinct personal pl~asure. It is 
gratifying indeed to be able to present to you a comprehensive set of 
recommendations which is the product of a true citizen effort. 

Our fervent hope now is that our recommendations will be translated 
into action. The Task Force will cease to exist as of August 31, but 
if there is anything that any ?f us can do as individuals to assist with 
future steps, please do not hesitate to call on us. 

Simonds, Chairman 
Task Force on Corrections 

SPS/bas 

CENTEU FOR RESEARCH Al\'D ADVANCED STUDY 
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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

There are times when rational and effective reform measures in any 
institutional arrangement cannot be undertaken either because events have 
so aroused passions that hostile reaction is the only voice to be heard, or 
because the existing institutional arrangement is so entrenched in the public 
mind as to make possible only the discussion of simplistic "reform" solutions 
offered to assuage the collective public guilt. Such is not yet the case in 
our state. The existing correctional system is not so entrenched as to defy 
fundamental modification, and sincere public concern about the problems of 
crime and corrections in Maine is increasing. Such a climate, we believe, 
not only allows, but encourages, rational discussion and debate. The time 
is ripe for the setting of goals, the mapping of directions, and the initia
tion of executive and legislative action designed to modify fundamentally 
the manner in which we approach the result of criminal acts and the persons 
who commit such acts. 

In Maine and across the country, there is a growing realization that 
our prison systems are simply not working to deter crime nor to prevent the 
habitual repetition of criminal behavior. There is legitimate concern about 
the problems of public safety, and the threshold for violence, as a way to 
solve personal, social and political problems apparently has been lowering 
since the end of World War II. Of equal concern is also the enormous dis
parity between what all the available evidence tells us we ought to be doing 
in our correctional systems, and our actual practice; between what can be 
done to prevent persons from being caught up in the criminal justice system 
in the first place, and what really happens concerning the prevention of 
crime; and between the admitted high costs and high failure rates of indis
criminately confining large numbers of offenders for long periods of time be
hind steel and concrete, and the admitted lower costs and higher success 
rates of dealing with all but the most violent of offenders at the community 
level. 

These are the issues, and after one year's study the citizens' 
report which follows attempts to provide some reasonable immediate and long
range answers for the correctional system in Maine. The Governor's Task 
Force on Corrections is not"a body of "experts" in corrections, such as that 
which might have been composed of present state correctional employees~ and 
we do not profess to have all the answers to the origins and treatment of 
criminal offenders. We are a citizens advisory body, and most of our recom
mendations are based largely on common sense. We believe, however, that in 
the absence of either public clamor for punitive retribution or political 
pressure for fact-lifting "reform", there is an excellent opportunity for 
such a citizens body to plan and implement sensible and humane changes in 
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our correctional practices, to heed our common sense as well as our conscience, 
and to consider what is truly in the public interest as well as what the 
standards of a civilized society require of us. 

It must be emphasized that as such the Governor's Task Force on 
Corrections does not have all the answers as to the causes of crime. Nor does 
this report and its recommendations seek to address the causes of crime, 
Further, we believe that changes in the Maine correctional system per se will 
not affect the causes of crime in this state. It follows that the success or 
failure of any correctional systern cannot be measured directly by the rise or 
fall of simple "crime" statistics. Rather, the Task Force is persuaded that 
the causes of crime in Maine are multiple, complex, and inextricably related 
to social, economic, psychological, and political factors that are far beyond 
the reach and power of the correctional system alone to control. In the book, 
Crime in America, former Attorney General of the United States, Ramsey Clark, 
noted: 

"Most crime in America is born in environments saturated in 
poverty and its consequences ••. Crime incubates in places 
where thousands have no jobs, and those who do have the 
poorest of jobs; where houses are old, dirty and dangerous; 
where people have no rights. 

It is here that the clear connection between crime and 
the harvest of poverty--ignorance, disease, slums, 
discrimination, segregation, despair and injustice-
is rnanifes t. "?'( 

Thus, while the correctional system does not and cannot deal with the 
underlying forces that produce anti-social behavior, it can and does have a 
crucial and lasting influence upon the lives of those who exhibit such 
behavior. It is the purpose and intent of this report, therefore,to recotrunend 
changes aimed first, at diverting as many individuals as possible from the 
criminal justice system, and secondly, at ensuring that an individual's con
tact with the correctional system in Maine is a constructive and not a destruc
tive experience. 

Such treatment of offenders is, we believe, clearly in the self-interest 
of Maine citizens and taxpayers. Almost 95% of the felons presently incarcerated 
in Maine will be back on the streets of their home communities within five 
years, and these figures are clpsely consistent with national averages. If 
nothing is done in the interim many of these persons will return from prison 
embittered, and with many of the same problems which caused their criminal 
actions in the first place. This is an incredible waste of public resources 
and human lives when, according to the actual offender characteristics of the 
Maine prison population, at least 75-80% of the persons presently confined at 
public expense are clearly not violent and could be assisted safely, and more 
effectively, at minimal cost, in the community. 

In the opinion of the Task Force members, society is entering another 
evolutionary stage in the long history of its handling of the criminal offender. 

?'( Ramsey Clark, Crime in America, (New York: Pocketbooks, 1971), 

pp: 40-41. 
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From primitive "eye for an eye" physical punishment, we have proceeded through 
stages o[ enforcud "penitence" (penitentiaries), to prescribed "reform" 
(reformatories), to "institutional rehabilitation" (large and secure congregate 
living facilities with their own self-contained rehabU.itation and training 
programs, usually more apparent than real). At each step the .distance between 
the offender and his community, the reality from which he came and to which he 
must necessarily return, grew wider. But ironically, it is the community, not 
the institution, that offers the only real hope for the criminal offender" 
Thus, if the community is not presently motivated by compassion and fairness 
for fellow members who have broken the social contract, as we believe it is 
prepared to do with sufficient information and resources, it must act out of 
its own enlightened self-interest. 

Very simply, the only rational approach for the Maine public to these 
problems appears to be to divert from the formal correctional system all those 
persons whose problems can be handled more effectively at far less cost by 
alternative methods, and to provide those persons for whom the public safety 
demands confinement the desire and skills to achieve a greater degree of 
success at normal living than the degree of success they had earlier achieved 
in a life of crime" 

It is the principle finding of the Task Force, therefore. that all 
available resources, including a substantial portion of those now devoted to 
institutional care, should be allocated to servi.ces, programs and faci.lities 
designed to help the offender prepare for and succeed in his reintegration 
into the communi.ty" Accordingly, we are recommending measures designed to: 
(a) establish programs to divert large numbers of individuals from the criminal 
justice system at the "early warning" stages of criminal behavior when permanent 
prevention of further crime is possible; (b) phase out several large congregate 
residential correctional facilities in Maine in favor of community-based correc
tional programs; (c) assure that institutional programs and policies which do 
remain preserve human dignity and reinforce, not destroy, those social, civic, 
and occupational skills needed by confined persons to cope effectively with 
responsibilities outside of prison; (d) provide a wider range of pre trial and 
post-conviction disposition and sentencing alternatives that permit the "least 
drastic" disposition in each case consistent with the public safety~ and that 
yield positive and constructive benefits to the community, the victims of 
crime, the taxpayer, and the offender himself; (e) discourage the offender's 
needless return to prison through the provision of post-release services, 
voluntary self-help progran'kS, and substantially greater involvement of the 
total community in the individual ex-offender's reintegration program, 

A final word about cost is in order, We cannot make the point strongly 
enough that if the substantial majority of the recommendations contained in 
this report are actually implemented, we believe future correctional costs to 
the Maine taxpayer can be expected to rise no higher than present funding levels, 
or even to fall eventually. This has been the pattern in other states which have 
undergone similar transitions from institutionally-based to largely "community
based'' correctional systems, and the large majority of our recommendations, we 
believe, can be funded realistically from a reallocation of existing institu
tional resources. The 100 following recommendations of our report are, thus, 
closely interdependent, and the entire document must be read and considered as 
an integrated whole. 



INTRODUCTION 

Thenl are presently five correctional insi:J tuti.ons in Maine handling 
a total average inmate population for the entire state of approximately 7ld 
convicted persons. The institutional facilities are: the Maine State 
Prison, at Thomaston (maximum security 9 adult m;:~le); the Hen's Correctional 
Center, at South Windham (medium-maximum security male); the Boys Training 
Center, at South Portland (minimum security, juvenile male, academic); and 
the physically combined Stevens School/Women's Correctional Center, at 
Hallowell (minimum security, juvenile female 9 academic/medtum security, 
adult, female), 

Tho typical Maine State Prison (MoS.P.) inmate Ls white, male, 27 
yoars of age, from an urban Maine community, unmarried or divorced, \vith a 
9th grade education', serving a 1-3 year sentence for a non-violent crime 
against property (breaking and entering), and possessing a prior history 
of incarceration at the Men's Correctional Center, the Boys Training 
Center, or the Maine State Prison itself. 

The typical Men's Correctional Center (M.C.C.) inmate is white, 
male, 19 years of age, from an urban Maine community, single, with a 9th 
grade education, and serving an average 6 month indeterminate sentence for 
a non-violent drug-related crime or crime against property (breaking and 
entering), and possessing a prior history of conviction and some incarcera
tlon at the Boys Training Center, other correctional facilities, or the Hen's 
Correctional Center itself. 

The typical Boys Training Center (B.T.C.) inmate i.s white, m,clle, 
l',i years of age, from an urban Maine community, W'ith an 8th grade education, 
and serving an average 7 month indeterminate sentence in an academic environ
ment for a non-vtolent crime against property (car theft, breaking and enter 
ing), and possessing a history of prior criminal activity but no history of 
prtor incarceration. 

The typical Women's Correctional Center (WoC.C.) inmate is white, 
female, 19 years of age, from an urban Maine community, single, with a lOth 
grade education, serving an average 10 month indeterminate sentence for a 
non-violent drug-related crime or crime against property and possessing 
no prior history of major criminal offonsos, 

The typical Stevens School (S.S.) inmate is white, fomal~3, 15 years 
of age, from an urban Maine community, with a 9th grade education, and serving 
an average 7 month indeterminate sentence in an academic environment for a 
non-violent behavioral offense such as disorderly conduct. 

-v-
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Although the characteristics of the Maine offender population, and the 
first-hand opinions of Maine correctional professionals concerning that popula
tion, will be discussed in more detail throughout the following recomm.endations 
of this report, it is sufficient to say now that Task Force research indicated 
that approximately 55% of those persons under sentence at Jvlaine correctional 
institutions were serving time for non-violent crimes against property (breaking 
and entering, larceny), and that another 20% were serving time for non-violent 
"victimless" offenses (possession of illegal drugs, disorderly conduct, and 
some juvenile offenses). In addition, although standardized statistical infor
mation from some institutions was sketchy, what emerged clearly to the Task 
Force membership was that the Maine offender population as a whole possessed 
educational and occupational backgrounds from the lower socioeconomic strata 
of society, with below average educational achievement levels, below average 
family income levels, below average family stability, and a truly alarming 
rate of functional illiteracy and learning disabilities. 

More importantly perhaps is that while the characteristics of the 
criminal behavior committed by the large portion of the Maine offender popula
tion was clearly "criminal" by society's standards, it was not criminal beha
vior posing a substantial physical threat to the public safety, and in fact 
in several areas of the nation such classes of offenders would be hapdled 
\vi thin highly-efficient community-based correctional programs, and would not 
be confined in traditional security-oriented correctional institutions at all. 
Hith almost no community-based halfway houses or other local correct:Lonal pro
grams operating in Maine, however, the vast majority of these persons were 
confined over the past year in residential facilities on major institutional 
grounds; and on this total and largely non-violent average offender population 
of 741 persons, Maine spent $7,839,450 in fiscal year 1973-74, the lion's 
share of this sum being allocated to simple institutional custodial and 
security requirements. 

Very simply, we believe, together with a variety of state correctional 
administrators, that this is an ineffective and unnecessary misallocation of 
public resources. 

Given these conclusions, and given the observable characteristics of 
the present Maine correctional inmate population, we have, therefore, opted for 
the establishment of a much more "community-based" correctional system than is 
now present in Maine, geared to preventing repeated non-violent crime at the 
local level, and aimed at addressing the social and economic problems of non
violent offenders and successfully reintegrating such persons into their local 
communities as soon as possible once they have come to the attention of the 
police, the courts and the present correctional system. At the same time we 
are recommending, for that remaining fraction of our criminal population which 
must remain confined, that institutional and post-institutional programs be 
reoriented toward providing such persons v7ith the basic social and occupational 
skills necessary to make illogical a free choice on the part of former offenders 
to return to criminal activity as a means to make a living upon eventual release. 

In compiling our recommendations toward these general ends, we have 
attempted to consult both all present and prior state studies of the Maine 
correctional system together with leading national studies covering innovative 
developments in corrections throughout the United States, and our recommenda-



tions are sup by reference to these studies where appropriate. The 
detailed rational for each of the following 100 recommendations appears in 
a commenta:ry attached to each reconmtendation, and the type of action (admin
istrative or legislative) necessary for implementation of the recommendation 
is indicated. 

For a clearer understanding of the manner in which the entirety of 
our proposals f:L together, and for an understanding of the flcrw of persons 
through Jvla:Lne 's pl7Elsent correctional system, and the flow of persons through 
a modernized J'.ia:Lne correctional system as proposed by this report, the reader 
is urged periodically to consult the schematic models and fiscal information 
included in the A to the report. 



GOVERNOR'S '~SK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS 

1, WE RECOMMEND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS BE 
DIRECTED TO PRESENT TO THE GOVERNOR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1975 A DETAILED PLAN 
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE CORRECTIONS STUDY FOR 
THE STATE OF MAINE COMPLETED BY THE CONSULTING FIRM OF BATTEN, BATTEN, HUDSON 
AND SWAB, AND CONSISTENT WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THIS REPORT. WE RECOM-
MEND THAT THE PLAN CONTAIN SPECIFIC TARGET DATES FOR INTERIM AND FINAL 
IMPLEMENTATION OF ALL SEGMENTS OF THE STUDY DEEHED EVENTUALLY APPROPRLATE 
FOR APPLICATION TO MAINE, AND THAT ALL AREAS REQillRING SPECIAL ADHINISTRATIVE 
OR LEGISlATIVE ACTION BE CLEARLY IDENTIFIED. (ADHINISTRATIVE) 

In May of 1972, the private consulting firm of Batten, Batten, Hudson 
& Swab, Inc., of Des Moines, Iowa presented to the State of Haine, at substan
tia 1 cost, a three-volume Correc_tions Study for the Bureau of Corrections, Stat,E;_ 
of Maine, outlining a broad plan for reorienting the character of Maine's cor
rectional system, from a traditional correctional format of providing prescribed 
treatment for wide'ranges of criminal offenders at centralized largely custodial 
institutions, to a statistically less costly and more successful format of 
operating and contracting for as r~ny Maine correctional programs as possible 
in non-residential or minimum security settings at "area correctional centers", 
halfway houses, group homes, pre-release centers, colleges, and regional mental 
health clinics located near an offender's former community. 

Although very recently correctional administrators have displayed an 
awakened inte:rest in the basic elements of the Batten, Batten plan, frankly 
very little was done for many months toward the plan's eventual implementation, 
and the study was in serious danger of becoming simply another expensive and 
ignored monument to state and federal bureaucracy. 

The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that this situation 
is reprehensible, and while we disagree with several specific recommendations 
contained within the professional corrections study completed in 1972, as 
indicated in the following recommendations of our own citizens' .report, \ve 
believe that the Batten, Batten study is basically a workable managerial blue
print for Maine corrections and that its implementation should now receive pri
ority attention by state correctional administrators. 
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2, WE RECONHE•:ND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS 
IJ'vf!VlEDII\TI':IN CONTRACT' FOH EXTERNAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES .TO COMPILE COMPARISON 
DATA l\E'IWEEN !•:NT PRACTICES AND POLICIES OF MAINE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

'IliE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS, AND THE POLICIES AND PRACTICES RECOMMENDED BY 

BE INTE
GRA TED vJJTii THE Rl<:l'ORT OF Tl!E GOVERNOR 1 S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS AND PRESI!."NT-
ED TO TilE GOVI,:rrNOR SOON AS S ADHINISTRA TIVELY POSSIBLE, AND IN NO CASE 
LATEH TIIAN JV!ARCH l, l 7 , (ADMINISTHATIVE) 

in the 

practices, 
tive 
as support 
correc 

ion of the Governor's Task Force on Corrections 
tional 1\ ory Commission on Criminal Justice 

l tored under the United States Department of Justice, 
Adwlnif!tration, issued its final report on national 

form. major national study of correctional 
everal millions of dollars to produce, is ex:haus

umanted, and we have cited several of its standards 
our detailc~d recommendations concerning the Maine 

the t on Corrections of the National Advisory Commis-
sion ha and conunon natior.al yardstick against which to 
measure tivmvls of loca 1 correctiona 1 programs and the policies of 

adminiGtrators on a variety of issues ranging from 
physical s for corrr:Jct.ional facilities to inmate rights. Such a 
systtlmatic c on of Haine eorrectional practices and policies to national 
standards, we belj.eve is badly needed in this state, and we urge the Depart-
ment of Mental and Corrections to undertake su9h a project administra-
tively t the pos ible opportunity, with the objective of raising all 
correctional and practices in Haine at least to the level of the 
minimum reconuuen.ded national tandards, 
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GOVERNOR S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 
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be either ineffective or counter-productive. 
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beneficial the 
sibility to 
he would 

ttorney might consider such commitment to be, he has a respon
the juvenile defendant with the same quality legal defense 

an adult elicmL 

Jc;venile court judges often complain that after finding a juvenile to 
be delinquent t:h<:Jy face a frustrating lack of sentencing alternatives between 
the extremes of probation and training school commitment. The Task Force firmly 
believes that diversionr1ry program::; and facilities should be as readily availa 
blo al: th:is stagccJ as at the earlier pre-contact stages. We therefore reconunend 
the filing of exhaustive pre-disposition reports -.;11hich acquaint the juvenile 
court judg8 with the entire range of dispositional choices before he makes his 
decision, 

Finally, the Task Force strongly recommends that those juveniles who 
are cmmnitted to an institution after trial be provided with educational and 
vocational training programs designed to help them become first-class citizens 
upon their release, We believe that as much as possible such programs should 
take place in a community setting. At all times the juvenile institution should 
provide its residents with a natural academic and social environment, with the 
dual objectives of minimizing tpe stigma of institutional detention and prepar
ing the juvenile for his re-entry into society. At this stage, as well as at 
all others, the effectiveness of our recommendations depends upon the willing
ness of Maine cormnunities to cooperate with juvenile justice professionals in 
bringing about significant changes in the operation of Maine's juvenile justice 
system, 



CHAPTER I 

GOVERNOR 1 S T-ASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

Subconunittee on Prevention 

JUVENILES IN TROUbl.E 
~·~~~~~~~~~~ 

3. WE RECOJviHEND THAT LEGISLATION BE PRESENTED TO THE 107TH LEGISLA'I1JRE 
ESTABLISHING A PERMANENT AND INDEPENDENT YOUTH SERVICES AGENCY, HHOSE SOLE 
FUNCTION SHALJ_, BE TO PLAN AND FUND CONTINUING REGIONAL AND COUNTY-BASED 
YOUTH SERVICE BUREAUS CHARGED VJITH PREVENTING JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AT THE 
LOCAL LEVEL, AND \<JITH DIVERTING JUVENILE CLIENTS FROM THE STATE CORRECTIONAL 
SYSTEM TO ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY PROGHAMS VJHEREVER POSSIBLE. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Co1mnent: 

A coordinated approach to the problems of juvenile delinquency is des
perately needed at the state ·reveL Juvenile crime is on the increase in 
Maine, and rural Maine parents and taxpayers can hardly afford to remain 
ignorant of the fact that the problems of urban America are no longer exclu
sively the problems of urban America. 

Juvenile officers, private citizens, and persons in daily contact with 
the problems of juvenile crime will testify that the contemporary juvenile 
offender is much more likely to be involved in drug-related, violent, or other 
serious offenses than his counterpart of only a decade earlier. In the face 
of this situation~ several municipalities in Maine, using largely federal 
funding, have established "youth aid bureaus" and other more traditional com
munity programs geared toward assisting individual juvenile clients with their 
problems, and toward ultimately curbing the rise in local juvenile crime. At 
the state leve 1, har.vever, very little is being done of a permanent nature to 
coordinate this effort and to give it intelligent planning direction. 

The Juvenile Delinquency planning section of the Jviaine Law Enforcement 
Planning and Assistance Agency is largely a funding conduit and has yet to 
participate closely as an active part of the state delivery of services to 
juveniles; and the present Youth Service Coordination Agency within the Office 
of the Governor, although a beginning step toward the planning of continued 
provision of services to juveniles in trouble, has been preoccupied histori 
cally witl{ addressing the failings of the state's juvenile correctional system 
itself. Very recently the Office of the Governo~also received a $314,631 
two-year grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Agency to plan for the needs 
of children and youth in Maine. 

With several temporary branches of the state government thus apparent
ly going off on their own directions within the broader area of juvenile pro
blen1S, the Governor 1 s Task Force on Corrections believes that no more time 
should be wasted in actually providing for the needs of problem juveniles in 
Maine, 
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We :eecommcmd first that tho two-year grant received by the Office of 
the Governor bt~ immediately to establish the core of the juvenile 
delinquency p effort in Maine, and that secondly a small~ independent, 
and efficien coordinating agency of government be established legislatively 
to continue juvenile delinquency planning on a permanent basis. The original 
planning effort in the Office of the Governor should be charged with planning 
and establishing truly effeet:ive and permanent cormnunity-level juvenile 
delinquency program in Maine, The permanent Youth Services Agency proposed 
here should begin soo11 as possible, to implement the emerging policies of 
the juvenile del planning effort, and should be given continuing long-
term state establish regional and county-level youth service 
bureaus to carry out its prograllk'l and to purchase social services for juveniles 
in the local communities, 

Cons is tent \vi th a continuing policy of the Governor 1 s Task Force on 
Corrections that all possible criminal justice and correctional problems should 
be handled at thEl community level~ we l;'ecormnend that the proposed youth service 
bureaus be locally administered by local citizens, and that they be created as 
much as pos ible presently successful cormnunity-controlled juvenile 
programs in local Maine communities@ 

L~, WE RECOlvJMEND THAT THE MAINE LAW ENFORCE.'MENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE 
AGENCY CONSIDER PRIORITY FUNDING OF REGIONAL AND COMHUNITY-ADMINISTERED 
CRH1INAL JUSTICE DIVERSIONARY PROGRAMS SUCH AS LOC..AL YOUTH SERVICE BUREAUS, 
AND THAT ITS PRESENT POLICY OF ES'I:ABLISHING JUVENILE DELINQUENCY PREVENTION 
AND DIVERSIONARY. PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHIN EXISTING LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES BE REEXAMINED ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLE TIIA T THE MOST DES I HABLE 
JUVENILE DIVERSIONARY PROGRAMS ARE THOSE WHICH MOST EFFECTIVELY LIMIT PENE= 
TRA TION OF JlNENIU~ OFFENDERS INTO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SYSTEMS. (ADI'.fiNISTMTIVE) 

During the past two years increasing numbers of "police youth aid 
bureaus'', police juvenile officers, and police school liason officers have 
been funded by the Maine L;:nv Enforcement Planning and Assistance Agency as 
part of an incrElased effort to dea 1 with the problems of juvenile delinquency 
in M~1ine. These programs usually placed administratively within existing 
law enforcement agencies, are charged with identifying and offering assistance 
to curb delinquent behavior in the cormntinity at the earliest possible oppor
tunity in the criminal justice and correctional processes~ before such behavior 
becomes so serious as to come unavoidably to the attention of the major 
criminal courts. 

While l:he esl~ablishment of such diversionary programs is obviously 
needed, tbe Governor's Task Force on Corrections is not convinced that they 
should be placed within law enforcement agencies in all instances. We are 
convinced that the most effective work with problem juveniles is done on an 
informa 1 peer g1:·oup basis, with counselors in whom the juvenile is easily able 
to trust and to confide. This is often not possible in police-based diver 
sionary programs and often the mere appearance of a close connection \vith 
local law enforcement agencies is sufficient to entirely destroy the effec 
tiveness of even the most well-meaning juvenile officer Ln dealing with his 
clientso 
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5, \<JE RECOJI'Jt~END THAT 11£E PlillLIC EDUCATIONAL ~)YSTEMS IN HAINE BE DIRECTED 
BY THE STA'J'E DEPAH'l'JV!El'-I'J' OF E:DUCATIONAL AND CUT,TURAL SERVICES TO ES11'.BLISH SPE~ 
CIAL PROGRAMS \IJITHIN lJJCAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS TO ADDRESS THE 
SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL NElmS OF THE PROTILEH STlJDENT, SPECIFICALLY~ TEACHERS 
AND GUIDANCE PEHBONNEL HUST HE TRAINED AS A CONDITION OF CERTIFICATION TO 
Dl~L WITH A.GGRE:~;~;IVE HEllAVIOR, POOR ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE, SOCIAL PATHOLOGY, 
AND TRUANCY ~\II'JJliN THE SCHOOl, SYSTEM ITSELF, AND SCHOOL ADM:lNISTRATORS SHOULD 
BE ENCOURAGF.:D 'L'O ESTAKLI~m FOm1.1U.- PROGRAlvL.S WIT1UN TliE LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEH 
DEALING WITH SUCH PROBLEl't~; 1\ND CLOSELY TIED TO EDSTING LOCAL SOCIAL SERVICE 
RESOURCES& 
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juvenile del 
social or 

Gov(-Jrnor 1 

do noL succeed 
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minor and major: 
ins ti tu tiona 1 
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k Force on Corrections believes s ly that many 
ems stem directly from difficulties vlith either the 

pee of public education in this state, Students who 
chool environment often fail partly because of external 

, or emotional problems largely beyond their control. 
fru:;;t:rated in their attempts to succeed both socially 

school environment are far more likely to beeome 
!ems, habitual truants drug abusers, vandals, and 

who comprise a substantial portion of our juvenile 
Statistical Information also indicates trongly 

ldren exhibiting soeia 1 disab:Lli ties within. the educa 
with their problems the more likely are these 

of potential sources of ctively 

With l:he pas gr1 o[ C!w 40!+ of Ti l<:l 20 N.R.SoAo, during the regu-
lar ses ion of the l06th Legislature in 1973 local school administrative dis-
tricts in Maine were lled upon, under threat of possible denial of state 
financ ia 1 aid, beeome more ·rc'ls pons iV>'l at: the loea 1 leve 1 to 11 tuden with 
special needs", ine the request to use broad statul:ory authority to 
respond to the len1s of peci;:ll students through the purchase of educational 
and social ervic n the local eonununity, The Maine Dep<.n:'tment of Educa 
tional and Cult~ura1 er,Jiees is develqpin.g pupil e·valuatiort teamL{ to assist 
in the :Lemen ion of Chapter !+04 at the loca 1 leve 1, and wc:l reconm1end, 
first, l:hat such teams and local schools be charged pacifically with diverting 
as many problem l:udent:s as pos ible from t:he correctional system through the 
purchast~ of communi ervices l: the local leveL Local school administrators 
in Haine have been t:can:3por their problems needlessly to the st:at:e 1 s correc-
tiomd sys tern " and ,,,E.l believe t:ha t the time l.s now ap te to 
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6 • HE REC0~1HEND THAT INE STATUTES BE REVISED TO RJ1J10VE FROM 
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process should involve the entire family instead of 
law presently exists in Maine so-called "status 
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7 o \vE REC0l'1tvlt<:ND '!JlE ESTABLISIIIvlENT IN EACH OF TilE STATg 1 S JUVENILE COURTS 
OF A CREE:NING DEPAR'l'MI:o'NT RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING 1iJHETHER A REFERHAL FALLS 
lVITHIN THE CY Jl!RISDICTJON OF THE COURT, AND IF SO, WHETHER FORHAL 
PROCEEDINGS SHOlJJ,D BE INlTTATED. CASES NOT vJTTHIN THE COURT S JURISDICTION 
SJIOm..D EITHER HE ED OR RETURNED TO TJ3.E REFERRAL SOURCE FOR POSSIBLE 
DIVERSIONARY ACTTOl\1 CASES hTITHTN THE COURT 1 S JURISDICTION BUT NOT SERIOUS 
ENOUGH FOR FOR111AL PROCESSING SHOULD BE DISK1SSED OR DEALT WITH THROUGH A 
VOLUNTARY NON~JUDICJAL SPOSITIOl'L AS A RULE, FOJ{fv'JAL PROCEEDINGS SHOULD BE 
INITIATED ONLY N THE FOLiD\:JING GASES L WHERE THE ACCUSATIONS ARE IN DISPUTE; 
2, WHERE 'fHE /\LLEGED OFFEN;)F; H.EPHESENTS A GRAVE THREAT TO THE PUBLIC SAFETY; 
3. \.VHERE THF: .JUITENILJ~ OR THE PARENTS REQUESTS FORMAL ADJUDICATION, (LEGISI.J\ 
TIVE) 'fl<AlTV 

T'hcl our proposed on-oriented juvenile system 
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social service agencies for voluntary action. Although the screening depart
ment will be an arm of the juvenile court and its decisions subject to the 
approva 1 of t:lw uven:i 1e court judge) we antic:i.pa te that the screening depart
ment will work 1ose with representatives of local youth service bureaus. 
In add:Ltion, screening dc~partment personnel should have the expertise not only 
l:o diagnoso behavi 1 p1:oblems but also to take part in rudimentary professional 
or paraprofessional counsaling of their clients when necessary? until an appro~ 
priate reforra1 i8 mado. 

ited above for the screening of cases brought to the 
attention of t·.he lo cou:cts are drawn generally from Standard 8,2 of the 
Report on Co:rreetions of the Nal::ional Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals. We have not adopted another apparent Standards and Goals 
:recommendation the affect that formal proceedings be initiated where "deten-
tion or remova 1 from thc:1 home i.s indica ted" by the "needs" of the juvenile 
(Chapter 8, p. 2 , and Standard 8.2 (6) (a) (4) p. 267). We disagree with 
this national reeommc:mdation because we believe strongly that the standard used 
is far too vagu,;l fo1· mr:lldng rational decisions concerning the fate of juveniles 
in trouble and that sucb preemptory action may J..n effect place the basic 
dispositional decision before any formal adjudication, and may thus subvert 
the juvenile's :rights to proc.edural due process at every important stage of 
the proceedings him. 

8. WE RECOMJVllil'ID THAT EVERY JUVENILE SUBJECT TO THE COURT 1 S DELINQUENCY 
JURISDICTION HAVE COUNSEL AUTOMATICALLY ASSIGNED BY THE COURT, UNLESS THE 
JUVENILE AND THE PARENTS PREFER TO RETAIN AN ATTORNEY PRIVATELY. NO WAIVER 
OF THE RIGliT TO COUNSEL SHOULD BE PERMITTED BY THE COURT. WE RECOMMEND THAT 
ATTORNEYS RETAINED OR APPOINTED TO HEPRESENT JUVENILES BE INSTRUCTED BY THE 
COURT TO APPROACH THEIR LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES PRECISELY AS THEY WOULD IN AN 
ADULT CASE~ KEEPING IN MIND THAT A JUVENILE ADJUDGED DELINQUENT FACES THE 
POSSIBILITY OF A SIC,'NIFICANT LOSS OF PERSONAL FREEDOM. WE FURTHER RECOMMEND 
THAT SHOULD A CONFLICT OF INTEREST BETWEEN THE JUVENILE AND THE PARENTS ARISE, 
THE ATTORNEY 1 S RESPONSIBILITY SHALl, BE TO REPRESENT THE LEG.'\L INTERESTS OF 
THE JUVENILE, AND THAT UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES THE JUVENILE'S RIGHT TO SEEK 
APPEAL OF ANY ACTION l3Y T'llE COURT SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO PARENTAL CONSENT 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Alt:hough in 387 UoS. 1 (1967), the United States Supreme 
Court observed that a juvenile facing the possibility of incarceration requires 
the services of eounsel at least as much as would an adult under simila·r cir
cumstances there is widespread confusion and disagreement about the proper 
role of defense attorneys in juvenile proceedings. Some attorneys approach 
their responsibilities precisely as they would in an adult case, while others 
feel an overriding obligation to cooperate with the court, even to the point 
of limiting theLr dofense lf the client appears to "need" the treatment which 
the court has to offero Data shcrw that there is a significant relationship 
in Maine and eh;ewh.ere between attorneys 1 role orientations a11.d eventua 1 case 
dispositions, with the clients of lawyers adopting a non-adversary approach 
being much more likely eventually to be formally adjudicated by the juvenile 
court, and to come under the jurisdiction of the state's correctional systemo 
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10. WE RECOMMEND THA'L' 'n!E BUREAU OF COl<RECTIONS BE DIRECTED TO DEVELOP BY 
MAR(;H 1, 197 A T\l.fO "f;'T'L\CE PI1-1.N FOR THE FUTURE OF .JUVENILE: COHRECTIONAL INSTI 
TUTIONS IN JVJi\INE,, IN Tl:-lE STAGE, THE BOYS TRAINING CENTER AND THE STEVENS 
SCI-IOOL WOULD lviEHLfD INTO ONE CO~EDUGATIONAl, INSTI'J7TJTION; AND IN T1!E SECOND 
STAGE, T1fE RESI:J)EN'J'IAL C!llAHACTER OF THE INSTITUTIONS WOULD BE GRADUALLY REPLACED 
BY A STATt<:v.nm: PirrVATEI.Y~k\l)MINIS'fERED GROUP HOMES~ PURCHASING PUBLIC 
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tate c to provide emergency eusto·· 
1 services to the entire system. 

1.wance of Inos t rosid\mt.La 1. programs t:a te juvenile 
contirrued ion would be housed in 

or in highly·"· 

t:l:tG two prar3e,n le ins ti tion:s is a lone 
tary savings $1 million annual , and 
community programs dealing with juvenile 

ubs tanti.a 1 for thtl i.mmedia te and ec ted noeds 
in these 

lL ~IE IU:COiv1f.,1END THAT Ll':GISLATION BE INTRODUCED TO 'UTE RI<:GULAR SESSION OF 
THE l07'l'll LEGISJJ\TilRt~; CREATING A SYSTEM OF POSITIVE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES TO 
LOCAL CONMUNI'l'TES RECTLY CONDITIONED UPON (1) THE SUCCE~3SFlfL ESTABLISH·· 
MENT OF REGIONAL rROCHAi"!S DEALING \.VITH JUVENILE DELINQUENCY; AND (2) A MEA SUR·· 
ABLE PER CAPITA REDUC'l'ION IN 'Jl!E NUMBER OF COMMITMENTS TO JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS 
AT THE IDCAL LEVEL 'ITVE) 
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the U11ii:ed States h<:lWI historically 
real offense was often 

local school system, 
lem juveniles ln Maine have tradi 

ca of habitual truants 
fa ling into vice". 

tate correctional institutions rarely solve 
tie behElvior pa oxhlbi ted by 
tha tn tb.8 past tn Maine, loca 1 commun-
too readi preferred al the state 

t centralized tra schools, 
funded programs to dea 1 111ith the 
la ture Emacted la tion making 

lc:J to a correctional in~;;titution for an a t \vhich, 
not be a criminal offense. 

ti.on hoemne effective, however 1 c~omnnm:Lties in 
dequate incentive, have not supplied alternative 

Jn trouble and the lem is going ly 

VEJ :similar lems, several areas of the country 
•3 of post tive financial to muni-

with greater of juvenile offenses 
to inearcera tion, o=ca lled "Santa 

such technique to communities not 
to establish local and 1 juvenile 

reconunend that the s ta to And fede:ra 1 furlding 
of conditioning the award of further law enforcement 

paliti for jUV(:Jnile purposes on a comblnation of 
local officials to adequate alterna-

\J\JBni.1G incareeration, and a clear reduction :ln 
eommitw.ents to juvenile in:stitut from 

:idence at juvenile institutions in Haine 
year, we lieve that the above recoumendation 
both to tablish effective local juvenile 

in the short and to save the MEline tax-
over the long term expended needles ly for 
ta te:1 

12 o vJE REC0}iJ'11•:NTl THE LEGISLATURE CR@ TE A "MAINi~ GROUP H01'1E Am!ISORY 
BOARD" TO l\E biJ<: TOCETliER ~HTH STA'fr'; OFFICIALS FOR THE PLANNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF A S'J.l\Ti':lvJDJ<: SYSTEM OF PRIVATE, GROUP HOHES THE .GOARD SHALL BE 
COMPRISED OF 10~12 ~~u·:i'lH INCLUDING REPRESENTA'1'IVES OF THE BURE..AU OF CORREC
TIONS~ SOCIAL HELFARE 1\GENCIES AND CITIZENS APPOINTED BY THE GOVE8NOR, THE 
BOARD WOUI,D SERVE 'Ill OFFICIAL CLEARING HOUSE AND PLANNING AGENCY FOR THE 
DEVELOPMf~NT OF GROUIJ HOJvlE SELZVICES IN 'I1IE STATE AND WOULD PROVIDE INFORMATION 
TO PRIVATE CITIZENS CONCI:<:i{NING GROUP H0Iv1E FllNDING, CERTIFICATION, PLACEHENTS, 

'CIVE) 
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Eecen in Maine statutes relating to juvenile offenses have 
resu 1 ted in a n:Jduction in the population of both the Boys Training Center and 
the ~;tevens SellooL At the arne time there has appeared a growing demand for 
the provision of alte:tTl,<:~tive situations for problem youth and because 
of this demand n11::my lie and private agencft3S are becoming inte·rested in 
establishing networks of group homes for juveniles in Maine. 

tant tha or to the establishment of any system of group 
homes les,1 adequate planning be done to :::tssure even geogra 1 dis-
tribution of resources and coordinatl.on among existing state agencies in the 

is important also that once the system is established, 
existing geneies t:he publ:Ic are provided with a central coordinating body 
capable of a most: efficient use of local servicGs by group homt:l 
facilities hi the local community, 

l3o WE RECOJviJVlEND THAT LEGISLATION BE PRESJ:<-:NTED TO THE 107TH LEGISLATURE 
REQUIRING THAT AJ,L 1'RAINING SCHOOL COMMI:'TMENTS BE MAilE FOR A ONE YEAR PERIOD 
AND THAT TRAINING SCHOOL AUTHORITIES BE ALLOWED TO RELEASE JUVENILES ON ENTRUST= 
MENT AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF 11IA T YEARo FOLLOWING ENTRUSTMENT, 
AFTERCARE SI':H.I!ICES SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO FOR1'1ER RESIDENTS ON 
A VOLUN'l'ARY Bi\SIS UP TO 18 YEARS OF AGE. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Present juvsni les aro committed to juvenile institutions for 1.m inde-
terminate amount of tim(;:l and rm.1y be detained until their 18th birthday •. While 
the avf"lrage s t both institutions is less than one year, juveniles may 
remain on entrus tmEmt: fo:r seve:t'a 1 years. Extended entrustment is a significant 
restriction of freedom for a juvenile and may inhibit his or her independent 
developn~nt a a respons le and self-sufficient individual. As residential 
institutions of last rss~rt the Tra Center and the Stevens School 
should be encourJ to make whatever contribution they are able in a custodial 
setting to the pos Hive development of the juveniles un.der their charge ·within 
a one year period. Beyond that time a complete range of non-residential after-
care servicc:ls should be offered to forme:r residents only on a vo basts. 

At: the same time,, however it is our opinion that juvenile institutions 
oriented basically around cademic programs and schedules, are particularly. 
inappropriate facilities for very short=term punitive sentencing of juvenile 
offenders; a:o.d thus 9 we are recommending that: the courts be given n.o discretion 
to sentence offenders to juvenile institutions for ods of less than one 
year. Hhere academic scheduling problems do arise, we reconunend that necessary 
extensions or reductions of time actually·to be served be cooperatively agreed 
upon in in.cl:i .. viclual ses by the juvoni.le resident and the institutional adrnin= 
istration, and that within the guidelines of this reeommendation correctional 
officials be given the authority to expend appropriated funds on juveniles 
under thelr care for short periods beyond the juvenile 1 s 18th bir 

11+. WE REC:OMMF:ND THAT QUALIFIED AND CAPABLE STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE AT 
JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS IN HAINE TIE ENROLLED ADMINISTRATIVELY IN PUBLIC OR 
PRIVATE SCHOOl, PROGMJ'-1::> IN THE VICINITY OF THE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, 
UNLESS THE INSTITUTION CAN DEMONSTRATE IN EACH CASE THAT INSTITUTIONALLY 
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ADMINISTERED EDUCATIONAL PROGl\AMS ARE REQUIRED BY THE JUVENILE. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 
--·~-~ 

The Governor's Task Force on Corre<~tions believes that meeting the educa
tional needs of all offenders ln a natural community environment is to be 
greatly preferred over attempting to provide for these same educational needs 
unnaturally in a correctional institution setting. National observers such as 
the Pulitzer PrizB winning author Howard James, have commented also that juve
niles presently residing at JVlaine correctional facilities tend to be committed 
for offenses of a less serious nature than those of their juvenile counterparts 
in other states. Given this situation, it is easily possible for JVlaine eorrec 
tional institutions housing juvenile offenders to follow the national lead and 
to begin placing significant percentages of their populations in public and 
private community educational programs immediately, while at the same time 
opening their facilities to increased use by the surrounding community. 

In l'1a:Lne, the Governor's Task Force has been convinced that, at least at 
the Boys Training Center, the institutional vocational and educational programs 
in operation there are sometimes signifieantly superior to local public sehool 
programs, and we recommend that that institution intensively explore the possi
bility of placing qualified residents only in superior public apd private 
schools. Al: the Stevens School, we recommend that the administration intensively 
explore placing large percentages of lts resident population in both private 
and local public schools. 

In mald.ng these reconunenda tions, tve recognize that in some cases, simple 
requirements of institutional security and public safety would preclude the 
opportunity of a community education for some inmates, and we believe that the 
correctional institutions can easily demonstrate such requirements on an indivi
dual basis. We do believe, however, that for substantial percentages of our 
present juvenile offender population, a local non-institutional education is 
desirable and possible, ~nd we strongly urge juvenile correctional authorities 
first to determine the percentages of their populations who could be placed 
successfully in conununity educational programs, and then to begin actually 
placing sueh persons in these educational environments as soon as possible. 

15. HE RECOMMEND, THAT THE BOYS TRAINING CENTER AND TI-lE STEVENS SCHOOL EXPAND 
TIIEIR USE OF TIIE FAMILY LEAVE PROGRAM FOR JUVENILES PRESENTLY IN RESIDENCE AT 
TI-IESE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

The purposes of the family leave program for incarcerated juveniles, 
similar to those of the furlough program for incarcerated adults, are to pro
vide frequent opportunities for residents of correctiona 1 facilities to maintain 
positive family and conununity ties, to develop positive occupational and social 
community ties where none presently exist, and to lessen the impact of the 
eventual transition from institutional to community living. 

To these ends, both the Boys Training Center and the Stevens School 
presently operate family leave programs" Research undertaken by the Task Force 
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however, indicaLes that the opportunities provided by these programs are not 
utilized as ently as we had e~pected. With an average resident popula 
tion of 29 persons at the ,Stevens School through the first six months of 197L~, 

only an average of 33% of these residents were granted any form of leave 
privileges in any one month. And out of a similar average population at the 
Boys Training Center of 180 persons through the first six months of 1974, an 
averagt~ of 63'/, of these were given some form of famlly leave during each 
month. 

111e Training Center has recently reorganized its family leave 
program in order to make it possible for groater numbers of confined juveniles 
to visit their homes more frequently, The Stevens School, hov.1ever, has not 
followed this lead With the maxfmum secu:t;ity !Vlaine State Prison nO\v success-
fully aut:hor:Lz off leave through the furlough program, for almost 
86% of the ir1mates wh pass through its doors, ~;ve should carefully examine 
any present adwbdstrative policies which may make conditions of confinement 
actually more rest:cietive for persons residing in our minimum securi'ty juve
nile correctional facilities., We therefore recommend that administrative 
action be taken a both le institutions to expand fami and other leave 
programs ly) and that standardized written criteria for the selection 
of juvenile part::Lc in such programs be established at the Bureau leveL 

16. WE RECOJ11MEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED ASSURING THE IMPOSITION OF 
STRICT STA1~UTORY CONTROLS ON THE ACQUISITION, STORAGE, AND USE OF JUVENILE 
CRIHINAL .JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONAL RECORDS. 

SPECIFICALLY, liTE RECOJ11MEND THAT TI-lE JUVENILE~ THE PARENTS, AND THE 
JUVENILE 1 S ATTORNEY HAVE ACCESS TO ALL INFOILMATION CONCERNING THE JUVENILE 
ACCUMULATED BY POLICE, PROBATION, AND COURT PERSONNEL, AND THAT THE JUVENILE 
AND THE PARENTS HAVE AN O'PPORTIJNITY TO CORRECT ANY INACCTJRACIES IN 11IESE 
RECORDS AND TO RESPOND TO ANY STATEMENTS THEY REGARD AS MISLEADING, PREJUDI 
CIAL, OR lJNFAIR. CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN ALSO 'I'O LIMIT LEGISLATIVELY THE AVAIL-
ABILITY OF SUCH RECORDS TO 11-IOSE PERSONS HAVING SPECIFIC ADMINISTRATIVE RESPON-, 
SIBILITIES IN JlJVENILE CASES, AND IF A CASE IS BEING FORNALLY ADJUDICATED, 
REPORTS FILED BY PROBATION AND COURT OFFICERS SHOULD NOT BE SHOWN TO THE 
JUVENILE COURT JUDGE UNTIL THE DISPOSITION STAGE OF THE PROCEEDINGS. IN 
ADDITION, RECORDS OF VOI.1JlllTARY CONTACTS WITH PREVENTION AND DIVERSIONARY PRO
GRAMS SHOUl,D BE CLEAI\LY LABELLED AS SUCH; AND ALL 'RECORDS OF ARRESTS NOT 
RESULTING IN FOHJvll>L FINDINGS OF DELINQUENCY SHOULD BE DESTROYED FOLLOWING 
DISMISSAL Ok INFORMAL DISPOSITION OF THE CHARGES, vJITH ALL JTNENILE RECORDS 
BEING DESTROYED \\THEN THE SUBJECT REACHES THE AGE OF 18. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

An effective communi sed delinquency-prevention system will require 
a great deal of communication and sharing of information among its component 
parts. Most of this inform;Jtion -vrlll consist of highly'personal data on 
juveniles and thei.c families. As a gerwral rule, the more helpful such informa
tion may be \vhen made available to some, the more dm;naging it may be in the 
hands of others. We believe, therefore, that the State has a compelling obliga
tion to guard against the misuse of juvenile records, both while the juvenile 
is "inside" the system and after he or she has become an adult. In protec:ting 
the rights of juvenile offenders, we believe also that the most affective 
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would necessarily include statutory prov1s1ons ensuring 
lateness of such records, limiting ccess to records to 

trable 11 rwed to know11
, and providing for the certain des~ 

records onee they are no longer relevant. 

17. WE RECOHHEND THAT TliE AFTERCARE PROGRAH AT THE BOYS TRAINING CENTER 
BE EXPANDED SUBS'I/.\NTIALLY, AS ITS POPUI,ATION DECREASES, AND Tl!AT THE BOYS 
TRfi,TNING CEN'TER BE IMMEDIATELY DIHECTED TO EXTEND ITS AFTERCARE SERVICES TO 
STEVENS SCHOOL CUENTf). (ADW:I'USTHl\TIVE) (LEGISLI\ TIVE) 

Comment: 
--~~~ 

Training Cente:c operates a very good aftercare 
program the institution. invol family counseling place-
ment \vith local cr:r"vic:(~ ageneies entrustment supervision, and informal 
voluntary ass is t:ance with any eont:tnu:Lng socia 1 en: educa tiona 1 problems of their 
former residents G T'he Stevens School for girls, however has no such program. 

Institutional aftercare services for both the former juvenile offender 
and his family can be vital in s needed social services provided by 
local state ocial '\velfare to.cmts and specialists at local community men.tal 
health centers. The program operating at the Boys 'I'raining Center appears to 
be quite successful in penmmently rGintegrating its clients into the community, 
and should be as greater numbers of juveniles at the institution are 
plaesd in local living situations 

The aftercare services of the Boys Training Center have been offered 
gratuitou.sly to the administration of the Stevens School, and yElt this arrange 
ment of cooperative assistance has not to date been JmplemErnted, We urge that 
the Boys Train.:ing Center be directed unambiguously to make available such 
services to the t:ing population of the Stevens S~hool as soon as possible, 
and that over the long term responsiLility for the provision of such ervices 
be transferred to the local youth service bureaus and to the proposed Division 
of Communi Services wi. thin the Bureau of Corrections. (See Recommend<:ltion :ft9L) 

18 o WE RECOJvllviEND THA'l' SENTENCING LEGISlATION BE ENACTED RECOGNIZING THE 
LEGITIHATE STATE INTERESTS, IN DEALING WITH CRii'1INAL OFFENDERS OF (1) INGAPA 
CITATION, (2) PUNISJJlvJENT AS A MEANS TO DETER WILLFUl" CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR AND 
(3) REHABILITATION; AND RECOGNIZING THAT WIHLE CUSTODIAL INSTTTUTIONAL CONFINE

MENT IS AN APPROPRIATE HEANS TO ACHIEVE THE FIRST AND SECOND OBJECTIVES, IT 
IS TOTALI"Y INAPPROPIUATE FOR THE THirill 

SPECIFICALLY, WE RECOMNENl) THE ENACTMENT OF LEGISLATION REQUIRING ALL 
SENTENCING JIJDGES TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES IN DESCE.':f\JDING ORDER 
IN EACH CRIMINAL CASE AND REQUIRING THAT THE COURT IN EACH CASE SELECT THE 
LEAST DRASTIC OF THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES OR COMBINATIONS OF DISPOSITIONS 
HIHCH IS IN ITS OPINION CONSISTENT WITH TilE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC SAFETY: 
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(C) A FINE; 
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(E) RELEASE TO TilE C01'1MUNITY UNDER PROBATION OR OTHER GOVERNMiillTAL 
SUFF<:RVTSION; 

(F) SENTENCE TO 'JHE BURE:AU OF COR.t'{.ECTIONS FOR PLACE1'1ENT IN A HAU"WAY 
HOU~:3E OR OTHER RESIDENTIAL FACILITY LOCATED IN THE COJVJMUNITY; 

(G) S.ENTENCE TO THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS FOR PARTIAL CONFINEMENT IN 
A CORRECTIONAL FACILITY WITH OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN 
COtvlNUNTTY BM)ED WORK, TRAINING, OR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS; AND 

(H) SEl'iTENCE 1'0 TilE BlflU<J\LJ OF CORRECTIONS FOR TOTAL CONFINEI'1ENT' IN 
A CORRECTIONAL FACILITY" 

HE RECOMMEND T1iA'I' IN EACH CASE THE COURT ARTICULATE TllE REASONS FOR 
SELECTING OJ:Z REJECTING E;ACH OF THE ABOVE ALTERNATIVES THAT THESE REASONS BE 
MADE A PART OF 'l'llE F:ECORD OF 11-IE .CASE, AND Tl1AT THE SENTENCING COURT RETAIN 
JURISDICTION OVER THE OFFENDER UNTIL COMPLETION OF THE SENTENCE IMPOSED, 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Prison sonte<wes in the United States are the highest in the \-Jestern 
world, Sta sentences for most criminal offenses in N,.1ine also fall gener-
ally within the nat:ton<:J.l norms, and the Governor's Task Force on Corrections 
believes this t:o ult: f·rom a combination of the misplaced beliefs that "reha 
bilitation11 of offenders actually occurs within the walls of correctional insti
tutions, and econd]y that retribution is an effective sanction for the over 
whelming majority of criminal off1.:1nses" 

firs , we wish to tate in the strongest possible language our belief 
in the myth of li tion11 as it applies to the vast majority of institu-
tional inmates in Haine" In fac , ·1ve have found that: there are virtually no 
rehabilitativEl programs ly operating within Naine correctional institu·~ 
tions, and those we believe would operate more ffectively in the 
corrrrnunity. In addition, we have found, not suprisingly, that \vhile confined in 
Naine correctional fac lities few inmates dwell on inner penitence for their 
previous crim:icwl act~;, and those who exhibit the least amount of interest in 
contrition and the t~ amount of interest in simply released from 
confinement and locn ,q job are statistically the most: likf.:l to succeed 
upon eventna 1 rE1leas from the correct:Lona 1 system. Judges, correctiona 1 
officials, and la have been aware of this fact for years, and yet under 
the peculiar euphEm1ism f "rehabilitation11 we have with an abundance of good 
will, continued to (3l1tE:nlcB offenders to extended termB of confinement ostensibly 
for their own 

The Governcr.r Task ForcEl on Corrections believes that until r,ve frankly 
and publicly that the most effective purposes cf eonflnement in a 
penal fad.li are 0 t for punishment of willful offenders; and secondly, 
simply to remove thco most dangerous offenders from the possibility of further 
harming society, we will not begin to deal rationally with the issue of sentenc
ing convicted persons to ituat:Lons which over the long term will most adequately 
protect society and reduce the overall incidence of crime. 

sense, 
The pres t 

The heads 
pproach to the sentencing of offenders in Maine makes little 

maj6r correctional facility in Maine unanimously agree 
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ent institutional populations actually requires 
on a11 inrnates at such Ln.stitutions" Simply 

lnmate population should be involved :ln some 
e:x:is ting at a major ta ttl eorrec tiona 1 

, the Governor's Task Force on Corrections wishes clear 
tha :tvl;;dno corroctional institutions contain some 

persom:, but we 1;vish to t:res learly lso that such 
t minol'ity of our state 1 s total inmate popu1ationo 

recommenda we are that 
out th(J ruos t pEn::-s ons f:m:: extended con-~ 

of: f:onders be assigrwd in turn to programs which 
1: b(cme t to society in t:erms of the short··term protec 

ar1d tho long tf:J:Cm :CI:Jduct:lon of fnt:ure cr:Lme, 

The general t1iue of the judicial checkli t we are proposing for the 
sentencing of t:od oH'ende:cs to lternative community programs is supported 
by the Amc.n:ican Bar , the American Law Institute, thE1 National Coun-
cil on Crime and Del j and Standard 5.2 of the Report on Correc:tions of 
the National ory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

19, WE REC0lv1J.1END THAT OVER THE LONG TERM LEGISLATION BE ENACTED CLASSIFYING 
ALL CRIHINAL 0FF11:NSES IN MAINE INTO NOT MORE THAN 10 PENALTY CATEGOFJES PATTEIU\T
ED AFTER 'I11E RECENT I'ROPOSE:n REVISION OF THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL CODE, THE RECOM
l\fEJ\TDA nONS OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIUMINAL JUSTICE S'D\NDARDS 
AND GOALS, AND BASED GENERALLY ON THE DANGER ACTUALLY POSED BY MCH OFFENSE 
CATEGORY TO 'fi--lE PUBLIC SAFETY. FOR EACH CATEGORY, THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD SET 
A 1'1AXI:tv!UH TERM OF STA.TE: CONTROl, OVER THE OFFENDER OF FIVE YEARS OR LESS, EXCE:PT 
FOR THE CRI:tvlE OF MUROL~R ~, AND EXCEPT WHEN IN THE INTEREST OF PUBLIC PROTECTION 
IT IS NECESSARY TO INCAJJACITA,TE CERT~\IN TYPES OF OFPENDEHS FOR SUIISTANTIAL 
PERIODS OF l1ME TJJROUGll Til!~ IMPOSITION OF TERMS OF UP TO 25 YEARS FOR THE FOL
LO\"INC CATECOl{I ES OF OFFENDERS: 

( 1) PEJ<.SIST'ENT FELONY OFFENDERS; 
(2) DANGEROUS Ol,'FI;-:NDERS, 
(3) PROFESSIONAL CRI:tv!INALS o 

FOR PERSONS NOT FALLfNG HITHIN THE AIIOVE THREE CATEGORI.ES WE RECOMMEND 
THAT INCAH_CERATION TN A STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION I\E UTILIZED ONLY AS A 
lAST I-zESORTy CONSISTENT \HTH TilE: PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF SENTENCING RECOHMENDED 
IN RECO:tv!MENDATIONS ifl8, (f23 #24, AND if25" AS GfllDELINES FOR CLASSIFYING TYPES 
OF OFFENDERS TO BE SEN'TENCED TO EXT'EI'lDED TERMS OF CONFINEMENT \vE SPECIFICALLY 
ENDORSE THE DEFINITTONS CONTAINED IN STANDARD 5.3 OF THE REPORT ON CORRECTIONS 
OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COHMISSTON ON CRI£1INAL JUSTICE S'D\NDARDS AND GOAJ~S. 

FOR NON·"·DANCEROUS AND DJl;NGElWUS COMMITTED OFFENDEIL') WE RECOMMEND THAT 
THEY SERVE FLAT TIME, WITHIN THE ABOVE GUIDELINES AND WITH CONTINUING AUTI-IOR
ITY RESERVED TO '11-IE TRIAL AND APPELLATE COURTS TO ALTER THE OlUGINAL SENTENCE 
IIASED ON TilE PRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE BEARING ON THE SENTENCING DECISION WITH 
THE EVENTUAL IJI1PLEJvLENT1\ TION OF T1HS RECOMMENDATION, THE STATE PAROLE BOARD 
WOULD BE ABOT~ISHED. 

FOR ALI, AD1J1/C OFFENDERS, WE RECOHJ.vlf'_,ND SENTENCING T() 'l'HE BUREAU OF 
CORRECTIONS Rl\THER 'THAN TO ANY :PARTICULAR INSTITUTION OR PROGRAM, CONSISTJINT 
WITH THE COURTS INTENTIONS AS ARTICUlATED IN TI-lE SENTENCING DECISION (LEGISLATIVE) 
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Witlt u mind, we believe also that the present criminal sentencing 
s trueturo ]n Ha:i.ne 1 t:tlt~ enso ,~ Judges continue to sentence con~ 
victed persons fcrr te:cms to correctional institutions for 11 treatment 11 

when no treatmen in such institutions; determinate and indeter-
minat:EJ s te ide by side in somEl JVlaine co:crectional 
facili for imilar offenses, often causing tifiably 
inequitable resul entencing provisions are increasingly being 
tacked on to a t(ld offenses by the :Legislature, with no overall 
plan to ssure that are actually achieving their intended purposes; and 
through a comb ina minimum sentences accurnula ted 11 time 11

, 

and the granting of ove,r 90% of all Maine off:::rnde,rs at the earliest 
possible opportuni tur·e and the courts have abdicated their 
responsibili t:e sanctions for individual criminal 
offenses to a vc:~rie of persons within the Execut:ive Branch of gove1:'nment, 
and dte resuJt is tha virtual serves the amount of time authorized 
by the Legis 111 ture conmv:"~nded by the courts. 

For examr 
the crime of 
the citizenry does 
operating with the 
correctional 
15 days. 

every citizen in the State of Maine believes that 
g.( Bel murder carries a pena 1 ty of life imprisonment., \,.,Jha t 

not: knmv, hovJ'tliJGr is that a sentence of life sonrnent, 
other largely independent administrative elements of our 

is det~:Ycmined for most persons as 11 years, 6 , and 
, ~ill of the conditions affecting scmtFJnc within the 

ional systems in Maine add up to the general s tuati0n that 
n Maine serve terms of less than fivfl yea :Ln the 

thn ;:Jlthough 23% of all offenders in l'1aine are sen~ 
than fi VfJ years, les than 5'% of our tmna popuLn tion 

correctional 
tenced tet'l!lB 
actually serves terms of such duration. 

ThesfJ for time tually se1:vecl by convicted persons in Maine, 
hmJJever, are wi i:hin tb.e na t:Lona 1 averages for most offEmses" a:nd the 
Governor s Ta ions beJ:Leves that the five yea·.c maxiwum limit 
apparently a ng l within the state concernin8 non-violent 
crimes is just and onable,. Hhat we trongly object to, howevcn:, tl:v::J 
cumbersome, rbi :ey, and a1most: publicly misleading manwn" in \vhieh such 
sentences fll~e meted ou ; and render our propos~ld sentencing tructure both 
workable and hoJ.H:lSI: recommending basically that our preseni: s t:u 
maximums for :mos bc'i reduced to an amount of time corresponding mo1:e 
closely to "!hat is actual SfJrved by most offenders presently within our correc 
tiona 1 r3ys i:em, w:L room for logical rea,lignment of sentence terms within the 
5-year maximum, for mi:nor offenders, a to the t:y of the pa ticular 
offense. 
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f[or re sentencing policies will require ;; u ch 
exlend<:~d pro fn 
reco\mnuncla t: ions 
ilop•~i~;;lly In !1[', 

f"in]ne con:uc 01 

g\J·id ncc.1" and wt1 look forward eagerly to the detailed 
ol' l~hu ~-ra ne Crim:Lua Law Rc-lvis on Commission \vhich \vi 11 
Li>c du i!.s [our ct::lminal statutes and tho Ct\[d t:iu o[ the 

L y3i.Om ur tlHlr, 

T!Jcl oxt:ond 
chronic, vi len 
but considering 
to the rest or 
often solo in 

And 

omm(:Jnda t ions vJe have mad c; above for 
criminals may s emn harsh s orne people) 

that such few persons in Maine pose 
that sucb term.s of :in care era ti. on are just 
paci tion of these of offenders. 

hOV(l a 11 else th.e:!l': the J ud ic and the 
Legislature and the most appropriate branches of govern-
ment ultima amou:nt of t:i.1.ne t:Yrved by rational 
categories [ within the correctional system, and everything we 
have recommended the term is consistent with this iple. We 
do this ba cal v.Je [EJel that the often unresponsive .Ex.ecut:Lve 
branch of gover-r1nHJIJ slwuld no bo delegated overly broad pCJl",ver cone 
the freedorn of imli.vidu8. s and that only in this way, also will the people 

fie N.aln<'-l be fm:·ced ovontually to deal 1 lly \vith the 
real caus vrLth the some!:imes dn1conian charaete:e of present 
sentencing 

20. vJE RECO!vfMEND Till\T' UNT'IL T!IE SENTENCING REFORMS OF RECCJ/VJJv!E:NDATION {fl9 
ARE EVENTUALLY APPROVED BY THE LEGISLATURE, THAT THE APPLICABILITY OF STATU-
TORY MINH1UN TERMS RED TO BE SERVED PRIOR TO ELIGIBILITY FOR PAROLE BE 
SUSPENDED AND THAT 0FFENDERi3 SERVING DETERMINATE SENTENCES UNDER PRESENT 
STATUTES BE CTVEN THE OPTION TO ENTER INTO NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS WITH THE 
PAROLE BOARD, DISSOLVABLI~ BY THE OFFENDER, LEADING TO CERTAIN PAROLE UPON 
SUCCESSFUL COJv!FLETlON OF T'llE CONTHACTo 

IN ADDITION, FOR A ADlJl/1' OFFENDERS, vJE RECOivJJ:v1END AS IN RECOMl'{ENDA 
TION Jf19 THAT ALL ENTENCINC BE JvlADE SIHPLY TO THE BURF.:AU OF CORRECTIONS 
RATHER THAN 'I'O ANY PARTIClJ1AH. INSTITUTION OR PROGEAM, CONSISTENT WITH 'I'HE 
Cour)1'S r·''1'l'E'l\'T·J-oNc' t·~' J,.,{.'l'Tr'-tJ.IA'rFD IN Tl'lE' 0 EN'-rENCTNC Dl''C'·l·s·I-rJ''N (~LFcr·s·r.A·r·rvE) _\. .l'l .. !.'j ___ , l) ... h) .~i _ _,_,_, -'-~ _.LJ. • • _cf LJ .. ~-1 J •. - 1 --"-'-··'" ._\ 1 (!l 1-.1 • ~ ol:i, _ J 

T'his recommonda on f foe l:s th.e crea t:Lon of an optiona 1 indeterminate 
sentence within ex:is maximum sentencco limit<Jtions fm~ all persons present 
ly serving de t:~:rrnina te 
present componenl:.s of 
cipation by offenders 
tion in a sys U:m of 
paroled by the Parole 
possible, if a f'onwil 
the correctiona 1 

terms In tvlaine, while reta 11 of the othe'J': 
H::Lona sentencing system. It allows for parti@· 

t sentencing practices, and optional participa 
pa.cole", when1by indiv:i.cluid offc-mders may bo 

Board earU.er in their ma::drnum terms than is presently 
upon program of rehabilitation is provided by 

uccessfully completed by the offender, 

ges of such a system are that it achieves in a very The main. 
simple manner many 
rationality of 

of the arne substantive results of the proposals, regarding 
and reduction of total time spent in confinement by 



most offenders" 
immediate reeod 
quality of the 
recommend a l:'t on 
to re i.rtl::e 
into the communi 
training 
leveL 

recommendation t/:19, '>7ithout a wholesale and 
thB l'iaine criminal code Because of the exceptional 

Board ln Main(i mor~:lOVEll.", it is likely t:hat the 
an :Lmmedia te find beneficia 1 ct on a tempts 

gElS of present inmat:r:1 population mm:e quickly 
lization. of the ing pre~release and job 

ilable both at tho tate anxl local community 

21, \tJI~ RECOMIV/END THAT THI': ,;lUMINAL COURTS MORE FREQUI~NTLY UTILIZE EXISTING 
DISCRETIONARY POWER \HTJ!IN PRESENT SENTENCING STATUTES TO IMPOSE 60··DAY "SHOCK 
SENTENCING 11 1\T rJAXIHUM AND MEDIUH SECURITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, COUPLED 
\tJITH PROBATION, FOR PER:30N::; \tJHO hfOUI.D OTHERWISE BIO: INCARCERATED FOR LONGER 
PERIODS OF TIHE DNIIIJISTRA'l'IVE) 

In. 
programs :tn 
oriented sen. 
Corrections wishes 
i.ty correctional fa 
deterring fut:Jxre 
statist.ical the 
tion for such 
activity upon 

Nc:1 t:i 
that after ou 
the punishment va 
off, to be replaced 
of time, and 
In short, <l f 
der fra terna 
and for this 
dangerous pet's 
all pos ible,. 

Short: Lerm 
ders, howevErr, oft:er1 
such persons, if the 
the new :Lnma 
crime and 
tion with 

A 
offenders, 
as many cases 
ori ty to hnpoB 
appears l:Lke 

tlxtended 11 r<~habilitative" bias of past correctional 
ome extent t least adopting a more punishment 

for some offenders the Governor s Task Force on 
t that short~term incarceration at maximum secur

followed by probation is often very effective in 
tivi on the part of novice offenders, whereas 
of and more expensive periods of incarcera 
increases the likelihood of continued criminal 

and research undertaken by the Task Force indicates 
period of time ( 4 to 5 months on the average) 

le inca eration for most inmates simply wears 
an acquisitive interest and pride in the passage 

1 identification with the criminal subculture, 
ons function very effectively s offen 

te institutions of higher criminal learning, 
extendod tion beyond a few m0nths for non-

recommendation i/:19, should be f at 

ti on s punishmant for ly of fen-
to deter future criminal activity on the part of 

lly served in prison is long enough to acquaint 
of confinement nd the risks of repeated 

the establishment of a positive identifies 
thei lifestyles. 

tha initial incarceration of inexperienced 
on is lled for, be for short 11 shock'' ods, in 

<:1nd that i:he courts uso existing discretionary auth 
on sentencer; in cases whe1:e such entencing 



22, ~IE RECOtviHEND 'I'IlA LEGJSLii.TION BE ENACTED PROVIDING FOR BIENNIAL 
SENTKNCING lNSTJ 'f'l!'fJ<;s FOR ('~li\TNE JUDGES PROSECUTORS, AND OTHER CRI:MlNAL 
.JUSTICE PERSONNE:r, TO' ( ) PROVIDE CRIMINAL COURT .JUDGES, .AND LAW ENFORCE-
MENT, AND CORRECT PKRSONNE:L AN OPPORTUNITY OVER A PElUOD OF SEVERAL 
DAYS TO REIWALUA'l'E Pt\E~)ENT ENTE:NCING PlffiCTICES AND THEIR EFFECTS; (2) 
PROVIDE JUDGES T;.IJ'I'H CURRENT INFOHMATION REGAHDING SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES 
AND ll!E RANCE OF l-WA CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS (3) PROVIDE A FORUM FOR 
CONTINUING CIUJvLTNAI, lUWT ON, AND (tJ.) PROVIDE ENHANCED COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN MAINE JUOGI~S AND I~RJJv:U:NL\L COURT JUDGES FROM FORl~IGN JURISDICTIONS o 

SUCH SENTENCING 'I'UTES ~ INCLUDING RESIDENTIAL ARRANGE'JYIENTS SIIOlfLD BE 
ORCANIZED Pl3YSI WI'fHIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AND ALL PERSONS 
INVITED SIIOlJLn HE ABL.E TTB~ND HITliOUT PEJ<:)ONAI, COST. IN ADDITION, 
ATTENDANCE AT INf'i'IT!'TJTES BHOULD BE Iv!ADE Mt'\NDATORY FOR ALL JUDGES 
APPOINTED SINCE TliE COi\fiJI:;ri/TNG OF YHE PREVIOUS SENTENr;ING INSTITUTE. 
(LEGISIJ\ 

tiona 1 

also have 

systems 

present c t 
tional institutions 
for similar of 
judges, and thwLc 
range of alternatives 
cing based in pd t 

grourtd for furthor 
does not serve 

sentencing 
priations be 
and o t:he1.' 
physical 
have been 

of I'1aine have never et foot within a correc
ttle. idea of the types of corroctional programs 

lar state penal institutions, These same judges 
t:Lon of the range of a 1 t.erna t:Lves to simple 
the st.ate s correctional and humzm services 

:conmL'lnt: of sometimes simple judicia 1 ignorance of 
:Ls not supris that within Nai:ne correc-

casas of arbi and inconsistent sentences 
in part to individual differences among sentencing 

of the correctional system and the 
rceration. available in this state. Unequal senten

lly deficient decisions is, HEl bGlieve, a brec.Jding 
behavior, and such a situation over the long term 

the criminal justice sys or ociety. 

of t:h.e most blatent inequitic~s of the present.: 
of M.a we ro proposing that state appro-

odic institutes, for judges 
tice proces , to be held 

correctional facilities. Such institutes 
federal level since 1958 1 and we believe that 
prove very he Ipful in e limina ttng much of the 

needless in Maino one the a teness of particular types 
of sentencos for fenders within our present correctional system. 

23 c WE RECOJvi)V/END TllAT FOHf\11\ CONSIDERATION OF PRESENTENCE REPORTS BE RE-
QUIRED AT THE TIME OF I•:NTI':J\lCJNG IN ALL CRIJVfLNAL CASES IN J'.1AINE 1/HIE:RE THE OFFEN 
DER IS A 1'1INOR, Trll ALL I<'ELONY CONVICTIONS, ANO IN ALL CASES WHERE THERr~ EXISTS 
A POSSIBILITY OF INCARCEl\ATION OR SENTI1'NCE TO THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS. WE 
ALSO REC01'1T1END THAT STJUC'f ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES BE IMPLEMENTED PREVENTING 
ACCESS BY THE TRIAL .TIJDGE TO ANY OF THE PRODUCTS OF THE PRESENTENCE INVESTIGA
TION UNTIL AN IJLTIMATE DETERJvliNA TION OF GUILT OR INNOCENCE HAS BEEN MADE IN 
THE CASE" TEt~\'J'lVE) (LEGISLATIVE) 



\vhen a convic porson appe<n:s before a judge for sentencing in Maine, 
typically the j ge i: had the opport:uni to consider the person 1 s back-
ground an.d pex·sonal h:ls , reg<en:dlEJSS of whether thore was an actual trial 
in the case, uni a " cmt<.rn.co concerning tho offender Has prepared 
and submitted in the Presentence reports aro not required for criminal 
convictions in l1aintl s eourts, however, <mel often whm1 judge decides what 
particular correctional or rehabilitative program or fariility is most appro-
priate for the icular offender facing him, he knows little beyond the offen-
der's full name and the offense l:H> has committed. Under such circumstances 
the possibili of decisions occuring in tate criminal 
courts 

prcc~sentence investigations and reports in 
state criminal 'L'ask Force not c;n.tering upon wholly unex-
plored terri 
reports in tho 
time as an aid 
advocated the manda 
courts. 

The Governor 
the expanding l'Fmge o 
sentencing j in th 
to establish the m<n1da 
criminal proceedings 

eow.= in Main<~ have sentence 
entage of their crimina 1 t:lons for somEJ 

dec ions, and the Bureau of Corrections has 
tion of similar praetices for state criminal 

Task Force on Corrections believes, however, that \vith 
CHclntE.rnc alternai:ives now being made available to 

tate, the time is natv especially appropriate finally 
onsideration of presentence reports in most state 

2.4. WE RECOHMl~ND 'llJAT PRESrmTENCE REPORTS UTILI ZED IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
BE PREPARED ACCORDING TO S'J1\NDAJ{DIZED CRITERIA APPl,ICAELE TO ALL TRIAL COURTS 
IN MAINE, AND TIIAT THEY CONTAIN AS A MINIMUM THE FOLLOVHNG INFORMATION: 

(A) A SY1'10PSIS OF THE OFFENSE CHARGED, A TMNSCR[pT OF THE TRIAL IF 
ANY, AND THE OFFENDER'S EXPLANATION FOR THE OFFENSg COMJviTTTED; 

(B) THE OFJi'ENDER S l•:DlJCATIONAL EACKGROUND; 
(C) THE Oi<'FENDER S F:MPLOYMJ.i:NT BACKGROlJND AND SKILLS, INCLUDING ANY 

MTLITARY JliS'L'ORY, 
(D) AN OF T!IE OFFENDER 1 S SOCIAL HISTORY, INCLUDING FAMILY 

RELATIONSHIPS MARJTA.L STATUS, PERSONAl, INTERESTS, AND SOCIAL 
Wf~LFARE HIS'fORY IF ANY; 

(E) THE OFFENDER,') RESIDENCE HISTORY; 
(F) THE OFFENDER S PSYCHOU)GlCAL, PSYCHIATRIC AND Jvli<:DICAL HISTORIES; 
(G) POS~JIBT,E PRIVATE COl11'1UNI'IY AFTERCARE ENVIRONMENTS TING FOR 

THE OFFENDER; 
(H) A LISTTNr; OF ALL APPROPRIATE AND AVAILAELE COMMUNITY=BASED PROGRAMS 

ACCESSIBUO: TO 'l'fiE OFTENDgR TOc;ETHER \tJITH A LISTING OF APPROPRIATE 
INSTI'l'UTIONALLY I•.:D 'I'REATJvlEN'l' PROGRAMS; 

(I) TilE OFFENDER 1 .COl<IPLl<:TE CRH1INAL HISTORY; AND 
(J) TJ!E PEI\~;ONAL J{li:COl1MENTWnON OF THE AUTHOR OF THE PRESENTENCE 

REPORT AS TO FINAL DISPOSITION JW THE COURT o (ADMINISTHATIVE) 

Adequacy 
mendation JS vi 

the con of the presentence discussed in recom-
1. the smooth functioning of l:he entire system, and we 
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have looked closely to the practical experience of the federal judicial system 
in this regard, Many of the iterrm that we recommend be included in presentence 
reports in Maine are also easily available from this state's law enforcement and 
social welfare agencies, if relevant to the particular offender mvaiting sentence 
by the court, and we believe that the entire process can be implemented easily 
if standardized procedures are quickly adopted. 

Our listing of items to be included in presentence reports is supported 
by numerous national studies and is also patterned closely after Standard S.lL~ 

of the Report on Corrections of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals. 

25. WE RECOlv!MEND THAT THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE MAINE SUPREME JUDICIAL 
COURT AND THE ClliEF JUDGE OF THE MAINE DISTRICT COURT DIRECT THE SUPERIOR AND 
DISTRICT COURT SYSTEMS TO HOLD SEPARATE SENTENCING HEARINGS IN ALL CRIMINAL 
MATTERS. THE SENTENCE Hl:<.:ARING SHOULD MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA: 

Comment: 

(A) THE CONVICTED OFFENDER AND HIS ATTORNEY SHOULD BE PRESENT; 
(B) A PRESENTENCE REPORT ON THE OFFENDER SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BY 

THE COURT ON THE RECORD; 
(C) THE OFFENDER THROUGH HIS COUNSEL SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO PRESENT 

HITNESSES IN IUS OWN BEHALF, SUBPOENA WITNESSES, EXAMINE THE 
PERSON \\THO PREPARED THE PRESENTENCE REPORT, AND PRESENT ARGUMENTS 
AS TO SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES; 

(D) THE RULES OF EVIDENCE SHOULD BE RELAXED TO ADMIT ALL EVIDENCE 
THAT IS RELEVANT AND THAT WAS NOT OBTAINED IN VIOLATION OF THE 
OFFENDER'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS; AND 

(E) THE ENTIRE HEARING SHOULD BE CONSIDERED APART FROM THE STATE'S 
ORIGINAL CASE, AND THE BURDEN OF PROOF OF "BEYOND A REASONABLE 
DOUBT" SHOULD NOT BE ASSIGNED. (ADMINISTRAtiVE) 

National research indicates that approximately 90% of all persons who 
are convicted of felonies each year in the United States plead guilty to the 
offense eventually charged, In simple terms, this means that around 90/o of 
the persons currently residing in our correctional institutions have never had 
the benefit of a trial. In Maine, as vJe have seen under recommendation #23, 
persons appearing before state courts, also do not have tha benefit of a 
presentence report. 

Under the present sentencing environment in Maine courts, where judges 
often do not kn0\\1 on a day to day bas is what ins ti tutiona 1 and community-based 
programs are available for individual offenders, and in an environment largely 
devoid of procedural due process safeguards, where often little is known 
about an offender or his background other than his name and the offense admitted, 
there exists an opportunity for truly arbitrary and wasteful sentencing decisions. 

Accordingly, we are recommending that formal sentencing hearings, 
together with relaxed rules of evidence and the consideration of an adequate pre
sentence report, be made a part of each criminal case for which a conviction is 
gained in this state. Such hearings along with the use of externally-prepared 
presentence reports have been a part of the federal judicial system for some time, 
and we believe that the principles already in operation in that system should now 
be applied to sentencing decisions in Maine courts. 
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26" WE RECOMHI.·~ND THAT THE HAINE BAR ASSOCIATION THE MAINE TRIAL COURT 
REVISION COMJviiS:;HJN, AND JvJAINE S CRIMINAL COURT SYSTEM COOJ?ERATIVELY IHPLEMENT 
MANDATORY GUTDEI,INES FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF COUNSEL IN CRIMINAL CASES, DESIGNED 
TO ASSURE ADEQUACY OF COUNSEL BEYOND HERE REPRESENTATION FOR ACCUSED AND CON 
VICTED PERSONS AT ALL l{EQUTIZED STAGES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS" 
(ADMINISTHA TIVE) 

Although not~ issue which ls directly \vi thin our charge, the issue of 
professional of signed counsel in all criminal procEledings is a 
recurrent conrpla:int f the Chtef Justice of the Unitc~d States Court, 
and a recurrent: complaint: lso of inmates incarcer,::~ted in correctional institu·· 
tions tlrroughoul: the S te of Maine. Complaints of inadequate prior preparation 
for tria 1, and. a pros sure to plead guilty to lesser charges are too preva 
lent within Maine orrectional institutions to be overlooked. According to law 
enforcement officers interviewed by the Task Force, some local county bar asso-
ciations have r<:! zed this problem in Hai.ne and are taking action on their own 
account to assure that in all cases only counsel throughly experienced in criminal 
matters a L represent persons in major criminal proceedings. In 
addition, sociations, in cooperation with the courts, re assuring 
that such criminal Hlat are not assigned to obviously incompetent and irre
sponsible counsel. 

Otr.r roccl!mnendation is for the Maine Bar Association~ the courts, and the 
Governo:c 1 s Trial Court Revision Commission cooperatively to implement statewide 
measures as soon as possible remedying the inadequacies of our present system 
of "assigned" 1 represen.tation in all criminal matters. 

2 7. WE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED ALLOWING THE COURT, WITH THE 
CONSENT OF THE ACCUSED TO TRANSFER INTERIM DISPOSITION OF JUVENILE AND MINOR 
ADULT OFFENSES TO A SYSTEM OF "COMMUNITY ARBITRATION COUNCILS" I,OCATED IN THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES OF CHARGED OFFENDERS. LOCAL ARBITP,ATION COUNCILS ARE TO BE 
POPUlARLY ELECTED ACCORDING TO GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS IN THE COMMTJNITY, AND UNDER 
ARBITRATION ARRANGEMENTS TTIE ORIGINAl, COURT SHALL RETAIN JURISDICTION AND HOLD 
CRIMINAL PROCESSING IN ABE:YA:I\TCE llNTIL THE ACCUSED REQUESTS T'flt\T PROCESSING 
CON'I'INUE, OR UNTIL 'l'HE LOCAL ARBITRATION COUNCIL REQUESTS DISHISSAL OF THE 
CRIHINAL CHARGES. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Diversion f adult offenders from the correctional system is needed as. 
desperately as is diversion of juvenile offenders, A necessary element in 
any such scheme of divc.,nlion, hcrwever, is community responsibility for alterna
tive sanctions, rE:Istitution. if applicable, and ultimate disposition of the 
criminal charges. 

Local comrnunH7 arbitration panels have been opera.ting succc~ssfully as 
part of diversionary programs for juvenile offenders in urban areas of the United 
States for somo time e Our recommendation is simply to permit thE:) same kind of 
alternative disposition for lesser adult offenders under combined arbitration 

councils with the consent of the accused juvenile or adult in question and the 
responsible eriminal eour , Such community panels have been successfully 
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operating for ome time in lo1v--inccme neighborhoods of California, Illinois, 
New York and Puer Rj.co and their use is discussed favorably within Chapter 3 of 
the Report on Corrections of the National Advisory Commission on Crimina 1 Justice 
Stahdards and Goals. 

28. WE L~EC0l'1MEND THAT THE LARGELY SUPERVISORY C!lAHACTER OF PROBATION BE 
REDUCED, Tl!AT MECIJ4NIC..ALI"Y·-Il'1POSED CONDITIONS OF PROBATION BE ELIMINATED 9 AND 
THAT PROBATIONARY SERVICES IN 111AINE BE REORIENTED SUBSTANTIALLY TOWARD THE 
PROVISION OF LOCAL SOCIAL SERVICES FOR OFFENDERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
RECOJ.I1HENDATIONS OF. THE PRESIDJNG JUDGE AND THE FORMAL PRESENTENCE INVESTIGA 
TION SUBMITTED IN I':ACH CRIMINAL CASE. (ADHINISTRATIVE) 

Conrrnen t: 
:.j 

The Governor s Task Force on Corrections believes :i.t is unreasonable and 
unenforceable to tioners to disassociate v1ith persons of "bad 
character'', abstain from alcoholic substances, and to pattern their nocturnal 
activities arb:L curfevm. In this opinion we are supported by the evi 
dence of national studies and the opinion of sorm:J administrators of JVIaine s 
Division of Probation and Parole to the effect that rarely, if ever, does 
close supervision of probationers correlate with the deterrence of further criminal 
activity on the of the p(:Jrson being supervised. Bectluse of present caseloads 
and other adminis t:ta tive factors in 1'1a ina, however, supervision is the predominant 
service being supplied to probationers in this state, 

G:Lven l:his situation, we believe that fairly fundamental changes are in 
order, including al:Lnrlnation of the supervisory function of probation officers 
(similar to that \vhich we are advocating for parole i.n recommendati.on 1{88)? 
in all but those es involving the most potentially dangerous of offenders, 
Through this basic reorientation of probationary services we expect to free up 
most present: t:Lon officers for the future location and ion of specific 
community socia 1 EJ:t::'I.TLces t.o probationers, Probation officers, in thr:)ir new 
roles, would serve almost exclusively as links bet-ween the offender and local 
conrrnunity services pr cribed by the court and the age·ncies involved :Ln present
ing the presentence roports on the offender in each criminal case. In this way, 
we believEl that the time of the probation officer and the time of the offender 
wi 11 be used more effic:tEmt in obtaining the types of servi.ees ollihich are more 
likely r:o reduce the causes of further crime eommttted by persons who have come 
to the attention of the courts. 

29o I~E RECOM11F:ND THAT THE USE OF VOLUNTEElt'3 WITH PROMTIONERS BE EXPANDED 
TO INCLUDE ONGOlNG VOI.UNTEER PROGRAMS BASED IN EACH PROBATION/PAROLE DISTRICT 
AND COORDINATED BY THE CORRECTIONAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE AGENCY PROPOSED IN RECOM
HENDA TION #84 OF THIS REPOR'L VOOLUNTEERS SPECIALIZING IN THE AREA OF PROBATION 
SHOULD BE RECRlfiTED WITH 'fHE OBJEC'ITVE OF PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO THE PROBATIONER 
THROUGH EDUCATIONA:L TUTORING, El'1PL0Yl'1ENT ASSIS'rANCE, RECREATIONAL COMPANIONSHIP 9 

AND PERSONAL COUNSELING (AJJMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 
~~."~ 

The increa ed use of volunteers in all phases of the correctional process 
is rt-3connnended ai: cvaJ:"iOut3 ts th.roughout this re It is sufficiEH1t to 
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state now that \vO believe appropriately··trained volunteers can make a significant 
impact on the lives of younger offenders and persons released on probation by 
the criminal and juvenile courts. 

In addit:ion to recruiting private citize11s as volunteers for probationers 
on a one to one basis, several states are also experimenting on a large scale 
with the utilization of local government employees and university students as 
specia liz eel volunteers tut.ors, and companions. The Ci of Los Angeles Fire 
Department provides r<:lCrea l:i ona 1 companionship and persona 1 counseling to pro·
lj>ationers in the California system, and the Phillips Brooks society at Harvard 
University has been supr)lying l.nrge numbers of university students to the 
Massachu.setts correctiona 1 sys.tem for years. 

We believe that similar expanded volunteer efforts in probation and at 
other levels of the correctional process can be initia successfully in Maine, 
and we urge the Bureau f Corrections inrrnediatElly to accelerate the development 
of such programs. 

30. WE RECOl1MJ~ND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A JUDICIAJ .. LY~ADMINISTERED SYSTEM PRO~ 
VIDING COMPENSATION FOR THE VICTIMS OF CRIME, HAVING AS AN EL~MENT SPECIFIC 
RESTITUTION BY CONVICTED PERSONS TO THEIR VICTIMS, OR ~mERE THIS :LS IMPRACTICAL 
COMPENSATION FIWM A GENEHJ\L STATE FUND, WITH 11IE ORIGINAL S~NTENCING COURT 
RETAINING JURISDICTION OVER PARTIES TO THE CASE UNTIL RESTITUTION HAS BEEN 

ACCOMPLISHED. IN ESTABLISHING SUCH A SYSTEM UNDER THE JUDICIARY, WE RECOMMEND 
THAT IT BE USED BOTH AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INCARCEHATION IN SOME CASES, AND AS 
AN ADJUNCT TO INCARCERATION, vJHERE FEASIBLE AND FAIR, IN OTHERS. 

SPECIFICALLY, WE RECOMMEND, AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INCARCERATION, GREATER 
UTILI?.ATION BY THE COURTS OF 34 M.RoS.A. §1631 (I) (A), ALLOWING THE IMPOSITION 
OF RESTITUTION AS A CONDITION OF PRORATION FOR PERSONS CONVICTED OF AN OFFENSE 
WHICH HAS CAUSED DAMAGES TO( ANOTHER AND FOR WHICH CIVIL LIABILITY HAS BEEN 
ESTABLISHED OR ADMITTED0 

IN ADDITION, WE RECOMMEND THE ENACTMENT OF FURTHER LEGISLATION DESIGNED 
TO ALLOW THE COURTS TO REQUIRE FULL OR PARTIAL HESTITUTION FROM PERSONS ACTUALLY 
TO BE CONFINED FOR CONi'.fLSSION OF OFFENSES CAUSING CIVIL DAMAGES TO VICTIMS SUCH 
AS THOSE OUTLINED ABdVE" (ADivliNIS T'RA TIVE) (LEGISLf\ TIVE) 

Restitution to the victims of crime is an extremely complicat~d subject. 
The Govornor 1 s Task Force on Corrections bEilieves, hmvever, that more must be 
done in Maine both to utilize restitution and probation as an alternative to 
incarcer:al:ion and to assure that the victims of crime are at least in part 
compensated for the damages l:hey experience. 

First, we recommend much greater utilization by the courts of 3LJ. M.R.SoA. 
ih631 (I) (A) allcY~;ving restitution, by the offender to the victim, of the civil 
damages of crime as a condition of probation, In 1971, the Legislature removed 
the $100 damage limit formerly attached to the statute and we believe that the 
clear intent of the Legislature was to encourage use of the section by the 



courts as an alun:native to confinement in a greater number of cases, \vhere 
incarceration 1-;rould servo no useful purpose. 

Secondly, where it proves impractical to arrange restitution in a 
criminal offunse on a one to one basis, we recommend that a dedicated fund be 
created by the state to compensate vittims at least partially for the often 
catastrophic financial effects of criminal action against them. 

He wish to emphasize that we are not. recommending here that the state 
criminal courts he turned into arenas for the debate of the degree of civil 
liability in a vnriety of criminal actions, nor are we recommending that 
monetary re l:itutiort to victims replace the state's interest in felony sentenc= 
ing. We are eoneented, hor.vevor, that the victims of crime often needlessly go 
uncompensated, in major and minor offenses, whe:ee the damages caused by crimina 1 
action are easi ciJlculable and where the payment of such damages to the victim 
is practical under the circumstances" 

Specifieal , we recommend that for relatively minor offenses restitution 
be used as an alternative to incarceration in the discretion of the court. And 
for all other offenses vJe rocommt:lnd that restitution be attempted if damages 
are easily calculable, and that it be used as an alternative to incarceration 
where profit motive on the part of the offender was not the dominant factor in 
inducing the offense. 

The states of Hinnesota California, Hashington, Alaska, Hawaii, Haryland, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York have recently established successful 
programs of restitution by offenders to the victims of crime, and we recommend 
that the establishment of such a program in Naine be patterned closely after the 
experiences of these jurisdictions. 

31. HE RECOMMEND, IN CASES HHERE NONETARY RESTITUTION TO A VICTIM IS INAPPRO-
PIUATE, AND IN CASES WHERE 1\EGULATORY OFFENSES ARE COMMITTED AGAINST THE STATE, 
THAT MAINE'S CRIMINAL COURTS MORE FREQUENTLY UTILIZE THE PERFORMANCE OF RELATED 
"PUBLIC SERVICE" ACTIVITIES IW THE OFFENDER AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INCARCERATION, 
AND 11-lAT COMPLETION OF SUCl1 A TERN OF PlillLIC SERVICE BE CONSIDERED COHPLETE 
RESTITUTION FOR 1llE OFFENSE C CMl'1ITTED. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Incarceration for several classes of offenders often serves no useful 
purpose when the offense committed is a ·regulatory offense against the state, 
or a minor offense causing severe damages to an unexpected victim" In such 
cases, judges throughout the nation have been experimenting with more rational 
and negotiated sentencing responses to criminal action, often ignoring entirely 
the statur~or:i ly authorized on term. 

For example, in Jvliami, Florida an offender convicted of vehicular man 
slaughter in June 1974 agreed to the sentencing judge's suggestion that the 
offender create an educational trust fund for the victim's children as an 
alternative to a prison ternL Also, in a midwestern city recently, an owner of 
an abandoned freezer in which a child suffocated was convicted of negligent 
homicide anp_ sentenced to loc<:Jte a finite number of similarly abandoned freezers 
throughout the ci s slums and to assist the public works department in removing 
them. 
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Other examples of "public service" sentencing include mandatpry 
community repair projects for vandals, simple terms of related public service 
labor in the community for local offenses, and arrangements similar to the 
well-known two··year term of public employment .formerly available as an alter
native to incarceration for objectprs under the Selective Service System. 

With juvenile and adult drug-related offenses clearly on the increase 
in Maine, we believe it is increasingly sensible to explore more creative 
methods of sentencing persons convicted of such offenses, and we urge that the 
courts make greater use of existing statutory authority to impose such sentences 
as alternatives to conventional tenus within Maine's correctional system. 



CHAPTER II 

GOVERNOR 1 S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

STATEMENT OF POLICY 

Subcommittee on Institutional Reform 

Deinstitutionalization ~~2rrectional Inma~e Population 

It is the opinion of the Governor's Task Force on Corrections that 
centralized correctional institutions insulated from an offender's former 
community and family relationships constitute artificial and unnecessarily 
repressive environments more conducive to further production of heightened 
criminal attitudes and skills than the furtherance of attitudes and skills 
designed to integrate the former felon safely back into society. For this 
reason it is our firm policy that no additional centralized correctional 
facilities be established in this state, and that the inmate populations of 
our present facilities be dispersed as much as possible, consistent with 
the public safety, to community-based correctional programs and facilities 
operating in close proximity to an offender's former community or new 
location of academic or employment opportunities. 

In recommending such a substantial emphasis on community~based 
correctional treatment in Maine, the Task Force is mindful of the fact that 
there will always remain some small fraction of our offender population 
which must be confined in a maximum security environment for the protection 
of society as a whole. We believe 9 however~ that it is needlessly wasteful 
of both public resources and human lives to confine large portions: of our 
entire offender population in such environments when it is evident that 
institutional security practices are often designed largely for the most 
dangerous of inmates? and that such security measures often hinder the types 
of remedial and skill programs required to successfully reintegrate offenders 
into society. 

Participation by Inmates in the Corrective Process 

Secondly, the Governor's Task Force believes that to the greatest 
extent practicable inmates of correctional institutions should become 
involved with correctional officials in designing their own program of 
individualized retraining and reintegration into the community based on the 
reasonable requirements and expectations of the non-:i.nstitutional society. 
Toward this end, we believe that Maine correctional institutions must greatly 
expand their vocational and academic program capabilities to the point where 
it would be reasonable to sanction mutually planned retraining agreements 
between correctional officials and offenders leading to a certain parole and 
appropriate occupational placement. 

Placing Remaining Institutions on a Self-Sustaining Basis 

Thirdly, given a continuing commitment to greater emphasis at all Maine 
correctional facilities t~1ard practical and realistic academic and vocational 
reintegration programs, we see no logical reason why such adult facilities and 
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programs could not become largely self-supporting and productive elements of 
our larger society, Offenders should be trained and employed in skilled trades 
of their own choice at every correctional facility, and should be paid equita
bly for their efforts according to the value of the work produced. Such pro
grams, beyond forming the backbone of correctional facilities oriented toward 
offender reintegration into society~ could realistically provide the means to 
help support correc tiona 1 faci.li ties, and the dependents of inma to res:! dents of 
those facilities, while providing also the financial resources to compensate 
the victims of crime. 

Fourth, our juvenile institutions must be re-oriented toward the ideal 
of providing the level of academic and social skills required by the community 
of all young people necessary for independent functioning and successful 
competition in society, This is done mindful of the fact that many residents 
of juvenile institutions are direct products of social problems; that they 
often cannot and should not return to their former environments; and that 
perhaps the most humane service that can be accomplished for such persons is 
to equip them adequately to operate independently in the larger society. 
Specifically toward this end, juvenile institutions should provide as natural 
and non-punitive an environment as possible together 'vith co-educational 
academic and social programs designed to encourage non-stigmatized development 
of the child or adolescent concerned. 

~ansion of Democratic Processes i_n Remaining Institutions 

And lastly, we believe that only through the encouragement of greater 
democratic functions in all aspects of institutional life will the residents of 
such institutions become competent to administer their own affairs once removed 
from the often debilitatingly supportive institutional framework. Greater 
freedom of thought, speech, and expression by all offenders at all institutions 
is vital to such a process, and is vital also to the effectiveness of those 
institutions charged with assisting such persons in their preparation to 
reenter a politically diverse society. 
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CHAPTER II · 

GOVEimOR 1 S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

Subcommittee on Institutional Reform 

.32. WE RECOMMEND THAT 1liE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR IMMEDIATELY SEEK FEDERAL 
FUNDING FOR Tl-IE PI1~0T -PROJECT IMPLE"MENTA TION OF A SYSTEM OF 11 JAIL INTAKE 
OFFICERS" RESPONSIBl,E TO THE JUDICIARY, LOCATED AT SEVERAL SELECTED COUNTY 
JAILS AND lARGER MUNICIPAL LOCKUPS, AND CHARGED WITH DIVERTING AT Tl-IE PRE-TRIAL 
LEVEL AS 'MANY ACCUSED PERSONS AS POSSIBLE, CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC SAFETY, 
FROM TI-IE CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS TO ALTERNATIVE NON-CUSTODIAL 
AND COMMUNITY BASED ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. 

SPECIFICALLY, FOR MISDEMFANOR OFFENSES, THE JAIL INTAKE OFFICER SHALL 
HAVE AUTHORITY TO IMMEDIATELY RELEASE THE DETAINEE ON HIS OWN RECOGNIZANCE, 
PENDING A RECOMMENDATION TO THE COURT FOR DISMISSAL OR OTHER ACTION ON THE 
CHARGES. 

FOR MORE SERIOUS OFFENSES, THE JAIL INTJ\KE OFFICER SHALL HAVE Tl-IE 
AUTI-IORITY AT THE TIME OF ARRAIGNMENT, WITH TI-IE CONSENT OF THE DETAINEE, TO SEEK 
FROM TI-IE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY AND Tl-IE COURT ALTERNATIVE 90-DAY PLACEMENT FOR 
THE DETAINEE IN COMMUNITYw·BASED COUNSELING, EDUCATIONAL, AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRANS, 
AND TO SEEK CONTINUANCE OF 11-IE PROCESSING OF THE CASE UNTIL COMPLETION OF THE 
PROGRAM, AT WHICH POINT DISMISSAL OF ALL CHARGES IS POSSIBLE. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

Pre-trial diversion of certain types of adult and juvenile offenders 
from the correctional sys tern has long been lacking in organized form within .the 
State of Maine. Task Force investigation indicates that several county jails 
do in fact initially place selected detainees in local hospitals, psychiatric 
observation wards, and other diagnostic facilities, but that the persons so 
placed fall largely within thd categories of alcoholics, physically injured 
persons, persons under the influence of drugs, persons exhibiting abnormal 
psychological behavior, and persons who are obviously mentally retarded. Juve
niles as a group, sex offenders, and participants in victimless crimes, however, 
are ordinarily not considered for such alternative processing, and in reality 
the informal diversionary practices actually in effect usually only provide 
short-term diagnostic services to local police and sheriffs' departments, and 
no permanent diversion from the correctional system is effected in most cases. 

What we are reconunending is the establishment of an experimental court
administered pilot program (consistent with our separate recommendation regard-
ing juveniles in recommendation #7), tied to the larger county jails and muni
cipal lockups and charged with diverting as many persons as possible from the 



correctional process at the 
charged, but on offender 

-trial stage,based not necessarily on the offense 
real danger to society. 

Such projects have been funded with consistent success in Des Moines, 
Iowa; New York City; .Jacksonville, Florida; New Haven, Connecticut; Washington, 
D.C.; Los Angeles, Californi<l; and other localities, both urbnn and rural, and 
the concept as a whole is strongly recommended by Chapter 3 of the Report on 
Corrections of the Natlonal Advisory Corrrrni.ssion on Criminal .Justice Standards 
and Goals. · 

33. HE RECOMMEND THAT 3tt M.R.S .A @3 BE AMENDED TO CLARIFY THE DIVISION OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE AU'UIORITY OVER COUNTY JAILS IN MAINE, CONSISTENT WI'.('H THE 
FOLLOWING OVERlUDING POUCIES (1) 'I'JIAT TilE S'LATE HAVE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY 
TO OVERSEE CUSTODIAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS IN TI-lE EXISTING COUNTY JAIL 
SYSTEM; (2) THAT THE I,OCAL COJ:vJHUNITY SHALL HAVE PRIMARY AUTHORITY FOR THE 
CONTE'NT OF REHAB ILl TATIVE PROGRAMS FOR TilE INMATE POPULATION; (3) THAT THE 
STATE, IN COOPERATION WITH THE MAINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, SHALL ESTABLISH 
AND ENFORCE MANDATORY MINIMUM STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
COUNTY CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYEES; (L}) TliAT THERE IS ESTABLISHED A SYSTEH OF 
CIVIL SERVICE FOR ALL COUNTY CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYEES, OTHER TilAN THE SHERIFF 
AND HIS CHIEF DEPUTY, AND (5) THAT COUNTY JAILS EVENTUALLY BE USED ONLY TO 
HOUSE AND PROVIDE SOCIAL SERVICES TO PRE-TRIAL DETAINEES o (LEGISLATIVE) 

The Governor s Task Force on Corrections believes very strongly that, 
based on a large amount of objective evidence from national studies and from 
the correctional systems of other states, the highest degree of success when 
dealing with persons in trouble with the law is to be expected at the local 
level, in programs administered by local people under elected officials. We 
specifically rejoct, therefore, any immediate takeover by the state of the admin
istration or programs of our existing county jail system. What we do propose, 
however, consistent with .other recommendations in this report, is a clear 
division of authority between the custodial and reintegrative functions of local 
corrections, with the state assuming tight controls over existing living condi 
tions and custodial s in the county jails, and the local communities 
assuming almost tota 1 control over' the types an.d character of programs being 
run for inmates out of such local facilities@ 

In addition, we are proposing an immediate upgrading of minimal standards 
for dounty correctional employees, with mandatory certification of such persons 
by the Maine Criminal Justice Academy, and a general depoliticizing of county 
correctional jobs through the establishment of a civil service system for all 
county correctional employees other than the Sheriff himself, and his chief 
deputy, 

And finally, we recommend that, as the alternative state "area center" 
facilities and other programs proposed by the Batten, Batten study are actually 
established, M.aine county jails be used only to house and to provide services 
to persons awaiting trial, and that all convicted persons be transferred irnme
diately through the Bureau of Corrections to an ap,propriate correctional 
facility, area center, or community-based program. Based on the characteristics 
of our present statewide county jail population, this last recommendation would 
effect an approximiH:e 25-30'%, drop in the county jail populations of the various 
counties in Maine as the Batten, Batten study is implemented. 
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JLJ., WE RECOJVifvlEND THAT ARTICLE IX. SECTION 10 OF THE MAINE CONSTITUTION BE 
AMENDED TO ESTAirLTSH 'I11E TERl'-1 OF C01JI\lTY SHERIFFS AS FOUR YEARS INSTEAD OF TI-iE 
PRESENT TivO-YEAR TERM. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Conunent: 
--~~ 

111.8 present term of office for county sheriffs in Maine ~vas 
established in 1856 in the context of a 19th century rural Maine socLety where 
sheriffs were expected to be little more than part=time turnkeys and full-time 
politicians In more rocent times, however, Maine sheriffs, especially in the 
more urban areas of our tate, have become highly-skilled and professionalized 
local correctional officia 

In because of the higher degree of professionalism emerging at the 
county sheriff level, th<3 Governor's Task Force believes that a term of office 
longer than that which p·rf:Jsently exists :i.s necessary to allow county sheriffs 
coming into office te opportunity to develop, free from short term politi-
ca 1 pressures, thc:J new range of short duration correctiona 1 programs so 
badly needed at the local level In addition, we believe that in the short 
term, streng1:hening the position of the county sheriff as a correctional special
ist at the community level \vill ease the way toward the development of truly 
community-based corrections in this state, and will pave the way logically 
toward the further development of regional law enforcement and correctional 
programs directly responsible to the local electorate, 

35, WE RECOMMEND THAT THE SHERIFF IN EACH COUNTY BE AUTHORIZED TO GRANT 
RELEASE ON PERSONAl, RECOGNIZANCE OR FURI,OUGHS OF REASONABLE DURATION TO INMATES 
IN RESIDENCE AT HIS FACILITIES FOR THE PURPOSES OF VISITING A DYING SPOUSE OR 
RELATIVE, ATTENDING THE FlJNEML OF A CLOSE RELATIVE, OR FOR OTHER REASONS 
CONSISTENT WITH TilE WELL~BEING OR REHABILITATION OF THE INMATE. (LEGISLATIVE) 

With the development of county jails less as purely custodial institu
tions, and more as local detention facilities connected with a variety of local 
and area center community programs, it will become necessary to give local 
sheriffs a h:eer hand i11 allowing persons in residence at their facilities 
greater opportuni to participate in such programs" The above recommendation 
for statutory authorization of short-tenn county jail "furloughs'' and release 
on personal recognizance fs designed to give sheriffs this discretionary power 
conc<;:lrning inmate access to community programs or activities deemed consistent 
with the rehabilitation of their prisoners, and the language of the reconunenda
tion suggested follows closely that of the present Bureau of Corrections 
furlough law" 

36, WE RECOM1'1END THAT THE ATTORNEY GENEML ASSEMBLE IN PAl'1PHLET FORM, BY 
JANUARY 1, 1975, A COMPREHENSIVE COMPILATION OF THE LEGAL RIG'}ITS AND ALTERNA 
TIVES OF SENTENCED IJRISONERS AND PRE~TRIAL DETAINEES IN MAINE COUNTY JAILS AND 
MUNICIPAL T"OCKUPS AND I1IA.T SUCH PUBT~IC'.ATIONS BE UPDATED SEMI-ANNUALLY, AND MADE 
AVAILABLE TO COUNTY JAILS AND MUNICIPAL LOCKUPS FOR LOCAL DISTRIBUTION TO ALL 
ARRESTED PERSONS UPON THEIR INITIAL PROCESSING AT SUCH FACILITIES. 
(ADMINISTMTIVE) 
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Present little information concerning the lega 1 rights of accused 
persons, beyond perfunctory recitations, is given to persons upon their 
arrest and initial procossing at a eounty jail or municipal holding facility, 
and as a 1 matter little more can be expected of harried and often 
nonprofess~Gnal jail intake personnel. Consequently there exists a wide vari
ance in th/e amount and accuracy of 1 information given to sometimes bewil
dered and frightened persons upon their initial confinement. 

In order to reduce needless among persons recently admitted to 
a jail facility, and in order to assist such persons practically in asserting 
their legal options under the situation to the fullest extent possible, it 
is suggested that tho S te a sume responsibility for the preparation and dis 
semination of current and tandardized compilations of the basic legal rights 
of accused persons held in such facilities. It is contemplated that 
such pamphlets simply be handed to a detainee upon his first contact with the 
jail intake officer and that such pamphlets be attached to a copy of the 
printed rules an.d regulations of the facility and given routinely to the detainee 
if it is determined actually to hold him in residence at the facility for any 
length of time. 

3 7. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS BE DIRECTED BY THE GOVERNOR 
TO REDRAFT, BY JANUARY 1 197 5, ITS STANDARDS CONCERNING THE ADMINISTHATION OF 
COUNTY JAILS TOWARD THE LmD OF FACILITATING AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE COUNTY COMPLI= 
ANCE WITH THE VARIETY OF SPECIFIC STANDARDS E.'N1J1'1ERATED IN CHAPTER 9 OF THE 
REPORT ON CORl{ECTIONS, OF 11-IE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
STANDARDS AN.D GOALS •. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

As discussed ly, 34 M.R.S.A authorizes the Bureau of Correc 
tions to establish enforce reasonable health and safety standards at all of 
the state's county ils" Under recommendation it38 \vEl are reco~ending also 
that the Bureau of Corrections be empowered to enforce these same standards for 
municipal lockups" The present il standards in effect at the Bureau of Correc-
tions, however, 1;.;rere initially in 1967 and are presently badly out of 
date. There were four su:kides in Maine county jails and muni 1 lockups 
during 1973, and at the date this report went to press there had already occured 
one more suicide at such faciliti.es in 1974.. The Governor's Task Force on 
Corrections believes that substandard jail conditions, past fragmentation of 
regulatory authority, and laxity of enforcement over such conditions l'lave been 
contributing factors to such occurences, and we cannot recommend strongly enough 
now that something be done immediately to prevent the needless recurrence of 
such tragedies 

The 
nal Justice Standards and Goals 
to the remedying of substandard 
dards be hrought into line with 

of the National Advisory Commission on Crimi
has devoted a significant am0unt of research 
jail c:onditions~ and we ask that Maine's stan
these national recormnendations by January 1, 1975" 

38. WE RECOMMEND THAT 34 M.R.S.A. BE AMENDED TO INCLUDE WITHIN UIE 
REGULA TORY AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MEN'rAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS THE 
SAME AU'l1IORITY TO INSPECT AND SET IvJINIMUM CUSTODIAL STANDARDS FOR HDNICIPAL 
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LOCKUPS AS TllAT :PRESENTI .. Y EiClSTING WI'lll THE DEPARTM_ENT REGARDING COUNTY JAILS. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

3L~ M., R. S ,A" cmpOvJers th.e Bureau of Corrections to enforce nnn~mum 
health and saft1ty tandards t 11 of MainEl 1

S county ils, but gives the 
Bureau no povlex· \vhatsoever to enforce such minimum standards at any of the 
state's app'I:oximat:E1 70 municipal lockups. With county jails and municipal 
lockups being used interchangeably in some instances in Maine as temporary 
holding facilities for pro il detainees~ it rnak(3S no sense to alll}W the 
state to enforce mininunn li conditions and security requirements at one 
facility, but not at the other. 

39, WE IZE:CD:f\1MEl'm TI:IA'l' THE JvlAINE DEl-'ARTMENT OF HEALT'H AND 1rJELFARE BE 
IMMEDIATELY DIRECTED TO EXPLORE 'I1iE POSSIBILITY WITHIN EXIS'ITNG RESOURCES, 
OF DESIGNATING AT LEAST ONE PRESENT SOCIAL WORKER OR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 
COUNSELOR FOR EACH COUNTY IN MAINE TO BE EMPLOYED LARGELY FULL-TI111E WITI-l TilE 
LOCAL COUNTY JAIL AS A "SOCIAL SERVICES REFERRAL ASSISTANT" AND JOB DEVELOPER 
FOR THE RESIDENT INMATE POPULA'ITON~ AND THAT THE l07TH LEGISLATURE BE ASKED 
TO APPROVE FUNDING tHTIUN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE TO PROVIDE FOR 
TI-IE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ON$-GOING PROGHAM OF FULL-TIME COUNTY-BASED AND REGIONAL 
SOCIAL SERVICE REFEREAL \:JORKERS TO WORK EXCLUSIVELY WITH COUNTY JAIL INMATES. 
(ADMINISTHATIVE) (LEGISlATIVE) 

Comment.: 

\ The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that crime is a social 
phenomenon, with largely environmental, social and psychological root causes. 
While in the long social change will be required almost assuredly to 
reduce crime significantly, in the short term remedial state action in providing 
social services to convicted persons can do a great deal toward assisting those 
persons who have a been caught up in the criminal process. lN'ithin the 
Maine correctional moreover, perhaps no populational cross-section 
exhibits a great1.1r for occupational therapy and social services of all 
kinds than chronic inmates of county jai Is o Historically howE;ver, inmates of 
county jails have been ly ignored by tate agencies providing these services, 
until the actual mom<:rnt of release from confinement. The services than provided 
by the state often have proved "too little and too late", and it has been usually 
only a short period before the ex-inmate or some member of his immediate family 
takes up residence within the il facility, at county expense once again. 

This truly deplorable situation, can be remedied only through the initia 
tion of an intensive effort aimed at providing direct social services to jail 
inmates and their families prior to re se from confinement, and to assure~ 
through folla-v~~=up services that suc:h persons do not return unnecessarily to 
jail. Specifically, our recommendation is to locate a present state-supported 
social services worker at each county jail in Maine to assist jail inmates in 
becoming accepted in state and federal vocational and educational assistance 
programs, to refer such inmates or members of their families to state adult or 
child protective services, and eventually to assist such jail imnr::1tes in locating 
adequate housing and an adequate job in the community upon release. 
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40, WE RECOJvJf'IEND IIvU)LEMENTATION OF A PI-lASED PLAN PROVIDING WAGE COMPENSATION 
AND PROFIT SllARING CONNECTED TO COMHI<:RCIALLY-PRODUCTIVE AND CUSTODIAL INMATE 
LABOR PERFORMED AT ADUT~T CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS ON THE BASIS OF A REGULAR 
l~O-HOUR WORK WEEK TOWARD THE ENDS OF: (1) CREATING FUNDS TO MAKE POSSIBLE 
RESTITUTION TO THE VICTIMS OF CRIME; (2) PROVIDING FUNDS FOR 1]IE SUPPORT OF 
FAMILIES OF INHATES; ) PROVIDING PRACTICAL JOB TRAINING EXPERII!,'NCE; AND (4) 
MAKING OUR ADULT INSTTTUTIONS :LESS TOTALLY DEPENDENT ON STATE FUNDING FOR 
OPERATIONAL PURPOSES" IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS WE RECOMMEND THAT PARTIAL 
COMPENSATION OF INSTITUTIONAL IN1Jii.\TE lABOR BE INSTITUTED BY THE MAINE STATE 
PRISON DURING FISCAL YEAR 19 5 WITH FEDERAL ASSISTANCE, AND TILI\T AS SOON AS 
NECESSARY LEGISlATION CAN BE APPROVED, ALL INSTITUTIONAL INMATE LABOR IN MAINE 
THAT IS OF ECONOJviJ:C BENEF'IT 'I'O ANY CORRECTIONAL OR PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ENTITY BE 
COMPENSATED AT LEAST AT 11JE STATE MINIMLJM WAGE OR AT RATES REPRESENTING THE 
PREVAILING \IIAGE FOR \IJOill( OF T!IE SAME TYPE IN THE VICINITY OF TilE CORRECTIONAL 
FACILI 1Y G 

IN ADDITION~ I'!E IU:COMlvfEND TI1AT PRISON INDUSTHIES BE ORGANIZED AS I'1UC..1l AS 
POSSIBLE ALONG LINES DESIGNED TO 1'AILOR PRISON WORK ASSIGNMENTS TO OFFENDER.') 1 

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS AND TO TF!E CHANGING NEEDS OF POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS IN THE PRI-
VATE BUSINESS SECTOR; AND SPECIFICALLY (1) THAT CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL AND 
INDIVIDUAL OFFENDERS TOGETHER DETERMINE ANY INSTITUTIONAL WORK ASSIG'NMENTS FOR 
THE OFFENDER BASED ON TIIE OFFENDER 1 S PERSONAL INTERESTS, CAPABILITIES, AND 
EVENTUAL COlvJMllNI'IY JOB GOAL; (2) THAT NON~PRODUCTIVE INSTITUTIONAL WORK ASSIGN
HENTS BE MADE AVAil-ABLE ONLY TO THOSE INMATES WHO BASICALLY DO NOT REQUIRE 
INTENSIVE DEVEI,OPMENT OF ML\IU\ETABLE JOB SKILLS; AND (3) TI-lAT INJ11ATE PARTICIPA
TION IN ANY PRISON INDUSTRY ASSIGNivfr~NT BE TIED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE TO ACTUAL 
PLACEMENT OF THE INJ11A'l'E IN A CLOSELY RELATED PERMANENT JOB IN TI-lE. OUTSIDE COM-
MUNI'IY. (ADMINISTRATIVE) (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

·Institutional ob l:ra and placement programs at Haine correctional 
facilities are opeJ:a substantially b(3lOW capacity. Fe..;.;r programs offering 
truly beneficial classroom or practical job training experience to correctional 
inmates exist in the first place, and some of the programs which do exist train 
inmates in pai'tial non-transferable skills such s the manufacture of license 
plates and road signs. 

In addition, Maine is one of only six remaunng states in the nation which 
presently do not compensate inmate labor employed in such "prison industries" and 
manufacturh1g programs, and in fact the only source of income available to Maine 
State Prison inmates a the present time is from the sale of novelty items and 
souvenirs, handcrafted by iwlividua 1 ihma tes on thGir own time and offered to 
the public at the on ston;. TI10se industries which do exist at the prison 
provide little concenl:rated job training for prison inmates; and although 65'% 
of the inmate population is formally assigned to some industry program, many of 
the programs such as the commercial printing operation are severely underutilized. 
In fact, until very recently tho curious selection of industries operating at 
the prison seemed local antique industry than to the rational 
occupational train of a largely urban inmate population, and 
only after the Task Force had been in operation for several months were the 
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41. WE RECOMMEND THE CREl\TION OI<' A TwELVE MEr-mER "JOINT CORRECTIONS-INDUS 
TRY ADVISORY BOARD" CON:31STING OF REPRESE.'NTATIVES OF MAINE PRIVATE INDUSTRY, 
ORGANIZED LABOR, THE VOCATIONL\L EDUCATION BUREAU OF THE DEPARTM1'NT OF EDUCA
TIONAL AND CULTURAL SERVICES THE DEPAR'I1'1ENT OF MANPOWER AFFAIRS, THE MAINE 
STATE CHAMBER OF COJvJivJERCE THE SERVICE CORPS OF RETIRED EXECUTIVES (S.C. 0. R. E.), 
TI-IE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS, AND INMATES AT ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, TO 
HEET QUAHTElU,Y WITH THE HEADS OF EACH ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION TO ADVISE 
THEH ON THE STRUCTURING OF PRISON INDUSTRY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF 
THE MOST CURRENT PRACTICAL UTII.I'IY BOTH TO PRIVATE INDUSTRY AND TO THE MAINE 
PRISON POPUI,ATION ) 

Conunent: 
~~-·~· 

With the rocommoncled cxpans ion of both ins ti tutiona 1 and communi 
based son :Lndus and t:iona 1 tion programs within the Maine correc 
tional system, additl.onn from private industry and state occupational 
specialists wi 11 b r<:;qu assure tha particlpa ting inmE~ tes are actually 
trained in wel occupational skil.ls currently in high demand by the 
outside commu11l eoordi:natlon in the past between correctional job 
training programs and r:hn ci:ual nec1ds of te industry in Maine has caused 
a significant amount of wa~ted effort and unrealized expectations throughout 
our co:rrectiona 1 sysl:emo ly ~ ·wcJ are proposing now the creation of 
an advisory boa tied te indus , and with citizen members 
compensated on a per assure under the expanded training 
system that: greatEn: pla inmates in productivc:J jobs once 
they leave the et chieved. 

42. WE RECOl1J'1l'JI!D THAT THE S'l'ATE MlNIMUM \1AGE LAW BE AMENDED TO INCLUDE 
WITHIN ITS COVEHAGE AI,L INMATES OF MAINE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS WHO PERFORM 
WORK WHICH IS OF ECONOMTC VALUE TO THE STATE (LEGISLATIVE) 

The Governo:e Task Force on Corrections believes that, in addition to 



paying inmal:fJS for commercially productive labor eventually at rates which will 
Gqual those prevailing E \vork of the same type in the connnunity, as discussed 
in recommendat:i jfL!-0, all inmat.:e labor at all correctional facilities which is 
of economic benofit to the state should be compensated at rates at least equal
ling tho state minimum "Wage, To do less, we beliove, \vould bo to countenance a 
special form of involuntary servitude. 

Presently, at every correctional institution throughout Maine there are 
inmates preparing and erving meals, washing floors, repairing state property 
(including motor vehicles, plumbing, and electrical wiring at male institutions), 
and performing ~vide variety o [ other ins ti tutiona 1 custodia 1 and maintenance 
functions The of this labor is of major economic: benefit to the 
state, and yet the in.mate laborers involved are not compensated in any manner 
by the institutions for which they work 

Furthermore:~, several institutions employ inmates in "trusty positions" 
actually assis with administrative functioning of the institutions in 
jobs that v10uld othcn.:v\lisr~ be filled by professional counselors and correc-
tional officers emp the Stateo For such inmates performing similar or 
identical work to that performed by non-inmate employees, WEl recommend that 
they be compensated at lmilar or ide·ntical rates to those applying to non 
inmate employeeso 

~ y, Civ. No. 13 113 (D" Me. June 
18, 1974) required all inn~tes of mental institutions in Maine to be compensated, 
according to the above standards, for all labor performed that is of economic 
benefit to the state and we believe simply that the concept should be quickly 
and logically applied to our correctional institutions. 

Hith the advent of requiring inmates to pay for a wide variety of pro
grams and services within eorrectional institutions, and with the advent of 
increased use of restitul:ion arrangements to compensate the victims of crime 
in Maine, we believe it is only fair to compensate all beneficial inmate labor 
at all correctional i11stitutions aceording to standards considered oquitable 
for the general population at large. 

43, HE RECOMMEND THAT, TOGETHER WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION, DURING FISCAL 
YEAR 197 5, OF PROFIT SHARING AND GRADUATED WAGE PAYMENTS TO INJYIATES UNDER TTIE 
PROPOSED EXPANDED PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGMM AT THE MAINE SI'ATE PRISON, THE 
$3,000 PER II'\flvlf-\TE PER YEAR ADMTNISTMTIVE CEILING ON INDIVIDU~AL INl'1ATE EARNINGS 
BE ELIMINATED. (ADMTNISTMTIVE) 

Comment; 

Presently, the Haine State Prison imposes a $3,000 ceiling on individual 
inmate earnings from items produced within the commercial crafts and novelties 
programs and sold to the public at the Prison Store, The earnings ceiling is 
presently enforeed to encourage competition among all inmates in the production 
of salable novell:ies, and to prevent some inmates with access to outside capital 
from establishing independent economic power bases, through the employment of 
other inmates in major capitalistic enterprises, within the prison" 

hlith the advent of profit sharing an.d the payment of reasonable wages 
under. an expanded on industries program administered by the Maine State 
Prison, the reasons for the present earnings ceiling become unconvincing" 
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We believe tho ceiling should be eliminated to allmv for the immediate imple
mentation of thEJ initial ted compensation plan, and the eventual imple
mentation of tho minimum wage floor on all inmate labor benefitting the state, 
comtempla ting vmge levels in both programs in excess of $3,000 per inmate per 
year in some circumstances, 

L~LJ.. WE RECOJvlHEND THAT AS RESIDENTIAl, PROGRAMS IN ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITU-
TIONS IN HAINE BEC01'1Ji: MORE ORIENTE!) TOWARD VOCATIONAL TRAINING, THE PRODUCTION 
OF COJv!JvlJ:<::RCIAL l)RODUCTS THE PROVISiu'N OF COMlviERCJALLY SALABLE SERVICES, AND 
ULTH1ATE JOB PlACEMENT FOR INMATES IN THE OUTSIDE COHMUNITY, THAT INHATES PAR
TICIPATING IN SUCH WORK PROGRAMS BE AFFO'IUJED THE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME MEMBERS 
OF ESTABLISHED CRAF'T I.ABOR UNIONS (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

As the expansion of educational release, halfway house utilization and 
community-based drug treatment programs depletes the adult institutional popu
lations to a point at wh:ich inmates remaining under direct correctional adminis-
trative authori at the central institutions and regional pre-release centers 
are largely invol v<.:ld in on indus try and other work programs, it becomes 
logica 1· to a llmv such imna tes to be represented by organized labor in the same 
manner as are their fellO'tv workers in the outside population. 

In order for the Jvlaine State Prison presently to implement any proposed 
expansion of prison industry activities and institutionally-based work programs, 
it nrust comply with federal legislation such as the Fair Labor Standards Act, 
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and in short must run its manufac 
turing operations according to the same minimum health safety, and other regulatory 
standards as private businesses. Within the confines of the private enterprise 
system, and under such circumstances, we see no reason why inmate laborers in 
prison shops should not be afforded the same access to labor union representation 
concerning working cond:L tions in those shops, as that allowed indus tria 1 vJorkers 
performing similar jobs in similar shops :i.n the outside connnunity. 

Indeed, we believe that the initiation of dues-paying voting membership 
in recognized labo·r tions for most inmates would help ease the ·way into 
union jobs for such persons in the outside community upon eventu<311 release from 
prison, and would provide a constructive community-based organizational frame 
work for inmate participation while in prison 

L~S, HE RECOJv!NEND '1.1fAT THE DEVELOP1'1Ji:NT OF READING AND BASIC EDUCATIONAL SKILLS 
FOR CORRECTIONAL INHATES BE MADE A TOP PRIORITY GOAL OF ALL HAINE CORRECTIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 9 AJ\T[) THAT AN INTENSIVE PROGRAM DIRECTED AT RAISING THE READING LEVELS 
OF CONFINED PERSONS IN 'MAINE TO HIGH SC"'HOOI, GRADUATE LEVELS BE INITIATI...:D IHME
DIATELY USING BOTH EXFA.NDED REALLOCATION OF S'.LATE RESOURCES AND PRIVATE ORGANIZA-
TIONS SUCH AS "LITERACY VOLUNTEERS''. (ADJv!INISTRATIVE) 

It has bc1en estiwated that over l~Oio of correctional inmates nationally 
are functionally illiterateo The percentage of such persons serving sentences 
within the :Maine state and county correctional systc:lm is not available simply 



because no stat~e agency presently records it, but at least one major institution, 
the Maine Stat<~ on, estimates that one inmate in three at that institution 
has a "serious reading problem" and that the average reading level for its entire 
inmate population is below the lOth grade leveL 

There <:n:e coun less, trite but very true stories circulating within the 
walls of ~1i:c~inEl correctional institutions of potential parolees not completing 
job applications because they could not understand the questions on the printed 
forms, and of such persons lso showing up at the wrong location for a personal 
job interview simply because they couldn't decipher the written address. While 
such stories were the object of no little humor for Maine inmates retelling them 
personally to Task Fo·ece W3mbers, there is enough t·:cuth behind them generally 
i.n Maine prisons and county ils to make the humor \·vane substantia].ly for the 
listener, and for the 

The Govornor s Task Force on Correctlons believes that most root causes 
of repeated crime lie n oeia 1 and economic;; ~ctepri va tion. Inadequate reading 
skills are crippling to chances of even rudimentary success in pursuing a non
criminal career in our social and economic system, and we believe that the state 
in its 01;-m interests, should see that such causes of continued crime are reduced 
as much as pos ible within its present corrEJctional inmate population" 

46. WE RECOMJv1END 'IT!AT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED CREATING A NONGEOGRAPIUC SCI-IOOL 
DISTRICT WITHIN THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE COORDINATION FOR 
STATE AND FEDERAL"LY FUNDED EDUCATIONAL PROGRA:!YIS FOR BOTH TI-IE ADULT AND JUVENILE 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN MAINEo THE ADJv!INISTRATION OF SUCH A SCHOOL DISTRICT 
\<JOULD BE RESPONSIBLE TO A FIVE-MAN CITIZEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS, APPOINTED BY TilE 
GOVERNOR, HAVING ULTIMATE AUTHORITY CONCERNING EDUCATIONAL POLICY AT ALL THE 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS TN MAINE@ (LEGISLATIVE) 

It can be established statistically that the average educational achieve 
ment level of persons incarcerated in the Maine juvenile system is substantially 
below that of the:i formal grade level and age group, and that this situation 
does not impx·ovo it;nificantly during incarceration in a state "training school_" 
under present practices. It can be established statistically, also, that the 
average educational achievement of adult correctional inmates in Maine hovers 
around or below the lOth grade level, and sh01:vs few signs of having been improved 
by administ:rativ(c:J p:rograms. These situations are due in part to the facts that 
for a variety of reasons juvenile institutions in Maine have historically had 
li t:tle success, on t:heir own, in substantially improving the educa tiona 1 achieve 
ment levels of their charges, and that the adult institutions have been caught in 
a state funding squoeze which has reduced their overall educational efforts for 
correctional inmates. 

Our l'ecommonda t:ion is, first, to create forma 1 citizen control of the juve 
nile and adult: educational programs in the corrEJctional institutions in order to 
reorient them tO\vard community-based educational alternatives >vhich have proven 
more successful than our present system in Maine; and secondly, technically to 
create one "nongeographic school administrative unit" at: the state level to allow 
all correctional institutions to apply legally for Fede~al Title I funding under 
the Elementary and Seeondary Education Act of l965o SEJveral states, including 
Texas, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey, Arkansas, and Ohio have recently enacted 
similar legislation, and have successful school administrative units operating 
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We believe that it has been determined fairly conclusively that 
correctional inmat:os with bolovJ <nre'rage educational achievement~ levols prove 
less able to succ('led in 1,vork ssignments or comrmmity education:Jl programs 
once they are relea nd from the correctional system; nncl that tho~:~o ox:-illllliltos 

living l11 th<3 outwLde communi who prove loss able L:o suecuod in \vllrk llBHign
ments or in school Jtuations provo more liktlly to commit further criminal 
offensc1s. Because of these knovm faetors in all correctional sysl:ems, we be~ 

lieve that Maine has a strong self-interest in reducing this source of repeated 
criminal activity in its own criminal justice tern as much as possible. 

47. HE REC0l'1J\1END TH/\T EVERY HAJOR CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION OPERATED BY THE 
STATE ESTABLISH AN INSTI'I'lJ'I'IONAL "PLACEMENT OFFICEn WHOSE FUNCTIONS SHALL BE 
TO COLI,ECT INFORMATION CONCEHNING EDUCATIONAL AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN TilE 
OUTSIDE COMMUNITY; TO ARRANGE FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL 
OFFICIALS, POTENTIAL EJv!PLCJYE:Rf-), Al'll) IN1'1ATES AT THE INSTITUTION OR ON FURI..OUGH; 
TO ESTABLISH PROGHAMS TEACHING INMATES THE TECHNIQUES OF APPLYING FOR JOBS; 
AND TO KEEP A RECORD OF IT'S PERFORMANCE IN ACTUALLY PLACING INMATES IN COl'1J\1U-
NITY EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPA'l'I9NAL PROGRAMS. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Regardless of tho extent of educa tiona 1 and vocationa 1 training prograrr~s 

presently operating a Maine correctional institutions, institutional adminis
trators admit that vc~ry few outgoing inmates are ctually placed in a job or 
educational situation \vith the aid of institutional employees, and most outgoing 
inmates, with varying degrees of success, simply fend for themselves. 

Since September of 1973, six "job developers" have been employed by 
the Bureau of Corrections (one t each institution, and two at the Bureau office 
in Augusta) to assist inmates leaving the institutions to find jobs, Institu·· 
tional heads agree however, that based upon one year's record of this program's 
performance, a great deal more is needed. 

What we are reconm~ending basically is the creat~ion of a "placement office 11 

at each correctional institution, modeled on similar placement offices in ecluca·· 
tion and in indus collect and to make available current job and schooling 
information to innJati3S and to refer such inmate clients to particularly relevant 
educational and job opportunities as they arise based on an inmate's particular 
training and experif:Jllce. This recommendation also contemplates the establishment 
of regular classes for outgoing inmates in the practical techniques and "tricks 
of the trade" in successfully dealing with job applications, resumes, and personal 
interviews, patterned after a similar proven Dt-)pa:rtment of Defense program for 
retiring career personnel in the armed services. 

48. WE REC01'11'1END THAT WHERE AN INDIVIDUAL OFFENDER 1 S EDUCATIONAL OR JOB 
TRAINING NEEDS CANNOT 13E l'1ET AT lUTHER OF THE MAINE ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITU~ 
TIONS FOR MEN AND \"OMEN, THAT PLACEMENT OF SUCH INMATES AT EXTEHNAI. EDUCATIONAL 



INSTITUTIONS OR IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY ON \!JOHK RELEASE PROGRAMS BE CONSIDERED, 
REGARDLESS OF TilE AJ.I10UNT OF THill REJVIAINING TO BE SERVED BY AN INMATE ON HIS 
SENTENCE TliiS Pil1.CEI'1ENT IS TO BE ARRANGED IN THE SHORT TEIU'-1 BY INSTITUTIOllAL 
PER,SONNEL, BUT OVER THE LONG TERM THE REC01'1MENDATION CONTEMPLATES ADJIUNISTI\1\
TIVE SHIFT OF THIS FUNCTION TO STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIAI,S OF THE "AREA CORREC
TIONAL CENTERS" RECOJV!lv!L1:NDED BY THE "CORRECTIONS STUDY" FOR THE BUREAU OF 
CORRECTIONS, BY BATTEN, BATTEN, HUDSON, & SWAB. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

extended state prison terms in Maine are 
arbitrarily administrative policy from participation in work 
release or educat 1 roleass programs in the local community unt:Ll the last 
few months of thEl:lr minirnum sentences (6 months for mos :Ln!1l1ltGS; 11 months for 
persons who have:1 f3:x:treme financ:La 1 ) • This means simply 
that if a person ia s an extended State Prison minimum term of for 
example> eight years, and his educa tiona 1 or job retraining requi:r.emGnts c.annot 
be met within the ical eonfinEHl of the on facility, this person must 
almost literally sit out 7~ yea of wasted time before he can gain admittance 
to the program he needs to help him earn a living once he leaves the institution. 

This situation makes very little sense, and the Task Force believes that 
eligibility for educatimwl or work release should be determined on a case by 
case basis largely according to an inmate's individual reliability and 
retratn:tng requirements and that in no ca1'W shall an inmate be arbitrarily 
prohibited from participation in educational or work release programs solely on 
the basis of time remaining to be erved on a minimum sentence 

L~9, HE RECOMMEND THAT THE PREi>IlliT EDUCATIONAL RELEASE PROGRAM ADMINISTERED 
BY THE BUREAU OF CORIU~CTIONS BE EXPANDED TO THE GREATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE, AND 
THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED ALLOWING THE REALLOCATION OF INSTITUTIONAL APPRO<• 
PRIATIONS FROH CUSTODIAL PROGMMS TO DIRECT GRANTS-IN-AID TO STUDENT-IN1:1ATES 
ATTENDING COLLEGE OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE OUTSIDE COMMUNITY. (LEGISLATIVE) 

In J.nJ. r:1 a tho recently estab li.shed educat:Lona 1 release component of 
the work release program t the tate's correctional institutions, institutional 
administrators have creatively supported qualified student-inmates in the out 
side community througl1 a vc.rrie of fedora 1 ources including Voca tiona 1 Rehabi 
li ta tion funds, and moni .. es provided under the G I Bill and the Manpower Develop
ment and Training AcL Such funds are limited, however, in their use to only 
certain classes of inmates and the potentially highly-successful work/educa 
tiona] rolc:Jase JYrogram at: Maine corr(3ctional institutions has accordingly 
remainod quite small with only six prison releasees presently attending college 
throughout the s tatoo 

We believe simply that the time has come for the state to explore more 
creative methods of ing existing state tions in addition to outside 
federal sources to, first of all, the numbers of qualified inmates parti-
cipating in communi sed educational release progT:ams, and seeondly, to 
increase the total am.ount of financial support available to each participating 
student-inmate in such programs. 



of residential conf:tnement at all Haine correctional insti 
tutions avera het\vEl<:ln ~>5,894. and .$21 120 pet inmate per year, it becomes 
feasible to rea loc:ata portions of institutional funding to non-residential. 
community educa t:ion programs for and qualified inmates at subs tan 
tial s to the tat:A per inn1:.1t:e over the costs of present custodial care. 
Such a plo.n, we bel:Levo, would bE:1 both the best immediate economic l_nt:erests 
of the statEJ and in the best interests of the inmates chosen for such 
educational opportunities. 

Several sta including New York Con:nEJcticut, and Massachusetts have 
recently successf:u es lished similar programs of: tatEl for tho 
education of corr-ection.a 1 :Luma tes in the outside community, and we reconu11end 
that Haine initia imilar reallocation of its institutional resources, in 
combination w:i.th thEl uso of federal funds that cont:Lnue to be available. 

50. WE RECOM1'1END A COMPLETE PHASING OUT OF THF: USE OF COUNTY JAILS AS 
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN WORK RELEASE OR EDUCATIONAL 
RELEASE PROGI\AHS FROM S'Ii\'l'E CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS BY SEPTEMBER 1, 1975, AND 
WE RECOHMEND ALTERI\JATTVE PLACEMENT IN PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES AND COHHU-
NITY CONTROLLED HALFWAY HOUSES CONSISTENT WITH SECURITY REQUIREMENTS, FOR AS 
Iv!l\NY OF SUCH PERSONS .M> POSSIBLE. (ADH.INISTHATIVE) 

Comment: 
---~ 

Maine State Prison inmates participating in local ~vork release and 
on the job training programs are presently requin~d to be confined \vithin local 
county jails durin.g their non-working hours. Under such arrangements, men 
leaving the on to pa:cti.cipate in this supposedly reintegrative community-
based program, often find thomselves living under conditions more confining 
than those existing at the on. 

With literal hundreds of te, te-certified boarding homes and 
other alternative residoutial facili.tios presently operating in the state~ and 
with the development of a system of state-monitored halfway houses, we see no 
reason to continue the policy of lodging educational and work releasees in county 
jails and we reconunEmd complE1te shift in tho res:LdentLstl placement o£ work 
releasees to non-custodial facilities over a twelve-month par:Lod. 

SL WE RECOMMEND THAT 'THE STf\TE INVESTIGATE CONTRL\CTING-OUT AS JV'Ji\NY CORREC-
TIONAL SERVICES AS POSSIBLE TO PRIVATE BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 
CAPABLE OF PROVIDING SPECIALIZED SERVICES REQUIRED B011l BY INDIVIDUAL OFFENDERS 
AND LARGE GROUPS OF OFFENDERS, TOhfARD THE END OF MORE EFFICIEN'n ... .Y PROVIDING 
PRECISELY THE TYPE OF ASSISTANCE DESIRED AND REQUIRED BY SUCH PERSONS SO THAT 
THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM MAY MORE EFFICIENTl,Y PROVIDE THE CHAHACTER OF ASSISTANCE 
MOST APPROPRIATE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL OFFENDER, AT REDUCED COST TO THE STATEo 
(ADMIN IS TRA TI VE) 

Comment: 

Indiv:i.dual offenders often need, and request 1 social, psychia-
tric, and odueational services not available in large correctional institutions 
geared predominantly to sorving only the common denominator of inmate problems. 
We believe that to refus(3 to the needed services to sueh inllk1tes over 
the long term is to risk heightened recidivism rates and heightened expense to 
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the state, and yet the provrs1on of such services to a variety of minority 
segments of the institutional population at the institutions themselves is 
often prohibitively expensive. 

Heeognizing this lem, as well as recognizing the bureaucratic 
reality t0.hat often tclrviccs purchased in the corrununity cost less than the same 
services administered the state, institutional administrators in ~oth the 
corrections and mental health fields have been increasingly off loading the 
requin=nnents of s 1 inmates, including 11 custody11 of large percentages of 
their entire population:;;) to the outside onununitya Under such guidelines 
mental health administrators in particular have been saving the state money by 
purchasing substantial medical psychiatric, aducational,and boarding home 
services for inmates in the loea 1 conunun:L ty for years, What we 
are advocating is a program of similar scope and enlightenment for the state's 
correctional system. 

For instance \vhen according to institutional personnel less than 15/o 
of the population of the Training Center in South Portland is so dangerous 
to society as to require more supervision than that available at any good 
boarding school, and when the Boys Training Center strugg~es to provide a good 
boarding-school education to all of its charges at a rat~ of $16,381 per 
student per yea it becomes sensible to explore seriously the possibility of 
purchasing a comparable education at a comparable private preparatory school 
or vocational for such persons elsev1here, at less than one-third the 
cost. 

For instanee, when less than four or five young women on the average 
at the Stevens School according to institutional employees are so violent that 
they require special security measures and psychiatric counseling in order to 
attend school at the institution, and when thB combined costs of security, 
custody, counseling, and education at the institution is $21,120 per student 
per year, it becomes sensible seriously to consider (1) closing the entire 
institution; (2) sending the bulk of the non-dangerous young women to accred 
ited boarding schools; and (3) purchasing special services for the institution's 
remarnlng LiE-lhaviorally-dan.gerous charges, at a total projected annual cost of 
less than one-quarter that of the present system. 

And similarly wh.Gn according to correctiona 1 adm:Lnis tra tors, less than 
15/o of the inmate populations of Maine's two adult correctional institutions 
for men and women require r<~gnlar m.cndmum securi supervision during their 
tenure at the two ems, and when the tota 1 cost per inmate per average stay 
at these institutions is $20 040 and $19,084 respectively, it becomes sensible 
to explore seriously the possible purchase by the State of extensive alterna 
ti ve community-based correctiona 1 programs such as those \vi thin halfway houses 
at average costs of $2,000 per resident per average stay. 

Seve:ral states aro n<:rw successfully experimenting with massive indivi-
dualized sing of community services for substantial portions of their 
non-dangerous institutional populations. At a time when Maine's institutional 
populations in the corrections field are dropping to a point which makes con
tinued maintenance of these institutions, as large residential and treatment 
facilities prohibitively expensive, we can clo no less than seriously examine 
these same experimental approaches to common correctional problems, 
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52" WE RECOt1MEND THAT IN 'TilE INTERIM BEFORE THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE 
BATTEN 9 BATTEN STUDY ARE H1PLEMENTKD, THAT AN EXPANDED SYSTEM OF "REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY COHREC::TIONAL CLINICS" PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TO THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN MAINE BE DEVELOPED AND JOINED COOPEAATIVELY WITH 
THE EXISTING STRUC1'URE OF TATE MENTAL HEALTH CLINICS AND COUNTY-LEVEL 
SOCIAL SERVICES OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE CONCEPT BE TESTED 
WI Til THE TNI TIATION OF AN URBAN PILOT PROJECT WI THIN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS, AND 
THAT IF PROVEN SUCCESSfUL ALL BUT CENTHAL CUSTODIAL SERVICES OF THE BUREAU OF 
CORRECTIONS BE REORGANIZED Il'lMEDIATELY ALONG THE LINES OF THE PROPOSED TO'rAL 
SYSTEM~ CONSISTENT WI'LH THE EVENTUAL IMPLE:t1ENTA TION OF THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF 
11IE BATTEN, BATTEN STUDY. (ADMINISTHATIVE) 

Delays in the lemontation of community corrections programs within 
the general guidolines of the Ba l:<~n, Batten report have caused frustration to 
those who truly SBElk to chiev:i.ng the greater efficiencies and greater 
effectiveness of communi ed corrections in this state, Recent public 
statements of correctional administrators establish, hmvever, that according 
to their own informal Elstimates it could take up-.;vards to ten more years to 
accomplish such a reorientation of corrections in this state. (Lloyd Ferris. 
"County Officials Voice No Objections to Corrections System Master Plan", 

June 16, 1974, p. L) 

The Governor's Task Foree on Correetions believes very simply that 
10 years is too long to -v1ait before implementing the beginnings of locally 
controlled communi based corrections in this state. We already have the 
community mental health cl:Lnics in operation, and we already have a very 
workable "Psyehosoctal Serv:!ces Model 11 for the Criminal .Justice System to 
show the stato how correctional needs in the communi.ty can begin to be fi.lled 
now, We see no logical tif:Lcation for putting off the establishment of a 
complete community correctional system in Maine for several years, and we see 
no reason why we should not bogin. to <:ls tc;hlish the loca 1 frame\vork of that 
system nowo 

First we beli<Jvo r:ha t reorientation· of correc tiona 1 policy in this 
state can be aeeompLi.shAd t mueh s Err rate if the publi.c and correc-
tional administrators together maktl an active commitment to it; and secondly, 
we believe that mueh be done t:o initiate regionalized eommunity-based cor 
rectional programs now integrating a correctional component into the already 
existing and successful community mental health clinics, 

Basically we are recommending t the state physicnlly assign correc-
tional specialists and aftercare personnel directly to the existing conununity 
mental health clinics immediately to serve s links between cor-rectional 
clients and existing 1 resources, and that the state develop a system of 
reallocating present institutional funds to the purchase of additional services 
in the clinic areas from state and private social welfare agencies. Once the 
system is set up, we reco1mnend that: the correctional institutions individually 
begin feeding :Lnto it on a case by case basis according to the needs and desires 
of individual inmates. 

In addition, at: least one .area of the state, we recorrunend the imme 
diate initiation of a pilot: project aimed at providing more complete and experi 
menta 1 corrununi ty correctiona 1 services to an axis ting menta 1 hea 1 th clinic: 



regiona 1 popula Lion to bn Mlrnlnis tered cooperatively by an existing state 
officia 1, such 1 the DinJc tor of Comprehensive Services to the Crimina 1 
Justice. System Iinder tho Conunissioner of the Department of Nental Health and 
Corrections, and the administrator of the mental health cli11ic eventually 
chosen as tho location Eor the project. Such a temporary project, we believe, 
ho\vever, should be or:i Iarg~ ly to the purchase of exis t::Lng socia 1 services 
in the community and should not establish a bureaucracy of its 0\vn to provide 
direct services correctional clients on an ongoing basis. 

53. WE RECOMMEND THA'l' T'HE MI.\INE CRU1INAL JUSTICE ACADENY IN COOPEI\ATION 
WITH THE PROPOSED CORRI':CTIONA:L ADVISORY CO:MMISSION H·UJLEMENT STJ\NDARDIZED 
MANDATORY JI1INIMlJM OCCUPATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR ALL PERSONS EMPLOYED THROUGH
OUT THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEN, AND THAT MANDATORY PERSONALITY EVALUATION AND 
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION BE MADI<~ A CONTINUING PART OF THE CAREER ADVANCE:MENT 
PROCESS FOR BURMU OF CORRECTIONS ENPLOYEES. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Early in our initial conversations with correctional administrators and 
guard level institut::Lonal employees the Task Force was Dtruck with what appeared 
to be a very heavy i on purely custodtal job functions 1;-1ithin the system, 
and an almost total of lateral job mobility for employees among the 
various institutions. In short it appeared clearly,several years after the 
creation of a central administrative office in the Bureau of Corrections, that 
individual correctional institutions throughout the state were still being run 
largely autonomously using locally~drawn and often unprofessional trained 
institutional employees& 

Since our ini ial contact with this administrative situation at the 
ins tl tutions, the Bu.t.'eau of Corree tions has been presented with a standardized 
career ladder for all Bureau of Corrections employees developed by the Economic 
and :Manpcr~tl'er tion" of NeH York City. Thls c:areer ladder proposal is based 
on employee educational ba , r<Jlevant correcUonal experience, and 
encourages horizontal transfer of career correctional employees among.the various 
institutions as an element o[ career advancement, We endorse the basic approach 
to thEl problem propos<:ld by tht:J Economic and Manpower Corporation~ and we urge 
swift implementation f the details of the proposal, as they relate to institu
tionally-based programs. 

TVJo obvious ts of such a system overlooked by the private 
consultant, hO\vever, we wish to reconuncrnd here: first, that existing Haine 
Criminal Justice A training programs be utilized to a much greater extent 
in advancing qua U fled correc iona 1 employees a long the proposed career ladder; 
and secondly that continuing behavioral observation be required as an element 
of career advancement for correctiona 1 employees to loglea lly sc·reen out homo
sexuals, persons prone to violence, and other behavioral types from certain 
direct care and other jobs where their behavioral preferences might rationally 
prove a problem to themselves and to their correctional client:so 



5<'!-. WE HEC0IvU1iEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED PLACING INSTITUTIONAL 
EMPLOYEES OF THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS ON A REGUlAR 40-HOUR WORK WEEK, WITH 
NO LOSS IN PAY AT THE TIME OF TRANSITION FROM THE PRESENT 44-HOUR WORK WEEK. 
(LEGISLATIVE) (ADJ'.fiNISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 
--~~ 

In addition to our general endorsement of the career ladder plan pro
posed for the Bureau of Corrections by the Economic and Manpower Corporation 
as a method of attending Lo variety of evils presently existing within the 
personnel system and practices of the Bureau, wo wish to address one perennial 
personnel problem ly tha of the 44-hour institutional work week for 
correetional emp 

In simple tfrnns, as jobs of all levels at s t:e correcti.onal facilities 
and area service centers become more ional and become less oriented 
merely to the securi rements of centralized eustodial institutions, it 
will make littl.e sense, f i ev,:~r did, to continue correctional institution 
workers as a group on a work week different from that of other state correc 
tiona 1 emp and we ftHl that a reduction of the present 4-4-hour ins ti tu
tional work week for such persons to 40-hours is clearly warranted. Secondly, 
a begirming correetional officer at the Maine State Prison and other correctional 
facilities presently earns only approximately $132 per week, and can hardly 
afford a reduction in pay Biven the present condition of the state and national 
economy, and we therefonl urge that during and after the transition from the t+4 
to the 40 hour work week, present levels of compensation be maintained. And 
lastly, we recommend that the entire institutional personnel system be integrated 
as quickly as possible into 'the proposed career laddering plan. 

If we truly wish to raj e our institutional and non-institutional cor
rectional programs in Ha:Lno to a level of professional competence adequate to 
begin reducing the needles and expensive recurrence of crime among our inmate 
population, we must sure t:hat the best people available are employed in our 
correctional system. In the pasL, special legislative proposals have been 
attempted to effect ad hoc increases in compensation for institutional employees 
·while ret:aining them a a distinct class within state service. We believe this 
is unwise and we propose imply to eliminate the artificial distinctions between 
institutional emp and clll other state correctional employees, and at the 
same time to connect uch persons to a rational career advancement and job 
reclassification plan for the entire Bureau of Corrections. 

55. WE REC01vJJ'.1END THAT THE lJNIVERSITY OF MAINE CHANCELLOR 1S OFFICE ENCOURAGE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 1'11\INE SCHOOL OF. LAW TO ESTABLISH A SUPERVISED PROGRAM~ 
BEGINNING IN THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR, GRANTING ACADEMIC CREDIT TO SECOND AND 
THIRD Yl<:AR LA\.V STUDENTS IN EXCHANGE FOR STUDENT LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO INDIVIDUAL 
INMATES OF STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN RESOLVING TIIEIR CIVIL PROBLEMS 
RESUI~TING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM INCARCERATION. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
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CO!mnent: 
~~~~~-

Inmates confinGd at correctional institutions throughout Maine have 
traditionally been besc3t with a variety of civi 1, contractual marital, and 
personal problems which require some form of civil logal assistance to be made 
available to them whil they are incarcerated, Unfortunately, however,Maine 
inmates have seldom been able to SGcure evGn the barest legal assistance with 
problems such as attachment of real and personal property, divorce, and child 
custody, while in on, and existing public legal services in Maine such as 
Pine Tree Legal 1\ss:Lstance, Inc, apparently do not have the manpower to handle 
sufficiently tho bulk of these problems. 

In an at t recently to deal with a similar problem in the State of 
Washington, the University of Washington Law School in Seattle successfully 
inaugurated a program involving 50 law students, and volunteer lawyers from 
local ssociations, to ass:Lst inmates at local, state, and federal peni 

in that tate" Our reconunenda tton for such a program in Maine is 
patterned on the Univ(~rsity of Washington Program, and is intended to be con
sistent with Standard 2.2 of the Corrections Report of the National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

56 VJE RECOJv!MEJ\TD 'I'HAT 3<'! M.R.S .A §41 BE AMENDED TO REPEAL THE PROVISIONS 
ESTABLISHING BOARDS OF VISITORS FOR EACH CORIZECTIONAL INSTITUTION, AND THAT 
LEGISLATION ESTABLISliiNG A 'I~vELVE-MEMJ3ER PERMANENT "CORRECTIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMISSION" APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR BE ENACTED IN ITS STI:-:1\D, TOWARD THE 
END THAT 'IllE Blfi\EAU OF CORRECTIONS MAY RECEIVE CONTINUING DIRECT CITIZEN 
INPUT FROM ACl\DEJviTC, PROFESSIONAL, EX-OFFENDER, AND COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES 
ON MATTERS OF CUJ.m.ENT INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT AND BUREAU-WIDE POLICY. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

11Hl presen syntem of institutional Boards of Visitors in the State of 
Maine has proved la:egely ineffective in providing desired citizen participation 
in the planning and pol determination process within the Bureau of Correc-
tions. Under the presen sys there exists one Board of Visitors for every 
correctional facility operated by the state, and no citizen advisory body feeds 
directly into the Bureau of Corrections staff at the policy-making level. In 
addition, under the present statute, Board members are not reimbursed for 
necessary expenses of operation, and understandably meetings occur infrequently 
if at alL 

The proposal recommended above would pare down and consolidate the 
presently ineffective correctional Boards of Visitors into one citizen advisory 
committee having input at~ the Bureau level, where correctional policy is 
actually made. 1he Director of the Bureau of Corrections would provide staff 
support for the ac:tivities of the Commission, expenses of Commission members 
would be fully reimbursed, broad representation including that from law enforce 
ment and ex-offender groups is contemplated, and the Conunission is expected to 
routinely absorb the institutional visitation functions of the present separate 
Board system. 



57" WE REC01'111END 1lLAT COMMUNITY AND EX~OFFENDER ACCESS TO CORRECTIONAL 
Il;JSTITLJ'l10NS BE ENCOURAGED BY THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS IN ORDEH .. TO ACQUAINT 
CONCEIZJ\lED CITIZENS HJT'H THE PRESENT PROBLEMS OF MAINE CORRECTIONAL PROFESSIONALS, 
AND TN 0!\DER TO CIVl~ MAINE INMATES AN IDENTIFIABLE VOICE IN SEEKING CONSTRUC
TIVE CHANGE \rJlTJ!lN '111E PRESENT SYSTEMo 

THIS RECO!viMENDATION IS TO BE CONSIDERED APART FROM, AND IN ADDITION TO, 
THAT CALI.INC FOR Cll'T ZEN AND EX-OFF ENDER INVOLVEMENT IN THE CO RRECTI ONA t PRO
CESS THROUGH THE CREATION OF A CONSOLIDATED "CORRECTIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION" 
AT THE STATE LEVEL, AND SPECIFICALLY \AlE RECOMMEND THAT THE TASK FORCE 1 S 
RECOMMENDED POLICIES "GOVERNING ORGANIZATIONS WITHIN INSTITUTIONS 11

; "GOVERNING 
VISITS OF ATTORNIWS AND AGENTS OF ATTOHNEYS"; "GOVERNING ACCESS OF NEWS MEDIA 11

; 

AND "GOVERNING RECEIPT AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE" BE ADOPTED BY THE BUREAU OF 
CORRECTIONS AT 'l'HE EARLIEST PRACTICABLE DATE (ADMINISTMTIVE) 

It has been noted national observers that there exists no 
effective lobby fo"r corroctional change in the State of Maine" The Governor's 
Task Force on Corrections believes that this has resulted largely from "the 
combination of both -Leal and informational cormnunity insulation from the 
state's major correctional institutions, and the attendant isolation of inmates 
of these inst:if:utions from the communi.ty~·based, legal, and news media represen
tatives necessary i::o mak~:3 t:hmu:selves heard in the outside connnunity. An effec-
tive and complete decis process by state officials needs a participat-
ing citizenry personally informod on correc tiona 1 issuc~s, and an imna te lobby 
able publicly to voice \vell-roasoned proposals for constructive correctional 
change, 

TI1e Maine State Prison presently operates an excellent conununity-based 
program involving tlH:l Haino and other state correctional institutions 
have similar programs. VJha t is needed howeve:r:, is grea tar public awareness of 
such programs, the inmates participatibg in such programs, and a greater variety 
of these tions operating within our institutions, including organizations 
whose major purpose is correctional and political change, Only in this way do 
we beliEJVe that artificial barriers between the citizfmry and our correctional 
institutions will be erased, and only in this way do we believe that all ideas 
concerning proposed new directions within our correctional system will be placed 
before Maine citizens in a m:mner adequate to allow intelligent choices on 
the issues involved. 

58, HE REC()]'1MEND THAT THE PO:LICY GOVEHNING THE SENDING AND RECEIVING OF MAIL 
BY CORRECTIONAL INf\1ATES ES'L'AKLISHED BY THE MAINE STATE PRISON ON FEBRUARY 10~ 

197t}, BE HADE APPLICABLE IMMEDIATELY TO 11lE MEN'S CORRECTIONAL CENTER, THE 
WOHEN 1 S CORRECTIONAL CENTER, AND THE JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS, SO THAT GREATER 
FREEDOM FOR CORRECTIONAL INMATES IN THE SENDING AND RECEIPT OF MAIL INVOLVING 
A WIDER HANCE OF CORRESPONDENTS HILL BE POSSIBLE (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Under present policy of the Bureau of Corrections, mail sent or received 
by inmates of Jvraine corre tional institutions may be read and censored for a 
variety of reasons under a series of somewhat complex rules. In as simple 
language as is possible, l:hese rules break down to the facts that while outgoing 
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maii to ''privileged" correspondents (judges, attorneys, state officials, etc.) 
cannot be opened or read, and while incoming "privileged" correspondence can 
only be opened and cheeked for contraband, mail sent to and received from other 
citizens may be , read, and censored for content if correctional adminis
trators determine that sueh correspondence may be a threat to the security of 
the institutiort, and such mail may be prohibited altogether if its origin or 
destination is simply not "approved" by institutional administrators. Such a 
broad policy of ti.al mail censorship for all correctional institutions, we 
believe, is simply raore restrictive than necessary for the protection of the 
legitimate governmental interest of maintaining the security of correctional 
institutions. 

Perhaps ing this situation, the :tvl_aine State Prison~ on February 
10, 197!+ established a less restrictive mail policy for its maximum security 
inmate population a Thoma ton, allowing outgoing mail to be routinely sealed 
unless non-pliablo rn:1terial or money transfers were included, and allowing incoming 
mail to be opened and checked for contraband, without being read, only in the 
inmate's presance0 While the Maine State Prison policy allows the reading of 
mail where sp(;JdJ'!l cause exists to suspect a clear and present danger to the 
security of the institution correspondents are not "approved", and for most 
inmates the vast majority of their mail is a11a-wed to come and go unmolested 

Realistically, very fow inmates of correctional facilities plan riots 
or hatch escape plots through the Unitlqd States Mail, and the reasons for the 
present practice at the Bureau level of censoring the large majority of inmate 
mail for content as opposc1d to examining it only for contraband~ seem somewhat 
obscure. If the Haine State Prison can successfully operate with a mora relaxed 
mail policy and a maximum security inmate population, we hardly see the justi
fication for tl1e administration of thEJ Bureau of Corrections to continue apply
ing a more restrictive mail policy to the medium security adult and minimum 
security juvenila institutions of this state. 

Restrictions on the First Amendment rights of institutional inmates are 
always suspect for overbreadth, and the Supreme Court of the Unit:ad States has 
reeently stated, specifically regarding state prison mall policies, that 

" ••• the limitation of First Amandment freedoms must be no 
greater than is necessary or essential to the protection of the 
particular governmental interos't involved. Thus a restriction on 
inmate correspondenee that furthers an important or substantial 
interest of penal administration will nevertheless be invalid if 
its sweep is unnecessarily broad. 11 y. 
U.S , Slip Op. (April 29, 1974), p. 17. 

He believe very simply that restrictions on the rights of inmates to 
correspond freely with other ci , as represented in the general Bureau 
of Corrections policy dated June 30, 1972, and applicable to all correctional 
institutions other than the Maine State Prison is "greater than is noc:essary 
or essential to the protection of the particular governmental interest 
involved" under the circumstances, and we recommend that it be revie\vEld toward 
aligning it compatibly with the more realistic policy existing at the Maine 
State Prison. 

59. WE RECO!v1MEND THAT EACH STATE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY IMMEDIATELY IMPLEMENT 
A "TRANSPORTA'riON ASSISTANCE PROGRAM" DESIGNED TO AID FAMILIES AND FRIENDS 
FROM REMOTE COMMUNITIES IN VISITING INMATES AT THAT PARTICULAR FACILITY, AND 
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THAT SPECIFICALLY EACH INSTITU1~LONAL ADMINISTRATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAl'1S: (1) 
PROVIDING STATE-SIJPPOR'l'ED SCHEDULED TRANSPORTNI'ION TO THE INSTITUTION FROM 
TERMINAL POINTS UF PllBLIC THANSPORTATION; (2) PROVIDING CAR POOL COORDINATION 
SERVICES FOR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS TRAVELLING TO TilE INSTITUTION FROM THE SAME 
GENERAL ARFA OF MAINE; (3) Cl:illATING INSTITUTIONALLY-MATN'CAINED NATIONAL "RIDE 
BOARDS" FOR FAl"liLIES AND FRIENDS TRAVELLING FROM DISTANT STATES; AND (4) 
PROVIDING 'I'OTAL COSTS OF THANS PORTATION, IF NEED BE, FOR .VISITS FROH FAt'fiLY 
ME:MBERS TO AN INJI1ATE, \vHEN BOTH THE INMATE AND THE FA:MILY ARE INDIGENT. 
(AD:MINISTRA'ITVE) 

The Governor Ta k Force Oil Corrections believes that incarcerated 
offenders should have the ri to communicate freely with persons of their 
mvn choosing, and that regular visits to offenders by family, friends, and 
acquaintances should be encouraged and actively assisted by the State. 

Prisons throughout the nation are usually built in rural qreas, while 
the overwhelming gEl of prison inmates come from urban environments. 
Haine is no e:x:ceptfon to this rule, \vith a predominantly urban inmate popula
tion, and two of its· largest correctional institutions, the :Ma,ine State Prison 
at Thomaston, and the Men's Correctional Center at South Windham, located in 
remote settings. 'I'ransportC~t:ion to these institutions for families and friends 
to visit particular inmates is, therefore, a major problem in this state for 
some persons, especially considering that because of the obvious socioeconomic 
characteristics of crimt:l., many families of inmates simply do not own an auto
mobile or have access to personal transportation. 

Our recommendation is simply for tho state immediately to begin 
removing as many of the needless economic barriers to institutional visiting 
as possiblB, :Ln otdf:Jr that family and personal ties can be reasonably maintained 
for all persons confined within state correctional facilities. 

60, WE HECO:MMEND THE CREATWN OF AN OFFICE OF "INSTITUTIONAL INMATE ADVO
CATE" RES:PONSIKLE TO 'THE IHJ.MI\N lUGHTS CO:M:MISSION AND CHARGED WITH INVESTIGAT
ING GRIEVANCES OF INMATES OF STATE MENTAL AND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND 
RECO:MMENDING ADl'1INISTHATIVE OR LEGAL ACTION IN INDIVLDUAL CASES BASED ON 
THOSE INVESTIC:J\TIONS, AND WE P~CO:MMEND THE TRANSFER OF THE EXISTING FUNCTIONS 
AND PERSONNEL OF THE INJI1Nl'E ADVOCATE PROGHA:M PRESENTLY WITHIN THE DEPART:MENT 
OF :MENTA.L, rn:aL, TH AND CORRECTIONS TO THE REI,OCATED OFFICE OF THE 11 INSTITUTIONAL 
INMATE ADVOCATE"" (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 
---~ 

During tha relativcdy short period that the "inmate advocate" program 
has been in operation within the Dtlpartment of :Mental Health and Corrections, 
a marked increase in the mutually satisfactory resolution of inmate complaints 
at all state institutions has occured. The "fact finding" and informal 
arbitration function of the inmate advocate has proved invaluable to adminis
trators at the Bureau and Department level when dealing with disputes involving 
inmates and departmental subordinates in the field, and the program should be 
continued pern!£lnElntly and expanded" 

The success of the program to date, however, has been dependent on the 



1 1E3adership to a llmv the program to 
posslblt:J within the formal Departmental setting" 

In order to a that the objective and independent nature of such 
a program presorved for Ut<el future, hcrwever, it will be necessary to at 
some remove J from forma 1 Departmenta 1 controL A logica 1 setting for 
the program is the Human Corrunission~ and our recommendation con templates 
an enlargemen.t of the CormTtission 1 s author:l to take jurisdiction over the 
complaints of rtJs:Lden of f:vl;_line correctional and mental institutions" 

61 1-JE RECOJI1MEND THAT ADMINISTRATIVE AND l,EGISLATIVE HEASURES BE TAKEN TO 
ASSURE THAT' NO PERSON IS DISENFBANCHISED SOLELY ON TT!E BASIS OF CRIHINAL 
CONVICTION, AND TO URE THAT ADUI~T INMATES OF COHRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
RETAIN nm SANE OPPORTIJNI'L~IES '1'0 VOTE IN FEDERAL~ STATE Al\lD LOCAL ELECTIONS 
AS DO OTHER CITIZENS, \HTH LEGAL RESIDENCY FOR ELECTION PURPOSES BEING 
DETERMINED AS THE INJ'vlATE LAST LEGAL RESIDE.'NCE PRIOR TO INcARCERATION. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

ri for Naine prisoners has recently engendered The issu(J of 
a substantial arnou:nt he discussion. 

Federal requ that inmates of county jails or state correctional 
institutions be 2c1llovJed to vote by absentee ballot in federal elections. The 
issue of extending absentee voter status to persons in county jails or state 
correctional institutions for state elections, however, has been left to the 
states, and there presently no definitive decision on the issue by the 
United States Court. 

Haine la~;~7 prc~sent denies absentee voter status to inmates of county 
jails and correctional institut.ions in state and local elections under 21 
H.R.S §1 (1)~ whil al such inmates to vote in person on election day 
if their presenco a t:hti place can be arranged. This section was 
recently upheld by the Court of :Maine in y" Law Docket No. 
CUM-73~-27 (May 7, 19 )c The section of the statute upheld the :Maine Law 
Court, however ''"3! by the Special Session of the 106th Legislature 
in L"Do 2526 P.,L efhletive June 28~ 197l~, and in the same bill 
the S 1 Ses ion eparate section 247 under Title 21, effective 
the same date, and as follows: 

"A perscnt who is convicted of a felony and committed to a 
jail or a penal or correctional institution may not vote at any 
eJection and may be eandidate for any federal, tate or 

oun his dischatge or to the grant:ing of parole 
or wh le unexpired portion of a ente·nce a parole 
has be(:Jn 

In the of the Governor's Task Force on Corrections, section 247 
is violative of federal ri legislation and the Naine and United 
States .Consl:itutions. Nore recently, the H;,dne Attorney General has officially 
agreed with our position~ V/<3 believe, very simply, moreover, that inmates of 
correctional institutions should retain all legal rights not necessarily pre 
eluded by law, and that the loss of: the right to vote in state or federal 
elections should not be a sual collateral consequence of a criminal conviction" 
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being applied to imilar correctional institutions. 

Task Foree on Corrections believes that, notwithstanding 
the lems a the Mens Correctional Center, the present 
administrat:io:n of the institution is attempting with every available resource 
to reform thE:J fAcility into a positive part of a tru community-based correc 
tional ne :Ln Mairto, an.d vw urge state correctional leaders and the 
Legis la turco to ve the in.s tut.lon the mean~i .cequired to accomplish this goaL 

63. WE RECOMJvll':l\lD T!li\T BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1975, THE BUREiW OF CORRECTIONS 
DETERMINE 'niE I .. ONC··TERM FEASIBLLITY OF: (1) LOCATING THE "AREA I CORRECTIONAL 
CENTER" FOR THE SOUTFIERN PORTION OF MAINE AS PROPOSED BY THE S11JDY COivlPLETED 
BY BATTEN BATTEN, lllJDSON <Y: SlvAB INCo, ON 'IllE GROUNDS OF THE PRESE.'NT BOYS 
TW\TNING CENTER AT SOUTH i)Olfl'LAND; (2) CLOSING Ttl!·~ :tvrr<:NS COJillEC1TOlU\L CENTER 
AT SOUTH WINJJILAl''l ENTIRELY; AND ) PHYSICAI,LY TRANSFI•:RRING THE REHAINING 
PROGRAMS AND OF THE BOYS TRAINING Cr'.:NTER TO THE FACILITIES OF THE 
STEVENS SCHOOL AT TIALLO\'JKLL vJE RECO'J'1i'fu'ND AI,SO Tl1AT STEPS BE TAKEN IN TilE 
I:rv!MEDIATE FUT'URf~ ACTUALLY TO BEGIN R!;;ALLOGATING LARGE PORTIONS OF niE PRESENT 
ADULT COlUZECTIONAL POl'ULATlON OF THE STATI~~ OF MAINE TO THE AREA II AND AREA 
III l'HNIHUH SECURI'TY CORREG'I'IONA~L SERVICE CENTERS PROPOSED FOR EXISTING 
FACILITIES ON THE GROln\fDS OF THE: AUGUSTA AND BANGOR IvfENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES 
RESPEC'lTVELY (ADMINIS'I'HATIVE) 

The Governo.r:· s Task Force on Corrections bcdieves very st·rongly that 
the major proposed correctional centers 11 outlined in the Batten, Batten 
study for tho Bureau of Corrections must be located in urban areas of the 
state of Maine, within access of the vocational, educational psydJOlogi 
cal and social ervices to be purchased by the system. Given this 
premise, it makes little e to locate tho Area I correctional service center 
for southern Maine, d(:JS ostensibly to pur,chase a variety of such urban-based 
corrununity and social se.rvices for :'Lts elients, in the rural setting of out:h 
Windham? J'Vlaine, proposed by the Batten, Batten tudy v1hen other alternatives 
may be available~ 

In addit evory v.JI3 have recommended tln·oughout this reporl: 
points lly l~cn:vard an <:Jventual reduction in the total iden correctional 
inmate populat.ion of the te of Haine. With this :in mind) we have advocated 
the phased de:Lnstit:ut:ionalization of the majority of ou.r present rc1sident 
juvenile correctiona 1 population and the mergc~r o[ the remaining programs and 
population of both h1 institutions at on.e facility, possibly at HallowelL 
He have also recomrnElnded the immediate reallocation of substantial percentages 
of our adult correctional populations to "pre-release" centers at four facilities 
compatible with the area centers and sub-centers proposed by Batten, Batten, 
Hudson., & Swab" 

Furthermore, twvo discussed at length the excessive securi and 
physical shortcomings of the Mens Correctional Center at South Windham to the 
point vJhe·re t would almost eem that the present faeility at South Windham 
can never be renovated tely ovar the long term to flk'lke it easily perform 
the projected out l:Lent: vocational training and minimum security oc:Lal service 
a~sistance tunctionB dE1si to be characteristic of an cen , under 
the Batten, Batten concept. Given all of these factors, together with both the 
possiblEl availabil of the minimum securi South Portland campus of the Boys 
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Training Can tlt unstd.tability and unfortunate location of the Nens 
eems desirable at first glance to consider locating Correctional i 

the Area I correction.a 1 center at South Portland, and to e a moratorium 
on permanent 
adminis t:ra t:ive 

The 
Maximum projeet<Jd 
than 100 persons, 
be easily handled 
substantial 
popu la ti. on of 
non-residential 
by th:l.s repor.·t 
be absorbed within 

to the South Windham facility until a final 
nvJde o 

of such a n~ve need not be exces ively complicated. 
resident:l.al populations at all area centers should be less 
and redistributions of present resident populations can 

t Portland, Augusta, and In addition if a 
pre::wnt abnormally Boys Training Center 

180 juv~niles is reallocated to the variety of 
ed correctional programs for juveniles recommended 
male .iuvenile residential population can easily 

residential facilities Hallat·lell 

Such of present facilities and services, 
looking, x.vt1 e:1l , th(:J reasonablcJ future needs of our corn'lctiona 1 sys tern 
in 1'1ainEl, makas b(3tter financtal and administrative sense over the long term 
for the <:lntire p·ropoUEld ins tu.tional and commun sed correctional system, 
and we rflcommend t;hat the Bureau of Co:rrections seriously explore the feasibility 
of these alternatives. 

6l1-. HE RECOHMEND THAT I.ECISLA TION BE INTRODUCED DURING TilE: REGULAR SESSION 
OF 11-IE 107TH LEGISIATlJRE CODIFYING AN INMATE "BILL OF RIGli'TSn FOR RESIDENTS 
OF ALL MAINE CORRECTIONAl:, INSTITUTIONS; AND ~mAT SUCH LEGISLATION BE DRAFTED 
INCORPOPJ\TTNG THE GENEHAI, PRINCIPI"ES THAT I1TM.A.TES SENTENCED TO MAINE CORJ1.EC
TIONAL INS'.riTUTIONS SIIAU~ BE CONFINED ONLY lJNDER COI\lDITIONS REPRESENTING THE 
"LEAST RESTIUCTIVE AL'J.'E:RNATIVE CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC SAFETY", AND THAT 
INMATES OF JvlAINE; COHR~:CTIONAL ifNSTJTUTIONS SllALL BE PiillSU11ED TO HAVE RETAINED 
ALL CIVIL AND ]:,EGAL RIGHTS NOT SPECIFICALLY OR BY NECESSARY IMPLICATION 
LINITED BY LAW. TIVE) 

Prescm ly, Title Jl+ of the Maine Revised Statutes makes only sea tered 
references subj !:s considered gonerally \olithin the category of "inmate 
rights 11

o In. t, inma ts have only been dealt with substantially by 
the courts in very recen years~ and the Legislature can hardly be fau1ted for 
not having ively addressed the subject previously in Maine. Enough 
is kno'\vn about the emerging area of inmate rights at this . time, however to 
establish certain minimurn legal and humane standards for the confinement of 
persons in Naine correc Lonal institutions, and '"e be that the Le lature 
should now do o 

of the subjects to be dealt with in any inmate ill of ights" 
have been dis l'ld t length in the recommendations of several national bodies 
including the Am~:1r:Lcan Bar Association Criminal Law Section 1 the American Law 
Institute (Jvlodel Penal Code), and the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Coals, and many of these subjects concerning peei.fic 
rights of inm;:ttes re presently dealt with administratively by the Bureau of 

Corrections Q Our rcCJcommenda tion is for the proposed Correctiona 1 Advisory 
Commission to compare present: administrative practice in M.aine to the most 
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in the area of inmate rights? and i:o codify those basic 
b~C:lieve should rernain :eelatively constant over time and 

sy administrative ~:~mendment \ilith changes in political 

65. vJE RECOIVJHEND THI\'1' THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS CONTINUE TO EXPl\ND THE 
INSTITUTIONAL FURLOUGH PROGHAJ~'l ADMINISTRA'I'TVELY TO 11IE POINT WHERE THE LARGEST 
POSSIBLE PERC:E!i!'l1\GE OF 11/E PRESENT MAINE CORRECTIONAL INMATE JJOPlJLATION IS 
AlJLOWED TO PARTICIPATE, CONSISTJ<:NT lHTH THE REASONABI,E REQUIREl'1ENTS OF PUBLIC 
SAFETY; AND THAT A CONCERTim EFFORT BE MADE BEFORE .JANUARY l, 1975 TO EXPAND 
THE USE OF INJvJATE F1JRLOUGHS AT ALI, CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO A RATE 
COMPARABLE TO THAT PRACTICED BY THE MAINE STATE PRISON (ADMINISTHATIVE) 

As chscusR n other recommendations \vithin this report, the Govcrnor 1 s 
Task Force on Co.cn~c bo li eves that~ unrlcrr the currant of the 
Maine State furlough program at that institution has on the vJhole 
proved t:o bel Ol.rr initial rEJSE:)arch indicates, hotvever~ 
that for furlough programs at other state correctiona 1 
institutions are not highly utilized In recormnending a general adminis 
trative expansion of both the program at the Maine State Prison and the types 
of programs emp t: ot:her correctional institutions, we recognize that the 
limits o[ the program aro to be most appropriately determined by Bureau of 
Corrections adminis tors on an institution by institution basis. Our 
reconunenda tion is for c~ach. correctiona 1 institution to conduct its own forma 1 
study delineating wha it believes to be the greatest possible expansion of 
the program at ts facility, and to report back in writing by 
.January 1, 197 t:he Corumissione·r of the Department of Montal Health and 
Corrections and the the Director of the Bureau of Corrections with detailed 
plans for expanding the furlough program at that correctional institution. 

66. hiE RECOMHKND 'l'llAT ~.~<.,. SYSTEM OF EXTENDED PRIVATE INSTITUTIONAL VISITS BE 
ESTABLISHED AT IvJAINE S ADULT CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES IN ORDER TO ACCOHODATE TllE 
MAINTENANCE OF PERSONAL TIES P.ETV!EEN INMATES AND 011lER PERSONS • WHO FOR SECURITY 
OR OTHER RE:ASONS Aiu<: 'LTVKLY INELIGIBI,E FOR PARTICIPATION ~HTIUN 
E:XISTING FTH{L01JGH PROGRI\JvlS ,, (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

The present inst:Ltut:ional furlough program is ono of the more successful 
programs to be established the 13u.reau of Corrections in recent years Over 
75% of thfJ avEn7agc" i:ml!£\!:e population at the Jvlaine S te Prison ctually 
receives fu-r , with a cumulative program failure at the institution 
of only a little mo:r·e l:han 1!;;%. hie have recommended an e:x:pans:Lon of the fur~ 
laugh program to a irnilar scope at all other Maine correctional institutions. 

Perhaps one of the more significant benefits of the present furlough 
program for adult :LnmatEIS :Ls the opportunity for such persons to rm1e\v personal, 
marital, and family in thElir home community, away from an institutional 
settting, and for thos reasons it is to be greatly preferred over any possible 
program of extended institutional visitation 
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any given time approximately 25/o of the inmate population 
Prison, and higher percentag~)S at other institutions, is 

furloughs, and for legal reasons some inmates will 

Accordingly we believe that for this minority of the adult inmate 
population, extended te institutional visitation should be established 
to permit the maintenance of per:sonal ties with wives, friends, cmd families 
and the satisfaction of the simple human need on the part of confined persons 
for periodic relaxation and companionship, in a reasonably secure setting, 
with persons \vho not themselves inmates of correctiona institutions. 

In '.t'esponding to similar needs, other states have established conjugal 
visiting programs foeus on sexual contact. While such contact; 
will be an element for ome persons participating in the proposed visitation 
program a it: is in the furlough program, the proposed private visitation 
program is desi to serve several broader ends in the rehabili tion of 
adult inn~r:~tes", The Governor Task Force on Corrections believes that thfl 
creation of insl;:ltution.al fac:Uities where friends or entire families could 
visit inmates, not eligible for off-grounds furloughs~ in private residential 

· surr~und i ogs for a or a weekend would add much to such offenders 1 recElp-
ti vit:y to ongoing corroctiona 1 programs and significantly reduce insti.tutiona 1 
tension caused by the strict confinement of substantial portions of an institu
tional population for extended periods of time. 

We beli.eve that :Lt is easily. feasible to establish such program.<.> at 
adult correctional institutions in Maine ;Ln the near future~ and we urge the 
Department of l'1ental Haalth and Corrections to do so at the earliest practica
ble date. 

67. hiE RECOlvf!vJEND THAT ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BE TAKEN BY THE BURJi.::AU OF 
CORREGrriONS TO ELIMINATE THE USE OF M[LIT.ARY-STYLED UNIFORMS AND ORGANIZATION 
BY GUARDS AND COIUiECTIONAl, Ol"FICERS AT MAINE CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, AND THAT 
MORE INFORlY!AL BLAZERS AND SLACKS WITH THE STATE SEAL BE SUBSTITUTED FOR USE 
BY EMPl,OYEES REQUIRING SOME l~'ORM. OF STY\ND.ARDIZED APPAREL. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

An obvious and persistent problem at <:~11 correctional institutions is 
an almost traditional and time~honored factionalization and hostility betvJEJen 
inmates and guard pe·rsonneL This artificially·"maintained dichotomy between 
the "keepers and tho kep courages interpersonal offers of treal~:nent and 
assistance by individual employees and seriously impedes the working effective
ness of any rehabilitative or reintegrative program. 

Accord:Ln.gly we:~ recommend an il1U11Eldiate deemphasis on mili. apparel 
organization and needless out~vard trappings of force by correctional employees 
at all institutions to the g:ceatest extent possible. 1his rt'lcommendation con
templates the m'lndatory use of street clothes for all correctional employees 
whose duties include any administrative or rehabilitative assignments, or who 
have regular contact with the public, and the usEJ of informal state blazers by 
line personnel having duties possibly requiring them to be quickly distinguished 
from the general innmte population in certain situations. 
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68. \tJE RECOHHEND 'l'HAT THE LEGISLATURE REVIEW THE PROVISION OF HOUSING ON 
INSTITUTIONAL GROTJNDS FOR CORRECTIONAL EMPLOYEES TOWARD THE END OF :PROHIBITING 
NON-DIRECT CARE ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES OF THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS FROM 
RESIDING ON INSTITU'I'IONAL GROUNDS IN HOUSING PROVIDED BY THE STATE, UNLESS 
TllE PROVISION OF SUCH HOUSING IS DETERMINED BY THE COI1tviTSSIONER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS TO BE 11 FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE 
EMPLOYER" ACCORDING TO THE DEFINITIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 0 

(ADJI1INIS TRA TIVE) 

Authors journalists and commontato:rs have observed consistently that 
perhaps one of tho maj obstacles to correetlonal reform in the United States 
has been tho n:tns tu ionalization 11 of correetional administrators. Such 
corrnnentators argue forcefully that administrators and taff who are physically 
and 1 ttached to exis correctional institutions have a 
vested interest in i unchanged •continuance, and that t:.his is a major source 
of resistance to the implementation of community"·based non·~institut.ional 
correetions system,s 

\!Jhi l:h;:i Governor 1 s Task Force on Corrections has no way of knowing 
whether the above statements are t:rue, it i8 a fact that much is known about 
the debilitating psychological effects for inmates and staff alike of living 
for prolonged ods witldn controlled environment such as that which exists 
at most mental and correctional institutions in Mflir1e. It is a fact also that 
in Maine most: correctional administrators in the course of their careers will 
spend much more time in such environments than all but a small fraction of the 
inma to population of this s t~:hto 0 

Prison refo:r.·mnrs on the national level,including Sol Chaneles, author 
of the book, hav"-l argued also that the provision of inmate 
domesti'c services and on-grou.nds housing fox· a wide range of institutional 
staff harkens back to st and expensive period of :isolated and self 
contained custodial ins tutions run more as fortresses than eommunity service 
centers, and that the ion of domestic services and on-grounds housing 
for top correctional administrators imparts a needlessly "ba·ronial" character 
to the entire funct:Lonl.ng of a eorrectional center 

Act:ing in response to such communi ttitudes and to general change 
in attitude among correctional employees~ l'1aine correctional administrators 
recently on the:ix own eliminated thEl use of inmate domestic services for insti 
tutional employeeso State supported housing for a var:i.ety of personnel, however, 
rema:i.ns and we believe that this practice should be dispassionately reviewed. 

The Governor 1 s Task. Force on Corrections is in no way opposed to the 
provision of cheap, ffici.ent: housing for certain employees on institutional 
grounds ·whe:r·e th1:~re acr:ually exists a demonstrated need for such m:rangements, 
and as a :eeasonable guide~ to the legislature and to administrative officials 
concerning the :ceal need for such housing :Ln particular situations we recommend 
that the 11 for the convenienee of the employer" test of Regulation §Lll9 1 of 
the Internal Revenue Code be applied systematically to all such residences 
presently being maintained by the stateo 
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69. \>JE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED ESTABLISHING A CLEAR CORREC-
TIONAL POLICY FOR THE STATE OF :MAINE INCORPORATING THE PRINCIPLES THAT PUNITIVE 
INCARCERATION FOR ITS OWN SAKE SHOULD BE AVOIDED; THAT THE .CORRECTIONAL PLACE
MENT OF ALL CONVICTED PERSONS IN COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS OR OTHERWISE 
SHALL REPRESENT THE LEAST DRASTIC ALTERNATIVE CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC 
SAFETY; AND THAT CONFINEMENT WHERE ORDERED SHALL BE USED ONLY WITH A VIEW 
TOWARD THE SAFE AND REASONABLE REINTEGRATION OF THE·OFFENDER INTO SOCIE1~. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Conunent: 

Modern statutory policy direction is badly needed by the Bureau of 
Corrections. Conunissioner Kearns and several institutional administrators in 
Maine have repeatedly called for such legislative ratification of new correc
tional directions, and the passage of such legislation in each state is called 
for specifically by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals. 

We are proposing the passage of a five-section bill, stating: 

(1) That the Maine correctional system should be administered in a 
manner designed to protect the public welfare and that the state believes the 
most effective manner in which to protect the public welfare over the long 
term is to assure that former offenders \vill not be forced needlessly into 
further crimirilll activities once they leave actual confinement in a penal 
institution. 

(2) TI1e State recognizes that simple incarceration is often self
defeating, and that the State adopts recommendation 5.2 (1) of the Report of 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals to 
the effect that the final disposition of all criminal cases should be the 
"least drastic" method consistent with the offender's needs and the public 
safety, and that total confinement should be the last alternative considered; 

(3) That it is to be the policy of th~ State to avoid punitive incarcera
tion for its own sake, and that total confinement, when necessary, should be used 
only with a view toward the "safe and reasonable reintegration" of the offender 
into society, consistent with reconmendations 5.2 and 5.3 of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals; 

(4) That an enforceable right to reintegrative services is established 
on the part of inmates of Maine correctional institutions, guaranteeing a 
reintegrative and rehabilitative, rather than punitive, orientation of state 
correctional programs, to be enforceable by consumers of correctional services, 
consistent with reconunendation 2.9 of the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals; and 

(5) That the Department of Mental Health and Corrections is directed to 
develop "to the maximum extent possible" community-based programs and facilities 
in lieu of institutionalization, consistent with the overwhelming advice of 
national conunissions concerned with problems of corrections and prior private 
studies co1nmissioned within the State of Maine. 
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PRE-RELEASE CENTERS 

70, WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS CONCENTRATE ITS COMMUNITY 
PROGRAMS RESOURCES IN THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR TOWARD Tl·IE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAIN
TENANCE OF A SYSTEM OF FOUR INSTITUTIONAL PRE-RELEASE CENTERS LOCATED IN THE 
URBAN AREAS OF BANGOR~ AUGUSTA, LEWISTON-AUBURN, AND PORTLAND; AND THAT IN 
ORDER TO ALLOW BROAD UTILIZATION OF THE PRE-RELEASE SYSTEM BY ALL MAINE CORREC
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS, WE RECOMMEND ONCE AGAIN THAT CRIMINAL SENTENCES BE MADE 
TO THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS RATHER TIIAN TO ANY SPECIFIC INSTITUTION. 
{ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Over the long term, the development of a system of privately-controlled 
halfway houses in Maine is to be preferred greatly over the furtlier development 
of institutionally-controlled community corrections programs such as "pre-release 
centers" and minimum security residential facilities. In the immediate future, 
however, we believe that much can be gained in the way of public education and an 
immediate lowering of institutional populptions by encouraging the development 
of such centers in several urban areas throughout the state. The Maine State 
Prison is presently independently operating a pre-release center for 21 correc
tional inmates on the grounds of Bangor Mental Health Institute, and the present 
facility at Bangor easily has the capacity to house approximately 60 more inmates 
under various levels of security. Inmates at the center are involved in non
institutional community programs and outside employment in regular jobs with 
little resistance from the local community, and the entire program is running 
on substantially reduced per inmate costs than those existing at the main 
facility at Thomaston. 

Such a state approach to involving correctional inmates in community 
progranlli is far preferable to those arrangements requiring residence in a maxi
mum security county jail facility, or a minimum security jail-based "halfway 
house", and we believe that if successful and used for a wide variety of inmates, 
the continued maintenance of the Bangor pre-release center, and the establish
ment of others similar to it throughout the state could pave the way in the 
months ahead for the introduction of the utilization of privately-run halfway 
houses for similar inmates and for inmates who should never be confined in 
traditional correctional programs. In this manner also the institutional 
population of our centralized correc tiona 1 facilities could be lowered drama ti
cally within the near future, while truly community-based correctional programs 
are being developed to serve the needs of all segments of our correctional 
population. 

I: 



CHAPTER III 

GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

STATEMENT OF POLICY 

Subcommittee on Post-Release Community Programs 

Creating a Community-Based Aftercare System 

The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that the best location 
for providing social and correctional services to offenders in Maine is in the 
community. 1vith this simple premise established we believe that many of the 
policy decisions facing the people of Maine concerning the future of their 
correctional system will fall easily into place, and as a citizens body which 
has studied the problems involved, we urge the development of a truly community~ 
based correctional system in this state as soon as possible. 

Reduction of Average Periods of Confinement, With Consequent Reduction of Correc
tional Costs 

The development of community-based corrections in Maine will have the 
following results. Penetration fo~ individual offenders into the system will 
be minimized. Effective use of diversionary and delinquency prevention pro
grams should significantly reduce the numbers of offenders committed to central
ized institutions for long periods of time. Persons who do become involved with 
law enforcement agencies will be assisted if at all possible in the community, 
at substantially reduced costs to the state. Over the long term, if these 
community programs are successful in reducing the incidence of crime, the costs 
of community aftercare services will fall also. 

Preparing Local Communities For Correctional Responsibilities 

Realizing, however, that a certain number of offenders will always re
quire institutional commitmsnt for some period of time under even the most pro
gressive sentencing policies, several things must be done within the institutions 
now to make the proposed aftercare system work. First, local communities must 
be prepared for the introduction of correctional programs and correctional 
clients into their geographical areas. The expansion of the institutional pre
release center programs will in the interim period pave the way for eventual 
substantial community involvement in the correctional process, and we believe 
that the development of institutional pre-release centers should be pressed, 
together with the initial development of the state's halfway house system. As 
the system matures, the further development of halfway houses should be given 
clear preference over the further development of institutional pre-release 
centers. 

Initiating Aftercare at the Institutional Level 

Secondly, we recommend generally that aftercare or post-release services 
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become an integral part of programs at the institutional level, and that careful 
planning be undertaken to focus correctional resources and personnel toward the 
provision of programs designed to assist each individual offender meaningfully 
in his reintegration into the conununity. 

Establishing Participative Team Management by .Correctional Employees 

In the area of human services, it is generally recognized that partici
pative management by objectives best provides the services required, Workers in 
this area, and particularly those concerned with correctional post-release ser
vices, should be directed within clearly delineated roles and should be provided 
with adequate training and all other resources and incentives to properly fulfill 
those roles. Each worker must realize that he is a member of a team with a 
special function in the organization and decision making of the team. He must be 
able to provide those services for which he is best qualified, and must enlist 
services from others on his team or from other governmental or private agencies 
according to the specific needs of his clients • 

. Coordinating the Provision of Voluntary Services to Offenders at the Conununity 
Level 

Steps should be taken, including legislation, to provide for the fullest 
cooperation of all governmental agencies in providing appropriate voluntary 
services to offenders. In addition, substantial efforts may be required to 
make the local communities, the general public, and the public and private 
social service agencies receptive to the purposes of the new correctional 
process, 

~~storing Full Rights to Former Offender\?. 

Successful completion of the offender 1 s conununity program should be 
determined by pre-arranged and realistic criteria, and both the public and 
private providers of such services should be held legally accountable for the 
quality of these services. Successful reintegration of the offender into the 
conununity, thus determined, shall be signaled by sustained successful perfor
mance in the conununity without subsequent conviction, and this is to be accom·· 
panied by actual restoration of all rights as a citizen without any lingering 
stigmatization because of prior criminal history. 
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GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON corumcTIONS 

Subconunittee on Post-Release Community Programs 

EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING 

71. WE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISlATION BE ~'NACTED PROHIBITING THE USE OF PRIOR 
CRIMINAL RECORD AS AN AUTOMA1'1.C OR ARBITRARY BAR TO BEING LICENSED TO PRAC
TICE ANY THADE OR OCCUPATION REGULATED BY THE STATE OF MAINE. THE LEGISlATION 
WE REC01'1HEI\1D WOULD PROHIBIT DENIAL OF OCCUPATIONAL LICENSES TO EX-OFFENDERS 
WITHIN THREE YEARS OF RELEASE FROM TilE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM SOLELY BECAUSE OF 
CRIMINAL RECORD, UNLESS TllE APPLICANT'S PRIOR CRIMINAL ACTS DIRECTLY RELATE 
TO THE OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE SOUGHT. BEYOND THE THREE-YEAR PERIOD, EX-OFFENDERS 
WITHOUT SUBSEQUE~T CONVICTIONS WOULD BE PROCESSED IN THE SAME MANNER AS ALL 
OTIIER APPLICANTS BEFORE OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING BOARDS" (LEGISLATIVE) 

Conunent: 

The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that one of the most 
important factors discouraging continued criminal activity by ex-offenders 
once they are discharged from the correctional system is the obtaining of a 
good job. Obtaining jobs for ex-offenders, however, is very difficult, and 
we believe that one of the most appropriate ways for the State to help ease 
this problem is to assure that ex-offenders are treated largely in the same 
manner as other Maine citizens in applying for positions in skilled trades 
and other occupations licensed by the State. 

There are presently 29 occupational licensing boards in Maine which 
may legally discriminate against applicants on the basis of prior criminal 
record. Three of the boards may deny a license to an ex-offender applicant 
simply because of prior criminal record; nineteen of the boards may deny a 
license to an ex-offender applicant because of lack of "good moral character" 
including a prior criminal record; and seven of the boards may deny a license 
to an ex-offender applicant for either the presence of a prior criminal record 
or the lack of "good moral character". 

Although in practice most presen~ Haine occupational licensing boards 
scrupulously assure that ex-offenders are given every consideration in applying 
for permission to practice a skilled trade or profession, it is the opinion of 
the Task Force simply that reasonable statutory guidelines are necessary to 
assure that ex-offenders applying to occupational licensing boards in the 
future are given the same considerations as are other Maine citizens. 

In essence, we reconunend the enactment of legislation outlining the 
degree to vJhich state occupational licensing boards may take into consideration 
an applicant 1 s prior criminal record when making licensing decisions, and 
prohibiting the denial of an occupational license to a former offender unless 
the license applied for "directly relates" to the applicant's prior criminal 
activity. 'The basic premise of our recommendation is that while the prior 
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conviction of any applicant, if relevant, should be considered fully and 
throughly by an occupational li~ensing agency, within reasonable time limits, 
in no case shall such a prior conviction constitute an automatic or arbitrary 
bar to obtaining a license to work. 

Several states including Florida, California, and Washington have 
recently enacted similar legislation, and our recommendation is based substan
tially on these statutes and the recommendations of the National Clearinghouse 
on Offender Emplo~nent Restrictions of the American Bar Association. 

72. WE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED PROHIBITING THE REQUEST OF 
INFORMATION CONCEHNING PRIOR ARREST OR CONVICTION ON ANY WRITTEN APPLICATION 
FOR PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT OR EMPLOYMENT BY LOCAL POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE 
STATE. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that the practice of 
requiring job applicants to disclose prior records of arrest or conviction on 
Written applications should be prohibited for all public and private occupations 
not licensed by the State. 

According to research undertaken both by Task Force researchers in the 
Portland area and statewide by a member of the Task Force itself who is the 
personnel director of one of the largest corporate employers in Maine, there 
apparently exists: (1) strong antipathy by many employers in Maine to the 
hiring of ex-offenders generally, regardless of the personal qualifications or 
criminal history of individual applicants; and (2) a general practice among 
many Maine employers of requiring all job applicants at the outset to disclose 
any prior criminal record on written applications for employment. While we 
believe that in all cases a job applicant should freely discuss his past history 
with his potential employer at the interview stage, if relevant, we believe that 
the combination of the two research findings outlined above raises the possi 
bility that employers and personnel officers may automatically "screen oue' 
ex-offender job applicants unnecessarily from equal consideration for employment 
at the very first stages of processing. 

Governor Curtis, in Executive Order No. 8 FY-72 established in part 
that the policy of the State of Maine was to be that no person would be auto
rna tica lly disqualified from pub lie employment solely because of prior crimina 1 
record. In addition, national organizations such as the American 
Bar Association and authors such as Robert Taggart III, 
ment, have recommended that mandatory disclosure of prior criminal record on 
applications for .:dl employment be prohibited simply in order to allow the ex·
offender job applicant threshold non-discriminatory treatment with his fellow 
job seekers in competing for jobs in the private sector. We believe, moreover, 
that the best way to ensure such equal treatment for ex-offenders is to remove 
the possibility that they will be automatically eliminated from employment 
consideration at the outset, simply because of gratuitous background informa
tion provided on a written application. 

This recommendation applies only to jobs not recognized as deserving 
special 11 public trust 11 and not formally licensed by the State. Guidelines for 
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ex-offender employment in such public trust occupations appear in Reconunendati on 

#71. 

73. WE RECOlvJ:MEND THAT THE GOVERNOR ISSUE AN EXECUTIVE ORDER PROHIBITING THE 
REQUEST OF INFORMATION CONCERNING PRIOR ARREST OR CONVICTION ON Al\lY WRITTEN 
APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT BY THE STATE OF MAINE. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 
~----

Since the promulgation of Executive Order No. 8, FY-72, ex~·offenders, 

and to some extent ex-patients of mental institutions, have been employed by 
the State in greatCJr numbers than ever before, and Maine has been cited by the 
American Bar Association for its leadership in this regard. Over the past 
year, however, testimony given before tho Task Fore(~ by several state adminis
trators, including ConU1lissioner Kearns of the .Department of Mental Health and 
Corrections, indicated that some state departments may be continuing to exclude 
ex-offender applicants from employment solely because of indication of prior 
criminal record on standardized app-lication forms. 

We recommend, therefore, that such requests for prior criminal record 
be simply removed from printed state job applications immediately by Executive 
Order, and that such an order be drafted specifically to reinforce the earlier 
provisions of Executive Order No. 8, FY-72. 

74. WE RECOMMEND. THAT 5 M.R.S.A. §4553 BE AMENDED TO EXTEND THE JURISDICTION 
OF THE :MAINE HUMAN RIGHTS COMJVITSSION TO THE COMPLAINTS OF EX-OFFENDERS CONCERNING 
ALLEGED UNREASONABLE DISCRIMINATION IN THE AREAS OF EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING, CREDIT, 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC ACCOMODATIONS AND OTHER AREAS ENCOMPASSED BY THE PRESENT HUMAN 
RIGHTS COJ:viMISSION STATUTE. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

Ex-offenders, not only in Maine, but throughout the nation, are subject 
to a curious array of subtle and not-so-subtle actions by public and private 
agencies which almost unthinkingly and arbitrarily discriminate against them 
solely on the basis of their criminal history. Merely renting an apartment or 
buying an automobile on credit can often be a major. obstacle for a recently
released prisoner. 

The Maine Human Rights Commission has been entrusted with investigating 
the complaints of unreasonable discrimination in such areas concerning other 
Maine minority groups within the general population, and we believe that their 
professional staff will most appropriately be equipped to handle the similar 
problems of Maine ex-offenders. 

75. HE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED PROHIBITING AUTO INSUHANCE 
CONPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN THE STATE OF MAINE FROM PLACING EX-OFFENDERS SEEK
ING AUTO INSURANCE IN SO-CALLED "HIGH RISK" CATEGORIES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF 
PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD. (ADMINISTRATIVE) (LEGISlATIVE) 

COIU!Llen t: 
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Research by the Task Force and the personal experiences of ex-offender 
members of the Task Force confirm that prohibitively high auto insurance rates 
are often assigned to ex-offenders in Maine solely on the basis of prior 
criminal history, and with apparently no actuarial basis whatsoever demonstrat
ing that such persons individually are more likely to be involved in auto acci
dents than are other individual members of the citizenry. 

"High risk" and "assigned risk" auto insurance rates are frequently 
prohibitively expensive for recently-released prisoners, and the problem is 
often unavoidable for such ex-offenders in Maine because state probation and 
parole officers usually require that their clients obtain auto ipsurance as a 
prerequisite to obtaining a current operators license. Furthermore, computer 
printouts from Project EXIT research in Maine indicate that lack of access to 
personal transportation among ex-offenders is a primary cause of job failure. 

The Governor's Task Force believes that recidivism among recently
released ex-offenders is a very serious problem in Maine without the auto insur
ance companies unnecessarily adding to, and perhaps profiting excessively from 
the situation. 

Our recommendation is simply to require through legislation that insur
ers of ex-offenders actuarially justify their assignment of such persons to high 
premium categories. 

76. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS LAUNCH AN ACTIVE PUBLIC 
RElATIONS EFFORT TO: (1) PROVIDE THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY OF THEI STATE WITH 
INFORMATION CONCERNING FEDERAL, STATE, AND PRIVATE PROGRAMS ASSISTING IN 
LOCATING EMPLOYMENT FOR EX-OFFENDERS, AND TO PROVIDE POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS vJITH 
DETAILED INFORMATION CONCERNING GOVERNTY1ENTAL ASSISTANCE TO BUSINESSES WHICH 
EMPLOY EX-OFFENDERS; AND (2) PROVIDE THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY WITH A DESCRIPTION 
OF THE TIPES OF VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OPERATING WITHIN THE COR
RECTIONAL SYSTEM TRAINING INMATES IN PARTICUlAR SKILLS OFTEN REQUIRED BY 
PRIVATE BUSINESSES. 

OUR RECOMMENDATION CONTEMPlATES A DEPARTURE FROM THE TRADITIONAL 
APPROACH TO PUBLIC RELATIONS PRESENTLY BEING PRACTICED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS, AND SPECIFICALLY CONTEMPLATES GREATLY INCREASED 
USE OF NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS AND "PUBLIC SERVICE" ADVERTISEMENTS ON BOTH 
THE RADIO AND TE,LEVISION NETWORKS OF THE STATE. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

A frequent compla:j_nt from the few employers in the state v7ho are actively 
involved in training and hiring ex-offenders is that little information is made 
available to them on a continuing basis by correctional public relations repre
sentatives concerning the employment problems and opportunities of ex-offenders. 
Frequently, jobs available to ex-offenders go unfilled simply because employers 
in the state continue to remain ignorant of institutional or Bureau-centered 
job development programs, or other state and federal work or educational assis
tance programs which include, ex-offenders in their spending guidelines, 

Correctional public relations in Maine appears to be oriented presently 
largely toward describing the achievements of correctional administrators and 
the activities associated with administering the institutions. The activities 
and problems of the clients of the correctiona 1 system, however, are often not 
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made part of the Department 1 s public relations effort on a continuing basis. 
The Veterans Administration in Hashington recently successfully overhauled 
its public relations effort, toward the ends of emphasizing the needs of its 
clients rather than merely reporting the activities of its administrators, and 
we are advocating a similar reorientation of public relations policy for the 
correctional agencies in Maine. 

77. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS INCREASE ITS EFFORTS TO 
HIRE GREATER NUMBERS OF QUALIFIED EX-OFFENDERS IN DIRECT CARE, ADMINISTRATIVE, 
AND COUNSELLING POSITIONS BOTH IN PRESENT INSTITUTIONAL AND PROJECTED COMMUNITY
BASED CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS~ AND THAT GREATER USE BE MADE OF EX -OFFENDER AND 
INMATE PARA -PROFESSIONALS AT ALL LEVELS OF THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM IN MAINE. 
(ADMINISTEA TIVE) 

Comment: 

Offenders often leave the correctional system with a strong commitment, 
to continue working in the correctional field, both in privately-administered 
community programs, and in programs administered by the state. We believe, in 
short, that because of their conunitment, expenience, sense of perspective, and 
rapport with their clients, ex-offenders often make excellent and extremely 
effective correctional counselors. The Bureau of Corrections has assured us 
that it agrees with our assessment of the potential benefits to be gained by 
the direct employment of ox·=offenders in Maine, and our recommendation is to 
request that the Bureau no~q actually follow through with its policy of hiring 
more qualified ex~offenders for administrative, and direct-care positions. 

In addition, mariy present inmates of correctional facilities in Maine 
have the same commitment as ex~ofHmders to help persons in situations similar 
to their own. Some institutional administrators in t<laine have recognized the 
substantial benefits to be derived from employing competent inmates as para 
professional correctional assistants within .the institutions themselves, and 
the Maine State Prison will be employing several inmates as para-professionals 
in the near future. The Task Force believes this to be a step toward increased 
cooperation and cormnon purpose between inmates and correctional administrators 
and we urge that the practice be expanded and appli,ed fully to all of Maine 1 s 
correctional institutions. 

78. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS GREATLY EXPAND ITS PLANNING 
OF A PROGRAM TO PROVIDE HALFWAY HOUSES AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION 
FOR OFFENDERS IN MAINE, AND THAT SUCH A SYSTEM OF HALFWAY HOUSES BE TRULY 
COMMUNITY-BASED AND COJ:.1Ml1NITY-C0NTROLLED AND DISTINCT IN PURPOSE AND OPERATION 
FROH FACILITIES WHICH ARE LARGELY EXTENSIONS OF LOCAL MAXIMUM SECURITY INSTI TU
TIONS SUCH AS COUNTY JAILS. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

The halfway house program in the state of Maine, after several false 
starts, remains almost non-existent. With presently only one locally controlled 
halfway house (Pharos House~ at Portland), and one state-controlled halfway house 



(Phoenix House, on the grounds of the old \tJomen's Correctional Center at Skowhegan), 
operating within t:he state" Halfway house correctional programs have proven to 
be a successful and economical alternative to institutional confinement for 
offenders throughout the nation, and yet out of a total offender group of 1500 
persons served by Maine correctional institutions last year, only around 45 were 
served in half~vay houses. This situation has continued in Maine despite the 
fact that costs per inmate served in halfway house residential programs averages 
only $2,000 per :Lnmate per average stay, while present costs par inmate served 
at all Maine correctional institutions averages $15,212 per inmate per average 
stay. 

This situation is also particularly unfortunate when one considers the 
fact that the administrators of the adult correctional institutions in l'1aine have 
repeatedly stated that between 80-90/" of their present populations do not require 
the security measures built into their existing facilities, and that the only 
effective place to offer rehabilitative assistance to this large majority of 
Maine offenders is in L:he local corrununity. 

'I'he establishment of community-based halfvmy housf.3S as an alternative to 
institutionalization is a priority recommendation of both the National Advisory· 
Cormniss ion on Crimina 1 Jus t:Lce Standards and Goals, and the Corrections study 
for Maine completed by the private consulting firm of Batten~ Batten~ Hudson E.v. 

Swab. In the year sinee the submission of the National Advisory Corrunission 
study, and in the two years and four months since the completion of the Batten, 
Batten report, little movement has been observed within the Bureau of Corrections 
toward making corrununil::y-controlled halfway houses a reality in Maine, and our 
recorrunendation is for the Bureau to concentrate on accelerating the planning and 
development of a community-controlled halfway house system in Maine as part of 
the development of a tJ:uly community-based correctional system for the state. 

We believe, in short, that it is vital to ensure that: halfway houses in 
Maine are community~·contro] led, developed in conjunction with institutional 
pre-release centers, and maintained SElparately from local correctional facilities 
such as county jails and the minimum security pre-release centers being esta 
blished by the Maine State Prison. Halfway houses designed in part to undo the 
effects of prolonged institutionalization are patterned on largely democratic 
models which foster self-reliance and self-esteem among their residents, and we 
believe that such programs best survive in a setting physically removed from 
institutional grounds, and conceptually removed from institutional authority. 
Treatment methods in such halfway houses focus on the immediate tangible needs 
of the offender in a manner enabling him to develop greater independence and a 
greater sense of responsibility for his own life. It is necessary in such half
way houses that the offender be a participant in and not a recipient of the 
correctional process, and that a sense of responsibility to community standards 
of living become the offender's pcclrsonal goal rather than a goal directed by 
external authoritative constraint. For these reasons, therefore, the Task Force 
believes that while t:be accelerated development in the immediate future of 
minimum security pre-release centers administered directly by the state will 
undoubtedly serve extremely important job training and resocialization functions 
in the short term for that substantial portion of our present prison population 
now being phased out of institutional confinement programs, halfway houses over 
the long term hopefully will serve a different correctional purpose, and we 
believe the programs should be kept physically and administratively separate. 

79. WE RECOMMEND THAT, AS SOON AS ADMINISTRATIVELY POSSIBLE, AT LEi\ST SIX 
ADDITIONAL HALFWAY HOUSES BE ESTAKLISHED TO LODGE OFFKNDERS IN MAINE, ONE FACI= 
T.TTV RM~l-l TN OR WITHIN COHMUTING DISTANCE OF AN URBAN CENTER IN HIE COUNTIES OF 



ANDROSCOGGIN, AROOSTOOK, CUMBERlAND, KENNEBEC, PENOBSCOT, AND YORK. 
(ADKfNISTRA TIVE) 

Comment: 

Research completed by the Task Force indicates that approximately 75/o 
of Maine's adult correctional inmates are former residents of these six counties, 
In pursuing a policy of returning convicted offenders to their former communities 
to receive assistance as soon as possible, it follows that the above six counties 
are priority target locations for initiating a halfway house system in Maine, 
Furthermore, since urban centers provide typically greater access to community 
resources such as employment opportunities, social service agencies, and mental 
health centers, Maine's initial halfway houses, we believe, would best be 
located in urban centers within these various count:Leso 

In providing the necessary community-based residences, distinction must 
be made between those residences or halfway house programs to be utilized as 
alternatives to initial incarceration in an institution (!'halfway-in" houses), 
and those residences or programs to be utilized primarily to reintegrate an 
offender into the community after some period of confinement ("halfway-out" houses), 
TilEl recommendations in this report for a complete halfway house system contemplate 
some specialization among facilities, but with the comparatively small size and 
homogeneity of the :f\·Iaine offender population we see no compelling reason to 
separate different types of offenders generally among different halfway house 
facilities in all caseso 

We believe that such community-based halfway houses should be utilized 
by the Bureau of Corrections early in the sentence of all but those categories 
of the most dangerous, violent, habitual, or professional criminals defined in 
Standard 5.3 of the Report on Corrections of the National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice S~andards and Goals. And finally, we believe that guide
lines for the use of such residences must be based on an intelligent assessment 
of offenders' needs rather than simple time remaining to be served on sentence, 
and that all offenders in Haine should be first considered for halfway house 
placement within six months of initial incarceration. 

80, WE RECOM.M.END THAT 11ALJ:'VJAY HOUSES IN MAINE, WHETHER OR NOT FUNDED BY 
STATE OR FEDEHAL AGENCIES, SHOU1JD BE LOCALLY-CONTROLLED AND MANAGED, AND IN 
ORDER TO ASSURE SUCH LOCAL CONTROL WE RECOMMEND THAT INDIVIDUAL HALFWAY HOUSES 
BE CHARTERED AS NON-PROFIT CORPORATIONS WITH BOARDS OF DIRECTORS COHPOSED 
BASICALLY OF THE FOLLOWING 'IYPES OF PERSONS: LOCAL COHHUNITY LEADERS; A REPRE
SENTATIVE OF THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS; RESIDENTS OF THE HALFWAY HOUSE; AND A 
:MEHBER DESIGNATED BY TI-l.E STATE PAROLE BOARD. (AD1'1INISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Local control of the management of halfway houses is necessary to assure 
that both the residents of the facility and the local community in which t:he 
facility is located have a sufficient stake in its successful operation. At 
the same time, representation on the managing board of directors from state 
agencies such as the Bureau of Corrections and the Parole Board is vital to 
ensure quality control over the administration of residential programs, and to 
provide a needed link with a variety of st~te correctional and social services 
available to halfway house residents. Wherever possible, local community 
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residents elected to the boards of directors of halfway houses should represent 
a cross-section of crnrnmtnity attitudes on correctional policy. 

The duties of the local boards of directors for each halfway house 
shall include obtaining continuing public and private funding for the halfway 
house, locating suitable physical structures for its residential programs, 
establishing initial procedures and rules for the house management, hiring a 
business manager to carry out administrative duties, entering into contracts 
for purchase of local social services where appropriate, and coordinating 
volunteer services available at no cost from the community, The Task Force 
believes that this general division of authority, along with responsibility for 
the day-to-day management of the house's programs being

1

shared by the paid and 
voluntary staff of the house and the house's residents, is the most practical 
model for providing a range of services designed to reintegrate a changing 
halfway house population back: into the community. 

81. WE RECOMMEND TiiAT INITIAL FUNDING OF HALFWAY HOUSE RESIDENCES IN MAINE 
BE ASSUMED BY THE STATE AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES, AND THAT OVER TI-lE LONG 
TERM, RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTINUED FUNDING OF THE SYSTEM BE TRANSFERRED AS MUCH 
AS POSSIBLE TO LOCAL PUBLIC SOURCES OF REVENUE AND PRIVATE CHARITABLE ORGANIZA
TIONS. (LEGISLATIVE) (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Halfway houses are expensive undertakings. A budget for a typical faci
lity such as we are proposing, housing 12-16 Maine residents is projected at 
appro~imately $80,000 per year, excluding initial costs of real estate acquisi
tion. Because, however, an integrated system of halfway houses such as that 
proposed here will operate on high turnover rates, and will undoubtedly reduce 
the average length of stay for inmates at all adult correctional institutions 
in Maine the ultimate financial cost to the taxpayer per convicted offender in 
this state will almost assuredly drop substantially within the first few years 
of the system's operation. 

For these reasons we feel it is appropriate to seek initial funding for 
the system from the state and from federal agencies such as the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration of the Department of Justice, and to move toward as 
much local financial support as possible for the system as soon as the start-up 
phase of the project is completed. 

A healthy state interest in the monitoring of halfway house program 
quality will be required throughout the system's life, and some continuing state 
financial supp~rt for the system may be required for r~ny years at lower levels 
of per offender costs than the state is now paying, However, several halfway 
house projects throughout the nation such as the Delancy Street Foundation in 
California are entirely self-supporting, and the goal of each halfway house in 
Maine will be to become similarly self-supporting. 

82. WE RECOMMEND 1~T THE SELECTION OF RESIDENTS FOR r~LFWAY HOUSES BE 
ACCOMPLISHED IN INDIVIDUAL CASES COOPERATIVELY BY THE MANAGEMENT OF THE 
HALFWAY HOUSE AND TI-lE APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCY SUCH AS THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS, 
THE PAROLE BOARD, OR THE JUDICIARY. GUIDELINES FOR PLACEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL 
OFFENDERS FROM HALFWAY HOUSES SHALL BE ESTABLISHED COOPERATIVELY BY THE ABOVE 
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AGENCIES, INCLUDING THE PROVISION THAT TRANSFER TO A HALF\',~AY HOUSE FROH AN 
INSTITUTION SHALL BE ONLY AT THE FREE CHOICE OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONCERNED. 
(ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Selection of potential halfway house residents must be a cooperative 
undertaking in order to assure both the continued vi.abi li ty of the facility 1 s 
programs, and the receptivity of the offender to those programs. Halfway houses 
are typically tightly-knit communal organizations geared loward·reinteg:rating 
residents into the outside community as quickly as practicable. A large part 
of the success of the process is directly dependent on tho residents themselves, 
and a great deal of cooperation will be required between halfway house staffs 
and the judicial and correctional systems to ensure that the entire system 
functions smoothly. 

83. WE RECOMMEND THAT IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING SUPERVISED RESIDENTIAL 
SERVICES FOR OFFENDERS RECENTLY RELEASED FROM CONFINEMENT, HALFIYAY HOUSES IN 
MAINE SERVE AS MULTI·<PURPOSE OFFENDER RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES, TO BE UTILIZED 
FOR WORK RELEASE AND EDUCATIONAL RELEASE PROGRAMS, PRE-PAROLE PREPARATION, 
TEMPORARY OR LONG-TERM FURLOUGH RESIDENCES FOR SPECIAL OFFENDERS NOT ABLE TO 
OBTAIN UNSUPERVISED FUHI..OUGHS, AND RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR INMATES PARTICIPAT-
ING IN PRE-TRIAL AND POST-CONVICTION COMMUNITY PROGRAMS. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

A variety of situations usually arise concerning the short term housing 
and supervision of certain offenders released into the community for various 
purposes ranging from furloughs to parole. Alternatives presently available for 
housing and in some cases supervising such persons bot'h on their way out or 
back. into a correctional institution are on the one hand maximum security con
finement in county jails or municipal lockups, or on the other hand no housing 
or supervision at all. 

Work releasees are presently locked into county jails in Maine at the 
end of the day, as are their cellmates returning from afternoon college classes, 
and yet there is virtually unanimous agreement among Maine state and county 
correctional officials that such a degree of security for most people is not 
necessary. In addition, parolees in trouble are often apprehended and scheduled 
for revocation of parole and return to the institution, when short term residen
tial crisis intervention counseling would perhaps better solve the problem, 
simply because there are no supervisory alternatives available to local authorities. 

For these reasons, we recommend that halfway houses in Maine serve varied 
functions in filling present gaps in the provislon of services to both offenders 
and correctional administrators. 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS 

84. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE STATE CONTRACT FOR THE CREATION OF A COMMUNITY-
BASED CORRECTIONAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE AGENCY WHOSE FUNCTION SHALL I3E PARTLY: 
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(l) TO SOLICIT~ SCREEN, AND CHANNEL CITIZEN VOLUNTEERS INTO SPECIFIC PROGRAM 
NEEDS WITHIN 'TI1E CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM; (2) TO ASSIST COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
OFFERING VOLUNTEER SERVICES IN OBTAINING PUBLIC RELATIONS COVERAGE AND FUNDING 
FOR THEIR ACTIVITIES; (3) TO ACT AS A CENTRAL LIASON BETWEEN CO:Ml'·1UNITY ORGANI·
ZATIONS OFFERING VOLUNTEER SERVICES AND STATE AND LOCAL CORRECTIONAL AND CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE AGENCIES; AND (4.) TO PROMOTE PUBLICLY THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE USE OF 
VOLUNTEER SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE CORRECTIONAL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEl'1S. 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

State-administered volunteer programs in the corrections field in Maine 
have proved disappointing. The "Volunteers in Probation and Parole'' program 
presently being administered by the Bureau of Correetions is two years old, and 
its active roster of identifiable volunteers to work with probationers and 
parolees in Maine remains at only 51 persons for the entire state. 

What is needed is a centralized effort for identifying, training, and 
referring volunteers to specific program needs throughout the correctional and 
criminal justice systems. Volunteers, in short, often do excellent and entirely 
free work in the corrections and criminal justice areas. Organized correctional 
voluntee1r programs of substantial size have successfully emerged recently in the 
states of Hashing ton, Jvlassachusetts, New York, Delaware, Minnesota, California, 
and elsewhere, and it is the corrunon experience of most of these programs that 
volunteers often provide a personal link between the offender and the remedial 
resources necessary to assure the successful reintegration of the offender into 
his former community. 

In Jv'.taine, there exist numerous local chapters of national volunteer 
organizations such as Literacy Volunteers; the United States Jaycees; the Service 
Corps of Retired Executives (s.c.o.R.E.); Soroptimists International; The 
National Alliance of Businessmen (N.A.B.S.); the American Friends Service Com
mittee; the National Center for Voluntary Action; and others which have active 
correctional and criminal justice programs> and who presumably would eagerly 
accept the opportunity to become involved with Maine correctional programs. 
Several local Maine organizations such as· S.T.E.P., Ingraham Volunteers, 
s.c.A.R., and c.O.M.B.A.C. have also done independent work within the correc 
tional system. 

Coordination and intelligent direction for all of these agencies would 
prove to be a substantial boon to the correctional system and its clients in 
Maine. 'I11e Cooperative Extension Service of the University of Maine has done 
some work of this type on its ovm in the past, and our recommendation is for 
the state to support an expanded effort of this typo. 

85. WE RECOMMEND TBA T THE GOVERNOR DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
AND CORRECTIONS TO EXPAND ITS CONTACTS WITH C0Ml'1UNITY~BASED VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS 
IN TilE CORR,ECTIONAL FIELD AND THAT IT MORE ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION 
BY PERSONS INVOLVED IN SUCH PROGRAl'1S IN ALL AREAS OF THE CORRECTIONAL 
PROCESS; AND THAT JI'HE COMMISSIONER REPORT BACK TO THE GOVERNOR NO LATER TIIAN 
JANUARY 1, 197 5 CONCERNING PROGRESS IN 'UUS REGARDo WE FURTHER RECOMMEND THAT 
THE SUPERINTENDANTS OF ALL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE STATE BE DIRECTED 
TO DESIGNATE ONE ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEE TO COORDINATE VOLUNTEER SERVICES AT 
THE INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 



As discussed in recommendation #84, volunteer programs within the correc 
tional system in Maine have lacked coordination and direction in the past. Our 
recommendation is to provide executive impetus to expand the use of community
based volunteer correctional programs before the end of the present year, and 
to provide clearly identified coordinators at the institutional level for such 
programs. In part, it is our recommendation specifically that the coordinators 
designated .Jt the institutional level design continuing programs to provide 
prospective volunteers with adequate orientation and training to familiarize 
such persons with the environment and needs of the prospective client, and'to 
provide these volunteers with professional guidance and support during the 
course of their programs. 

PAROLE 

86, WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL INi"lA TES OF CORRECTIONAL INSTITqTIONS APPFJ\RING 
BEFORE TI-lE FULL STATE PAROI.E BOARD FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF ANY MATTER RELATING 
TO POSSIBLE PAROLE FROM A CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION BE PERMITTED TO HAVE COUNSEL 
PRESENT AND PARTICIPATE AT THE APPEARANCE, OR BE PERMITTED TO PRESENT ANY OTHER 
ADVOCATE OF THE INJvlATE 1 S CHOOSING, AND THAT THE STANDARD OF JUDICIAL REVIEW OF 
THE PROPRIETY OF PAROLE BOARD DECISIONS BE ESTABLISHED AS 11IOSE DECISIONS 
SUPPORTED BY A "PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE ON THE RECORD". (AD:tviiNISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Cornman t: 

Under present practices, parole affords a convicted person the oppor
tunity to be conditionally released into the community after the expiration of the 
minimum term attached to his offense, and before the expiration of the maximum 
term for that offense. As such, it is the most important occurrence during the 
time spent in prison for any convicted person outside of his original appearance 
in court before sentencing. Since possible release from a correctional institu
tion on the basis of an appearance before the Parole Board involves basic issues 
of liberty, and is so crucial to an individual inmate in terms of his eventual 
length of stay in prison and of his participation in institutional programs 
while incarcerated, we believe that representation by legal counsel should be 
allowed at such appearances. 

Furthermore, parole from incarceration is not an automatic right in this 
state, and must be earned by au inmate through proven behavior at the institution. 
As such, parole hearings are often largely fact-finding in nature, and under such 
circumstances we believe it would be most helpful to both the inmate and to the 
Parole Board to have counsel for the inmate present. 

Since the loss of liberty is not directly at stake in a parole grant 
hearing, we recommend that potential parolees be permitted also to select for 
such hearings appropriate counsel substitutes in lieu of counsel, within the 
confines of Standards 2.2 and 12.3 of the Report on Corrections of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal .Justfce Standards and Goals. 

Secondly, in connnents presented to the Task Force several members of the 
Maine State Parole Board argued convincingly that the burden of proof to sustain 
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full board decisions upon possible judicial review of those decisions should 
be raised to that of a "preponderance of evidence on the record" instead of 
the present standard subjecting the Board's decisions only to fairly narrow 
procedural review within the existing statutory grant of substantive authority. 

Under the present burden of proof it is almost impossible to overturn 
a Parole Board decision in Maine and the Board itself, together with the Task 
Force, feels that it should be held to a higher standard of care in dealing 
with decisions that affect the continued imprisonment of convicted persons. 

87. WE RECOMMEND ANNUAL PAROLE STATUS REVIEW IN SOME FORM FOR ALL INMATES 
OF CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AND WE RECOMMEND THAT INMATES APPEARING BEFORE 
THE FULL STATE PAROIJE BOARD FOR POSSIBLE GRANT OF PAROLE BE GIVEN COMPLETE 
ACCESS TO ALL INFORMATION UPON WHICH THE BOARD EVENTUALLY BASES ITS DECISION. 
IN TilE CASE OF WRITTEN DOCUMENTS AND FILES, WE RECOMMEND TI-lA T THE POTENTIAL 
PAROLEE HAVE ACCESS TO THEM PRIOR TO THE PAROLE BOARD HEARING. IN THE CASE 
OF ORAL EVIDENCE, WE RECOMJvlEND THAT 'UIE POTENTIAL PAROLEE BE PRESENT WHEN SUCH 
TESTIMONY IS GIVEN, OR IF Tl-IIS IS NOT POSSIBLE THAT HE BE GIVEN LATER ACCESS 
TO TAPE RECORDINGS OF THE ENTIRE PROCEEDING. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Mandatory annual review of all correctional inmates 1 parole status is 
an administrative measure that is increasingly finding favor within many state 
correctional systems. The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that 
the establishment o£ such a system is desirable to guard against the possibility 
of prisoners serving extended terms of confinement simply being "administratively 
forgotten" by correctional authorities, and with the establishment of a full
time administrative assistant for the Parole Board by the Special Session of the 
106th Legislature we believe that the initiation of such annual parole status 
review is now possible in Maine. 

In addition, at the actual hearing stage of the parole process before 
the full Parole Board, further safeguards are needed. Since the parole hearing 
is for the inmate the link between release and continued incarceration, it is 
of utmost importance that information upon which the Parole Board bases its 
decisions be accurate. We believe that there are important rights involved in 
such hearings concerning confrontation of witnesses, hearsay, unreliable evidence, 
and other matters including simple administrative errors. Since the potential 
parolee is in the best position to press his case in pointing out possible 
inaccuracies in testimony and written information presented to the Parole Board, 
we believe that procedural due process requires that the Parole Board as an 
administrative body confine its decision-making to evidence presented on the 
record, and that potential parolees in each case should have access to every
thing presented to the Parole Board as part of that record. 

88. WE RECOMMEND TIIAT THE GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR PAROLE SUPERVISION, AS 
DELINEATED ON THE "CERTIFICATE OF PAROLE" SIGNED BY THE INMATE AND THE PAROLE 
BOARD AT THE TIME OF RELEASE, BE ELIMINATED WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF THE REQUIRE-
1'1ENTS THAT THE PAROLEE NOT LEAVE THE STATE WITHOUT PERMISSION AND THAT TI-lE 
PAROLEE MAINTAIN REGULAR COMMUNICATION WITH THE PROBATION AND PAROLE OFFICE: TO 
WHICH THE PAROLEE IS ASSIGNED. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
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Corrunen t: 
---~-

General conditions of parole in Maine prohibit parolees from changing 
jobs, changing residences within a parole district, or purchasing a motor 
vehicle without first consulting with or obtaining permission from their 
assigned parole officers. In some cases parolees are even forbidden to under
take any of the above actions without the prior permission of their parole 
officers, and all parolees are required to consult with their parole officers. 
before making purchases on credit or applying for a marriage license. 

In our present age, these conditions seem unnecessarily restrictive 
as applied to some persons leaving correctional institutions, so long as such 
persons do not leave the jurisdiction of the Parole Board without permission, 
and so long as regular and consistent contact is maintained with the responsible 
parole office. The present list of general conditions of parole in Maine are 
applied arbitrarily to all parolees, and they often serve no useful purpose 
other than to irritate countless new parolees and to harass their harried parole 
officers. With t.he obvious growing maturity of our correctional inmate popula
tion, it would seem appropriate to give persons within that population who are 
successful in gaining parole a degree of personal responsibility for their own 
actions more comparable to that allowed other members of the outside corrununity. 

We recommend, therefore, that conditions of parole applied generally to 
all persons be eliminated, with the exception of the two conditions outlined 
above, and that the Parole Board assign further conditions of parole to indi
vidual persons only on a case by case basis. 

89. WE RECOJVIMEND TIM T WARRANTS FOR PAROLE REVOCATION OR ARREST BE SERVED 
ONLY BY APPROPRIATE lAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, AND NOT BY EMPLOYEES OF THE DIVI
SION OF PROBATION AND PAROLE, AND THAT UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL PROBATION 
AND PAROLE OFFICERS BE PERMITTED ,TO CARRY FIREARMS. (ADNINISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Corrunent: 

An employee of the Division of Probation and Parole is a social service 
worker, not a county sheriff. Much debate pas arisen recently, however, con
cerning the supposed need for parole officers to carry firearms in order to 
afford themselves an adequate measure of protection when serving arrest and 
revocation warrants on parole violators. We believe, very simply, that the 
Division of Probation and Parole, as a social setvice entity, is an entirely 
inappropriate agency to be arresting its own clients at the point of a gun, and 
that therefore its employees should have no need of being armed. 

This is especially true when one considers the multitude of other state, 
local, and county law enforcement agencies readily available to perform the same 
law enforcement functions, and when one considers the possible serious degree of 
harm to trust relationships between individual parolees and their assigned 
officers which might be caused by the specter of the Division of Probation and 
Parole arming itself against the clients it is supposedly assisting with the 
provision of social service resources. 

90. WE RECOMMEND THAT PAROLEES BE DETAINED NOT LONGER 11-IAN IS NECESSARY AND 
IN NO CASE LONGER THAN 72 HOURS PENDING PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS FOR VIOLATION 
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OF PAROLE, NOR LONGER THAN 21 DAYS FOLLOWING A FINDING OF PROBABLE CAUSE AND 
PENDING FINAL REVOCATION HEARINGS BY TilE PAROLE BOARD. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: ----
111e loss of liberty for a person under sentence by the revocation of 

parole is the loss of a right protected by the 14th Amendment. As such, certain 
minimum requirements of due process must be observed. The State of Maine is 
presently in substantial compliance with v. • 408 U.S. 471 
(1972), and yet because of the importance of the is;ue of the potential extended 
loss of liberty prior to a final determination of the facts in a parole revoca
tion case, we recorrrnend that specific guidelines be adopted administratively 
by the Department of Mental Health and Corrections covering such situations. 

The decision specifies that a detained parolee shall be given 
a probable cause hearing "as soon as possible" after being apprehended, and we 
suggest that this language be interpreted more specifically as meaning "as soon 
as possible, but in no case later than 72 hours after arrest, unless waived by 
the paroleeo" 

Under present practice also, if probable cause is found~ the final parole 
revocation hearing is held at the correctional institution "as soon as the Parole 
Board again meets at that location" and we suggest that that practice be inter
preted administratively to mean "in no case later than 21 days after original 
detention of the parolee, unless waived by the parolee. 11 

In the past, serious injustices have occured in Maine when parolees, 
eventually found innocent of all charges have spent up to three months in 
confinement awaiting a final determination by the Parole Board~ and we wish to 
ensure that such injustices do not occur again. 

91. WE RECOMMEND THAT LEGISLATION BE ENACTED REORGANIZING THE PRESENT 
ELEMENTS OF THE DIVISION OF PROBATION AND PAROLE OF THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS 
INTO: (1) A DIVISION OF PROBATION; AND (2) A DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES. 

THE DIVISION OF PROBATION SHALL BE ADMINISTRATIVELY SEPARATE FROM TH.E 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES AND SHALL ACT IN BOTH A SUPERVISORY CAPACITY 
FOR PROBATIONARY CASES FROM THE COURTS AND AS AN INVESTIGATIVE RESOURCE FOR 
THE COURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS IN REGARD TO PRESENTENCE REPORTS, 
FURLOUGH REPORTS, AND PARDON AND COMMUTATION REPORTS. THE DIVISION OF COMMU
NITY SERVICES SHALL ACT AS A RESOURCE AGENCY FOR BOTH PURCHASING AND DIRECTLY 
PROVIDING VOLUNTARY SOCIAL SERVICES TO PERSONS RECENTLY RELEASED FROM CORREC
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND RESIDING IN THE OPEN COMMUNITY. 

IN ADDITION, WE RECO:f\11'1END THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A MODIFIED "TEAM APPROACH" 
TO THE PROVISION OF VOLUNTARY SOCIAL SERVICES TO PERSONS RECENTLY RELEASED FROM 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND TO PERSONS PARTI.CIPATING IN COMMUNITY-BASED CORc
RECTIONAL PROGRAMB; PATTERNED AFTER THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL TEAM SPECIALIST 
APPROACH IN DEALING WITH CHRONIC SOCIAL WELFARE CLIENTS NATIONALLY AND IN H.'\INE. 
UNDER TI-lE NEW APPROACH, THE CASELOAD-CLIENT SYSTEM WOULD BE ABOLISHED, AND SIMPLE 
PAiWJJE SUPERVISION AS IT PRESENTLY EXISTS WOULD BE ELIMINATED. SOCIAL SERVICES 
WOULD BE PROVIDED TO PERSONS ONLY ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS~ AND FIELD REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES WOULD ACT EXCLUSIVELY AS 24-HOUR 
CORRECTIONAL CRISIS INTERVENTION COUNSELLORS, AND PURCHASERS OF NEEDED TEAM 
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SOCIAL SERVICES FROM EXISTING SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES o (ADMINISTHATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: ----
This recormnenda tion accomplishes basically two things: first, a simplo 

separation of probation from parole functions within the present administrative 
setup of the Bureau of Corrections; and secondly, a drastic, reorientation of 
the manner in which social services are supplied to parolees~ Presently, the 
Division of Probation and Parole attempts simultaneously to provide bot:h super
visory and investigative services to various courts and administrative bodies, 
as well as rehabilitative and social services to persons recently released on 
parole, This has proved to be an impossible tasko A survey of all probation 
and parole officers in Haine on a variety of issues conducted by the Task Force 
showed that probation and parole officers are deeply confused, frustrated, and 
concerned over their conflicting roles, and that if anything they tend to view 
themselves as enforcement and supervison officers, to the detriment of provid= 
ing needed social services to their parolee clients. 

We believe simply that a lot of this apparent confusion and duplication 
of effort can be cured through administrative reorganization and job specializa 
tion, and only in this way do we believe that both functions of the present 
Division can be accomplished successfully within the Bureau of Corrections. 

In addition, simple parole supervision has proved to be statistically 
a useless service, and a substantial waste of money for the Maine taxpayer. 
National studies, and conclusions drawn from the Project EXIT data in the State 
of Maine, sh01;v that there is little correlation between close parole supervision 
and the provision o£ services to parolees,and the reduction of recidivism for 
previously convicted persons. In fact the only clear statistical correlation 
which emerges for the l'1aine inmate population under the present parole system, 
is that between participation in the present parole system,and further crime. 

Under such a situation, radical new suggestions in the way we approach 
handling the problems of persons released from confinement are in order, :Lnclucl,
ing elimination of the traditional supervisory role of the parole officer, along 
with his ludicrously large caseload. Released offenders residing in the commu 
nity have social service requirements similar to those of social welfare clients and 
persons released recently from mental institutions, and as we have seen, tradi
tional supervisory approaches to parole have fa:tle(L There presently exists a 
functioning social service "team system" in every county in "Maine under the 
administration of the Department of Health and Welfare, along with a complemen-
tary system of community mental health centers. We are recommending very simply 
that the Bureau of Corrections use existing resources to buy into this system 
for parolees and for all persons under sentence residing ln the cormnuni 

92. \IJE RECOMHEND THAT TRAINING FOR EHPLoYEES OF BOTH THE PROPOSED DIVISION 
OF PROBATION AND THE DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES NOT BE LIHITED TO A TRAINING 
PERIOD PRIOR TO COHMENCB.'HENT OF ACTUAL ON THE JOB DUTIES, BUT THAT HANDA TORY 
INSERVICE TRAINING OF AT LEAST TWO WEEKS EACH YEAR BE INSTITUTED FOR ALL SUCH 
EHPLoYEES, AND THAT CHANGES BE HADE IN THE PERSONNEL LAH TO PROVIDE INCENTIVES 
FOR ACADEMIC ADVANCEHENT AND ON THE JOB EXPERIENCE. (LEGISLATIVE) (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
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Corrrrnent: ----
The Governor 1 s Task Force on Corrections believes that if correctional 

programs arc to succeed anywhere, they wi 11 do so most likely in the conununi ty. 
Accordingly, the most important persons in the entire correctional process will 
increasingly be those persons employed at the corrrrnunity level. As such, com
petent insorvice training programs and continued academic advancement, together 
with increased compensation for such advancement are crucial to the maintenance 
of a truly effective community corrections program. We contemplate mandatory 
two-week training periods for a 11 correctiona 1 specialists employed at the 
local level, together with state assistance and paid leaves of absence for 
employees seeking advanced educational degrees, and we propose to support it 
financially with a reallocation of present institutional resources. 



CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CORRECTIONS 

Internal Administrative Recon®endations for the Maine Bureau of Corrections 

STATEMENT OF POLICY 

Establishing a Corr®j;ment to C9~unity Corrections 

The Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that the success of 
many of the changes in policy direction we have recommended for the correc
tional system of the State of Maine is tied closely to the development of a 
sincere commitment to the goals of community corrections within the Bureau 
of Corrections, and to the development of organizational capabilities necessary 
actually to achieve the goals of such a correctional system. After a yedr's 
close hand observation of the Maine Bureau of Corrections, it is the opinion 
of the Task Force that there exists a sincere commitment to community-based 
corrections at various levels of the present administrative structure, and 
that this commitment will undoubtedly become much more widespread as evidence 
of the effectiveness of community~based corrections grmvs and as experience 
in such programs on the part of all correctional employees widens. 

Providing the Tools for Correctional Chan~ 

Beyond merely possessing the commitment necessary to the sustained 
reshaping of an established and traditional public agency, however, public 
administrators must also possess the legal and organizational tools and 
adequate statutory authority actually to achieve their purposes. Such tools, 
however, are conspicuously lacking within the present Maine correctional 
system, For years, Bureau administrators have limped along with inadequate 
staff, ill-defined responsibilities, and virtually no planning capability to 
anticipate future needs and to evaluate current practices. Throughout its 
period of operation, the Task Force was struck repeatedly with these adminis 
trative short-comings. The following recommendations are designed specifically 
to assist Bureau administrators in solving this situation, and hopefully to 
increase the likelihood substantially that many of our substantive recommenda
tions will eventually be implemented. 
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93. hiE RECOMNEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS Hfl\1EDIATELY UNDERTAKE A 
CONCENTRATED ADiviTNISTRATIVE EFFORT DIRECTED AT IMPROVING ITS PlANNING AND 
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES AT THE BUREAU AND INSTITUTIONAL LEVELS, TOGETHER 
\HTH THE INITIATION OF A CONTINUING PLAN FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF BUREAU
WIDE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES ARRIVED AT THROUGH A SYSTEM OF 11 PARTICIPATORY 
l'1ANAGEMENT 11 INVOLVING EMPLOYEES AT ALL LEVELS OF THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEJvl" 
(ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 
-~---

The highest priority need for the improved administration of tl1e Bureau 
of Corrections is tht~ development of a permanent and innovative planning capa 
bility adequate to guide the Bureau successfully in establishing a workable 
community-based corr(:JCtional system for the State of Maine. The importance of 
this continuing need can hardly be overstated, and the success of everything 
that we have proposed in this report will ultimately depend directly on the 
willingness and ability of Bureau-level planning personnel to implement such 
a total system of community corrections. 

Central to this effort is the development of a system translating 
determined public policy into precise goals and objectives for the correctional 
system of the state. Until the spring of 1974, however, the Bureau of Correc-

. tions did not possess a full time planner, and the consideration of Bureau-wide 
goals reflecting long-term, intermediate, and short-range institutional and 
community-based objectives was largely not occurring, with the notable excep
tion of an often independently innovative planning effort at the Maine State 
Prison. In fact, at the start of the Task Force's investigations, almost seven 
years after the creation of the Bureau of Corrections, correctional institutions 
in this state were still operating largely autonomously on what appeared to be 
sometimes contradictory courses, and this is particularly regrettable in that 
a primary reason for the creation of the Bureau of Corrections initially \vas to 
fashion the various institutions and correctional programs of this state into an 
integrated whole. 

Specifically, we are :recommending that the fledgling Bureau-level plan
ning effort be augmented substantially, placed on a permanent basis, and that 
opportunities be established for Bureau employees of all levels to participate 
in the initial goal-setting process and to respond to the unified Bureau plan 
in its draft stages. We believe strongly that given the history of autonomous 
institutional units in Maine, changing program emphasis, the need for financial 
resource reallocation, and external denillnds for sometimes fundamental correc
tional change, there is a pressing need to create now what the National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals refers to as a "favorable 
organizational climate" applying the sound planning techniques of business and 
government to manage this change successfully. 

94. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE BUREAU OF CORREGTIONS Hfl\1EDIATELY TAKE ADi'1INISTRA
TIVE ACTION TO OVERHAUL ITS STATISTICS AND RECORDS-KEEPING SERVICES, AND 111AT IT 
THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATE TilE FEASIBILITY OF LARGELY COMPUTERIZING THESE FUNCTIONS, 
TOGETHER \\liTH INMATE CLASSIFICATION, EDUCATIONAL, JOB-TRAINING, EMPLOYMENT 
APTITUDE, AND PAROLE RECORDS ON A RESIDENT COMPUTER TERMINAL FACILITY OPERATED 
UNDER THE PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM AT THE l'iAINE STATE PRISON. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 
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Throughout the Task Force's period of operation, student researchers 
working for the Task Force and the Task Force staff itself was continually 
frustrated by d1e apparent lack of standardized record-keeping procedures for 
all Maine co1:rectional institutions at the Bureau of Corrections leveL 
Apparently, each correctional institution in the state continues to record 
inmate and correctional program information largely autonomously, and the only 
institution which currently publishes a usable statistical abstract is the 
Maine State Prison, 

This situation makes adequate on-going evaluation of present correc~ 
tiona 1 programs among :Lns ti tutj ons, and among inmates >vho serve time at more 
than one institution, impossible, and, seriously hampers the Bureau's overall 
planning capability. 

The Maine Management and Cost Survey reconunended computerization of 
inmate records at the Maine State Prison, as a simple bookkeeping measure and 
we believe that the same reasons argue convincingly for centralized computer 
storage for the inmate records of all institutions. Placement and operation 
of the service within the prison industries program at the Maine State Prison, 
and connected to Augusta by terminal, would help substantially to defray long
term costs of operation, and would additionally allow continual training of 
several adult male inmates at the Prison in well-t)aying and highly demEmded 
skills. 

9 5. WE RECOMMEND THAT TliE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS 1JI1MEDIATELY BEGIN DETAILED 
PLANNING FOR THE EVENTUAL REALLOCATION OF PRESENT FINANCIAL AND ST:..'\FFING 
RESOURCES TD COMMUNITY COlUZECTIONAL PROGRAMS, PREDICATED ON 1~E RECOMMENDATIONS 
OF THIS REPORT, CONTEMPLATING A GENERAL DECREASE IN THE TOTAL REMAINING RESI
DENTIAL CORRECTIONAL POPlJLATION OF MAIJ\TE, AND CONTEMPLATING THE CLOSING OF AT 
LEAST ONE MAJOR CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION" WE RECOMMEND THAT ATTEJvlPTS BE MADE 
IN ADVANCE TO DETERMINE AVERAGE COSTS OF ALL PROJECTED PROGRAMS REQUIRED UNDER 
THE NEW SYSTEM, AND THAT \,JITHIN THE PRESENT FISCAL YEAR THE BUREAU ACTUALLY 
BEGIN TO SET UP~AS MUCH AS IS ADMINISTRATIVELY POSSIBLE 01JT OF REALLOCATED 
CORRECTIONAL APPROPRIATIONS, THE FISCAL SUPPORT NECESSARY .FOR TliE INITIAL 
TRANSITION TO THE PROPOSED COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM. (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
(LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

Jl1any of the recommendations contained within this report are tied to the 
ability of the Bureau of Corrections to reallocate present levels of institutional 
spending to the purchase of services for non-institutional correctional clients 
in the community, in lieu of' the state providing din~ct services to such clients, 
'I1Iis has been the administrative pattern of other state correctional and mental 
health systems successfully underg6ing similar transitions, and while we realize 
that in Maine there will always exist substantial fixed costs in tho maintenance 
of custodia 1 correctiona 1 programs for even a reduced ·residentia 1 imna te popula 
tion, our recommendations contemplate actions which will undoubtedly free up 
significant percentages of present correctional appropriations for other purposes, 
and these appropriations we propose to use to fund the initial establishment of 
the community-based correc tiona 1 programs of the reconunended sys temo 

To make this all possible, however, t'\vO things are needed immediately 



for correctional administrqtors: (1) greater: budgeting flexibility to allow 
institutional administrators to shift portions of institutional funding to 
community correctional programs as institutional populations decrease; and 
(2) the rudiments of a "program budgeting11 system capable of accurately esta 
blishing present and projected institutional and community program costs. 
Only with such fiscal flexibility, and only with such a system of budgeting, 
even though it may parallel present state budgeting practices in the short 
term, can accurate projections of correctional expenditures for the community
based system be made" 

96, WE RECOMMEND 'IllAT A JvlANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING SYSTEM BE ESTA-
BLISHED FOR THE ENTIRE HUREAU OF CORRECTIONS AND THAT THE BUREAU DESIGNATE 
THE PRESENT TMINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST OF THE DIVISION OF 
PROBATION AND PAROLE AS THE S'l'AFFING COORDINATOR FOR THIS PROGMJvl, (ADMINIS~ 

TMTIVE) 

Comment: 
--~--

The Maine Bureau of Corrections has one staff person assigned the 
responsibilities for inservice training and staff development. He is the 
Assistant Director for Probation and Parole and serves staff needs in that 
Division only. The Task Force, recommends that these services be extended to 
all units within the Bureau of Corrections and that a manpower development and 
training system be established for the Bureau. In this connection, a great 
deal of"front end" training is needed, proceeded by a thorough analysis of 
specific service needs and skills required by the type of correctional system 
we are recommending. 

Regarding the inmwdiate manpower and staff development needs of the 
Bureau of Corrections, a great deal more information is required as to actual 
staff effectiveness. Numerous studies of the effectiveness of personnel in 
the correctional field and in other human service programs shO\oJ little or no 
correlation between size of worker caseloads and recidivism to institutional 
programs. More information is needed relative to the knowledge and skills 
required to achieve given results, and the Task Force recommends first, that 
only the most essential staff positions be added to present Bureau programs 
pending analysis and f~valuation of specific service needs; and secondly, that 
expanded purchase of community serviees be utilized in liEm of providing direct 
service to correctional clients through state employees to reduce future 
Bureau personnel levels. 

Other immediate tasks for the staffing specialist for the Bureau of 
Corrections shall be to develop an open program of correctional recruitment, 
together with the increased hiring of ex-offenders and former volunteers, 
periodic review of job tasks, and the updating of job descriptions, the devel 
opment of a two-way Bureau-wide staff appraisal' system, specific training to 
develop "negotiating" methods vis-a-vis employees and inmate organizations, 
encouragement of the participation of labor organizations and inmate-t>ponsored 
organizations at all levels of the correctional process, concentration on the 
evaluation of :i.nterpers011a 1 competEmce and human sensitivity for correctiona 1 
employees, 11 demi.litarization 11 of institutional dress and organization, and the 
critic a 1 review and implementation of as many of the recomrnenda tions of 
Standards 14.1 - 14.11 of the Report on Corrections of the National Advisory 
Colf!rnission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals as is administratively 
appropriate. 
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97. HE RECOMHEND THAT THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU 
OF CORRECTIONS BE REHOVED FROM CIVIL SERVICE STATUS, AND THAT A 1\VO-YEAR 
PROBATIONARY PERIOD BE ATTACHED TO THE FOSITIONS OF DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION 
OF PROBATION AND PAROLE, AND THE SUPERINTENDANTS OF THE l-1AJOR STATE COREEC-
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS. WE RECOHMEND ALSO THAT A MANL\(;EHENT SELECTION SYSTEM 
Sl HllJ\R TO TllAT PRESEN'TI..Y OPERATING WI THIN THE BUREAU OF MENTAL HEALTH Bl~ 

ESTABLISHED WHEREBY TOP CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATORS WOULD BE HIRED DI!lliCTLY 
BY THE COMMISSIONER OF MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS WITH 1llE ADVICE AND 
CONSENT OF A CITIZENS 1 ADVISORY BODY SUCH AS THE PROPOSED CORRECTIONAL 
ADVISORY COHMISSION. (LEGISLATIVE) 

Comment: 

The present method of establishing job qualifications for top-level 
correctional administrative positions, and actually selecting applicants to 
fill those positions is heavily weighted toward preferring those persons with 
substantial experience in closely related occupations in the Maine and other 
correctional systenlli. While such a personnel selection system operated well 
during a time when correctional administrators were expected to do little more 
than oversee the running of custodial progranlli at large and centrally located 
correctional facilities, recent pressures toward deinstitutionalization and 
diversification of correctional services have made a personnel selection 
system geared to choosing specialists skilled in traditional correctional 
practices outmoded, 

The Governor 1 s Task Force on Corrections believes strongly that what 
is presently needed at the top levels Of our changing correctional system is a 
team of "generalist" administrators and managers, skilled, not in simple insti
tutional management, but more broadly in the criminal justice and social service 
disciplines related to the causes and prevention of crima. As correctional 
facilities in Maine increasingly reallocate their present residential popula
tions to more modern and complex community-based programs, the need for personnel 
reorientation at the highest levels will become even more apparent. Accordingly, 
we are advocating that the Director of the Department of Mental Health and 
Corrections be given a much less restricted hand in choosing his subordinates 
in the correctional field, similar to his present authority in the mental health 
field, so that the types of professional skills we will increasingly require to 
administer correctional programs at the highest levels can be easily obtained. 

98. WE RECOHMEND THAT AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROJECT BE UNDERTAKEN IMMEDIATELY 
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS TO IDENTIFY MAJOR AND MINOR 
SECTIONS OF TITLE 34 OF THE MAINE REVISED STATUTES FOR POSSIBLE RECODIFICATION, 
TOWARD THE ENDS OF ELIHINATING NEEDLESS AND PERSISTENT VAGARIES OF OUTLINED 
ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY AT BOTH THE BUREAU AND DEPARTMENTAL LEVELS, AND TO 
ELIMINATE l'1INOR CONFLICTS OF LANGUAGE AND ANACHRONISTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF DISCON-
TINUED POLICIES AND PRACTICES. (ADMINISTRATIVE) (LEGISLA1~VE) 

Comment: 

Throughout the period of the Task Force's existence, the staff of the 
Task Force especially \<Jas struck with what appeared to be consistently poor 
draftsmanship and unusually vague language of the correstions chapters of Title 
34 of the Maine Revised Statutes. In short, a substantial portion of Title 34 
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is a patchwork quilt of frequently-amended statutes, addressing correctional 
progi·ams largely in terms of individua 1 ins ti tu tions, and de fining no clear 
lines of authority except in the broadest of terms for either the Dil:·ector of 
the Bureau of Corrections or the Commissioner of the Department: oC Jvlental 
Health and Corrections. According to testimony presented before U1e Task 
Force by correctional administrator,s, some of the statutes are simply ignored, 
while other sections of even a more inscrutablG nature are the subject of 
frequent opinions of the Attorneys General assigned to the Department of 
Mental Health and Corrections. 

Tite Governor's Task Force on Corrections believes that neglect can 
settle on an area of our laws only so long before an overhaul of simple lan
guage becomes necessary, and such a situation is doubly unfortunate when top 
level administrators in a period of rapid correctional change turn increasingly 
to the statutes for policy guidance. We believe simply that a thorough revieH 
should be made of the entire body of Title 3ft to identify those sections which 
must be redrafted to establish clear legislative intent, and thtm that the 
whole be recodified into a comprehensive correctional statute, consistent with 
the legislative recormnenda tions of this report. 

99. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND CORRECTIONS 
ESTABLISH A PERMANENT TI]'IJETABLE FOR PERIODIC REVIEW BY PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT 
CONSUL'rANTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS AND THE VARIOUS 
STATE-ADMINISTERED COMMUNITY PROGRAMS DEALING WITH OFFENDERS IN MAINE, TOHARD 
THE ENDS OF ASSURING THE HOST EFFICIENT ADMINISTMTION OF CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS 
AND THE GRl~ TEST EFFECTIVENESS OF THOSE PROGRAMS IN ACTUALLY RESPONDING TO THE 
SOURCES AND PROBLEMS OF CRIME IN TillS STATE, WI'l1-IIN DETER11INED STATE POLICY" 
(ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

Periodic review of administrative practices by external and impartial 
professional observers is essential to the health and innovative spirit of any 
public organization. In ente:ring a period o£ transitio.n from custodially
oriented to co1mnuni ty~based correc tiona 1 programs, it is important that the 
Bureau of Corrections have easy and periodic access to professional services 
which can assist it in carrying out the newer policies outlined by the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, the Govr::Jrnor 1 s 
Task Force on Corrections, and othe·r public bodies" Over the long term, public 
funds expended £or professional management assistance usually prove to be an 
extremely economical investment, and we recommend that the periodic and judi
cious use of such assistance be made a routine part of Bureau administrative 
planning, 

100. WE RECOMMEND THAT A CONTINUING AND INTERNAL EVALUATION PROGRAM BE 
DEVELOPED TO MONITOR THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ALI- INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY~ 
BASED PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS TO ASSURE 1'HAT STATE 
RBSOURCES ALLOCATED TO TI-lE GOALS OF REDUCING FIRST-OFFENDER AND REPEATED 
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY IN MAINE ARE ACTUALLY ACHIEVING THESE GOALS" SPECIFICALLY 
WE RECOMMEND THAT A SYSTEM BE DEVELOPED IMMEDIATELY TO IDENTIFY THE DEGREE 
OF SUCCESS OF PRESENT STATE CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS, AND THAT OF TI-lE PROGRAMS 
RECOMMENDED BY TillS REPORT AS THEY ARE IMPLEMENTED, IN REDUCING CRIME IN MAINE" 
THE EVALUATION PROGRAM SHOULD HAVE THE SPECIFIC GOAL OF QUICKLY ALTERING OR 
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ELI.MINATING MEASURABlY INEFFECTIVE CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS ON A CONTINUING BASIS, 
AND EXPANDING THOSE PROGRAMS WHICH ULTIMATELY PROVE SUCCESSFUL IN RATIONALLY 
DIVERTING AS MANY PERSONS AS POSSIBLE FROM THE CORRECTI.ONAL SYSTEM, AND IN 
SUCCESSFlfLLY REINTEGRATING INTO THE COMMUNITY THOSE PERSONS ALREADY CAUGHT UP 
IN THE CRIMINAL AND CORRECTIONAL PROCESSo (ADMINISTRATIVE) 

Comment: 

A common problem within bureaucratic institutions is that the programs 
they administer and the services they provide usually face no external "market 
test" capable of naturally weeding out current programs and services which 
simply do not achieve their intended purposes at reasonable cost, within the 
public policy of the state. Under such a system, historically ineffective 
policies and programs can continue indefinitely, at substantial financial and 
social costs, without the system going visi.bly bankrupt. 

The Maine correctional system presently has no internal evaluation 
system to measure the effectiveness of its present methods of operating, and 
we believe this to be the root source of many of its continuing problems, and 
the root source also of many of the continuing problems of its clients. 

We recommend simply that a comprehensive evaluation process be super
imposed on the proposed expanded goals and objectives planning process for all 
correctional programs remaining under the administration of the state. Such 
a system should set reasonable program goals, monitor progress toward establish
ed objectives, and make recommendations for rational legislative and adminis
trative decisions regarding a program's future based on observed objective 
performance, all in cooperation with public bodies representative in part of 
consumers of the programs being evaluated. 

Other private and public social services to be purchased by the correc
tional system in the community should be evaluated according to "performance 
contracting" methods, and continued only so long as the performance achieved 
measures up to the objective stpndards for success agreed upon at the time of 
original purchase of the service. 

J 



Basic Statistics and Comparative Models of the Present 
and Proposed Maine Correctional System 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 attached represent two models of l1aine 1 s 
correctional system based on the following variables: 

(a) the number of offenders who were served within the Maine 
correctional system in fiscal years 1973 and 1974; 

(b) the degree of structure and offender sup•3rvision observed 
or proposed within and between correctiona 1 program..s 

(indicated by the relative ,position of programs or institu
tions on the horizontal axis); and 

(c) the degree of self-developmental treatment opportunities 
provided by the various present or proposed correctional 
progra~s, including the degree of educational and vocational 
training, and social and psychological services provided 
(indicated by the relative position of programs or institu
tions on the vertical axis). 

Figure 1 represents the present Maine correctional system based on 
the variables mentioned above. The relative positions of each correctional 
program identified along both the vertical and horizontal axes were deter
mined from personal observations of programs existing at all Maine correc
tional institutions, from discussions and interviews with administrators, 
staff, and offenders within the Maine correctional system, and from program 
analyses of the amount of money actually spent at various facilities for 
the functions of custody, psycho-social services, and educational and 
vocational training (See Figure 3), The placement of each program depicted 
along the vertical and horizontal axes are not meant to denote absolute 
values concerning the worth of individual existing programs, but rather only 
relative observable characteristics of programs in relation to one another 
within an existing system. 

The numerica 1 data upon \vhich Figure 1 is based were gathered from a 
number of sources, inc lucling the Maine Superior and District Court sys tem.s, 
the Maine Bureau of Corrections, each correctional institution in the state, 
the administration of both Pharos House and Phoenix House, and various publish
ed documents of the Maine Bureau of Corrections including all available annual 
reports of institutional and program operations, and the recently completed 
Maine County Jail Inspection Report. Most figures given on a per year basis 
are derived from a verified computer analysis of the 1972-73 fiscal year. 
Although some population flow figures for the 1973-74 fiscal year were availa
ble at the time this section of the report went to press, verified 1973-74 
statistics were not available at that time for all existing Maine correctional 
institutions and programs, and we have used 1974 fiscal year figures only for 
the Women's Correctional Center/Stevens School situation where a significant 
change had occurred from previous reporting periods, The 38,500 criminal case 
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base figure for the model, supplied to us by the Maine District and Superior 
Court systems, represents all criminal cases processed each year in Maine, 
excluding traffic offenses. 

Dysfunctionalism or system breakdown, is demonstrated in the model of 
the present correctional system by the downward left to right flow of some 
offenders through the system from institutional to community ·life;and what is 
suggested by the model is that the present system, with its clear emphasis on 
custody and supervision, is geared to the provision of such services towaJ~ds 

these ends to the detriment of providing adequate rehabilitative and reintegra
tive community programs for most Maine offenders. Without entering the ongoing 
debate as to whether basically coercive correctional institutions can be effec
tive in the rehabilitation an.d smooth reintegration of most offenders into their 
former conunun:Lties, the model suggests that the p:cesent system in Maine simply 
:Lsn 't successful at this task regardless of whether it could be made so. In 
other words, the model demonstrates hO\iT the MainEl system actually works to 
mitigate against the successful rehabilitation of some offenders, 

Thfl model does not imply that there is a breakdown in the system for 
all offenders passing through Maine correctional facilities. Many offenders 
in fact are able to readjust adequately to community pressures upon release or 
discharge from the correctional system. Many offenders, however, are not able 
to adjust adequately, and the numbers of persons with records of repeated 
criminal behavior are plentiful enough within the present system to be of 
concern. Furthermore, those offenders who do readjust properly to community 
living do so apparently :Ln sp:Lte of the marked change in settings from :institu
tional to community l:Lfe, 

In the body of its roport 5 the Task Force has r13conunended the establish 
ment of community-based eorr(-Jctional programs both as an alternative to incar
ceration, and as a series of "decompression chambers" designed to reintegrate 
formerly institutionalized inmates back into the conununity. It should be noted 
here that some state correctional institutions now administer some forms of 
graduated custodial programs for inmates passing through their facilities, but 
the model clearly shows that such programs are presently not available in Jvlaine 
as a reasonable alternative to incarceration, and that the institutional re:Lnte 
grative programs which do exist presently handle only a small fraction of our 
confined population. Under the present correctional system, there also appear 
sharp breaks in the degree of supervision and assistance given to offenders at 
various stages of the criminal justice and correctional processes, and we believe 
this indicates a misallocation of present public resources; a critical lack of 
program services to persons at various stages of the law enforcement, county 
jail, and criminal court processes; and a high incidence of serious program 
dysfunctions for offenders presently passing through the Maine correctional system. 

In layman's terms, we believe, that the present Naine criminal justice 
and correctional system (as depicted by Figure 1) is not designed as well as 
perhaps it should be, given the characteristics of persons presently passing 
through it; and secondly, that beyond this, the Ma:Lne criminal justice and 
correctional system in practice often does not even work as well as it was 
designed. 

The model in. Figure 2 depicts a Maine criminal justice and correctional 
system based on the same variables as those applied to the model in Figure l. 
Figure 2, however, incorporates the major reconunendations of the Task Force 



included in the preceding report. It assumes that with the implementation of 
the changes recommended by the Task Force, that there will be greater efficiency 
in the allocation of present public resources, less lack of program services 
to persons at various critical levels of the criminal justice process, and 
less dysfunction [or the of'fonder passing through the ~Iaine correctional 
system. Fi.guro 2 conl~emplat:es also a marked increase by all olumonts or lho 
present Jvlaine criminal justice system in the use of probation, group homes, 
halfway houses, multiple~use institutional pre-release facilities, and commu 
nity and court-based diversionary services, and contemplates a marked decrease 
in the numbers of convicted persons co~finod in residential Haine correctional 
institutions for long periods of time. The various specific changes required 
to implement the elements of a reorganized correctional system in Maine as 
depicted in Figure 2 are described throughout the main body of the Task Force's 
report. 

Figure 3, mentioned previously, graphically depicts the present allo
cation of resources in absolute dollars at all existing NaintiJ correctional 
institutions. 

Figure 4, on the other hand, depicts graphically the relative costs 
per year and costs per stay for offenders handled presently within differing 
Maine correctional programs. Abbreviated initialed titles in both graphs refer 
to existing institutions, and the "P/P" column in Figure 4 refers to per client 
costs of present Probation and Parole services of the Bureau of Corrections. 

Figure 5 depicts the total amount of money budgeted to be expended by 
the Bureau of Corrections for the 1973-7!+ fiscal year. The table includes 
both state appropriations and federal grant money, and is intended to demon 
strate the breakdown of actual money spent by the Bureau of Corrections for 
various of its activities during the last fiscal year, and the costs per 
offender per year, and per oft:ender per stay between existing Maine institu
tional and community-based programs. 

Ronald D. Deprez 
Consultant 
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FICURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 

COST PER PEHBON PER YEAR AND PER AVERAGE STAY IN VARIOUS CORRECTIONAL SETTINGS 
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FIGlJRE 5 

POPULATION AND COSTS OF CO"Mtvii.JNTrt Al'l"'D SJATE CORRECTIONAL SETTINGS 
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APPENDIX C 

Implementation Forecast 

As discussed previously in the body of the report, a significant 
number of the Task Force's recommendations for correctional modernization in 
Maine are interdependent. The implementation of many of these recommenda~ 
tions is also predicated in part on a shift in present institutional resources 
to proposed community-based correctiona 1 programs, and the follo~ving analysis 
reflects a firm position on the part of the Task Force membership to do as 
much as is administratively possible within the existing appropriations levels 
of the Maine Department of Mental Health and Corrections. In fact, most of 
our recommendations were conceived and drafted with this factor as a necessary 
condition, and the items contained in our report that do require additional 
state or federal money are those items upon which the subcommittees of the 
Task Force voiced strong opinions and for which it was impossible to avoid 
some expense. 

The "Earliest Implementation Date" column of the following chart means 
exactly what it says. It lists the earliest possible or recommended implemen
tation date for the variety of our proposals based on the type of administra
tive or legislative action we believe is necessary for each recommendation. 

The "Funding" columns indicate the source of support we believe is 
required for each recommendation, according to additional state or federal 
funding, or reallocated existing state resources, Where action is indicated 
under the "Reallocation of Existing Resources" column, this represents a 
significant shifting of present funding categories and/or significant "freeing
up" of money as opposed to abso~ute reductions in budgets. 

The "Personnel Required" column indicates simply whether we believe 
additional public jobs are required by each of our recommendations. It is 
notable that most of our recommendations, as conceived, do not require expansion 
of the state bureaucracy inunediately above present levels, and that when this 
column .is read in conjunction with positive action indicated under the reallo-

/ cation of resources column the net result is actually a "freeing=up11 of many 
present state correctional positions and resources for use else·v1here within 
our proposed correctional system. 

In an economic environment of uncertain annual inflation, it is parti
cularly dangerous for a non-professional citizens body such as ours to make 
definitive item by item "cost savings" claims, and to lash our recommendations 
to such claims. Hence, we do not do so. The following analysis, however, is 
intended to show substantial change in our present Maine correctional system 
within existing fiscal resources, and the entire report is to be read in this 
light. 
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Recommendation 

#3 

114 

115 

#6 

117 

#8 

-il9 

1F10 

11ll 

#12 

#13 

#14 

#15 

1116 

1Fl7 

#18 

#19 

#20 

Earliest 
Implementation 
Date 

January 1, 1975 

March 1, 1975 

Spring, 1975 

Fall, 1974 

Fall, 1974 

Spring, 1975 

Spring, 1975 

Spring, 1975 

Fall, 1974 

March 1, 1975 

Summer, 197 5 

Spring, 1975 

Spring, 1975 

Spring, 1975 

Fall, 1974 

Spring, 1975 

Fall, 1974 

Spring, 1975 

Fall, 1976 

Spring, 1975 

IMPLEMENTATION FORECAST 

~ional 
State 

None 

None 

$30,000/ 
year 

None 

None 

None 

Future 
Costs 
Unavoidable 

None 

None 

None 

None 

$2,000 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Funding 
I 

Additional 
Federal 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 
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Reall~cation I 
of Existing 
Resources 

None 

None 

None 

Nona 

Yes 

None 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Eventual 
Reallocation 
of $1 million 

Yes 

Yes 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Personnel 
Required 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

3 Positions 

No Additional 

No Additional 

No Addi tiona 1 

10 Positions 
Initially 

No Additional 

No Additional 

Eventual Reduction 
of 90 Positions 

No Additiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

No Additiona 1 

No Addi tiona 1 

Additional Court' 
Expenditures Upon 
Full Implementation 

No Addi tiona 1 
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Funding 
I 

.coJmnenda tion Earliest !Additional Additional Reallocation! Personnel 
Implementation State Federal of Existing Required 
Date Resources 

1f2l Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

it22 Summer, 1975 $2,000 None None No Additiona 1 

it23 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

ft2t~. Fall~ 197L~ None None Yes No Additional 

if25 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

#26 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

112 7 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

ft28 Fall~ 1974 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

!t29 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

it3 () Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

if31 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

//32 Fall, 1974 None $90,000 None 7 Temporary 

1!33 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

i/34 Fall, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

lf35 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

it36 January 1, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

if37 January 1, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

lf38 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

1!39 Fall, 1974 Eventual None Yes Some Permanent Ex-
Increase pense Unavoidable 

1fi40 Fall, 1974 None One-Time Yes No Additional 
$250,000 

i/41 Spring, 1975 $2,000 None Yes No Additional 

#42 Spring, 197.5 $100,000 None Yes No Additiona 1 

iiJ43 Fa 11, 197LJ. None None None No Additional 

jfolf4 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additiona 1 

//!1-.5 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

iif.J. 6 Spring, 1975 $2,000 None $.55,000 No Additional 

Savings 
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Funding 
I 

Recommendation Earliest IAddi tiona 1 Additional Realloca tionl Personnel 
Imp 1 emen ta tion State Federal of Existing Required 
Date Resources 

#47 Fall, 197Lf None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#48 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

#49 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#50 September 1, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 
I 

#51 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#52 Fall, 1974 None Pilot-Basis Yes 18 Tempora'!:y 
$250,000 

#53 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

1f54 Spring, 1975 $417,000 None Yes 60 Additional 

#55 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

#56 Spring, 1975 $2,000 None Yes No Additiona 1 

1f 57 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

#58 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

if 59 Fall, 1974 $10,000 None Yes No Additiona 1 

#60 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

#61 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

#62 Spring, 1975 One-Time None Yes 6 Additiona 1 
$100,000 

#63 .January 1' 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

#64 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

#65 January 1, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

#66 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

{f67 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#68 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#69 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

#70 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additiona 1. 

{f71 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 



Funding 

Reconunenda tion Earliest IAdditiona 1 Addi tiona 1 Rea lloca tionl Personnel 
Implementation State Federal of Existing Required 
Date Resources 

1f72 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

1f73 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

1f74 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Addjtional 

1f7 5 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

1f76 Fall, 197!~ None None Yes No Additional 

1f77 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

1f78 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

1f79 Fall, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

1f80 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

1f81 Fa 11, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

#82 Fa 11, 1974 None None None No Additiona 1 

1f83 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

#84 Spring, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

1f85 January 1, 1975 None None None No Additiona 1 

1f86 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

1f87 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

1f88 Fall, 1974 Nome None Yes No Additiona 1 

1f89 Fa 11, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

1f90 Fa 11, 1974 None None None No Additiona 1 

1f91 Summer, 1975 None None Yes No Additiona 1 

1f92 Summer, 1975 None None Yes No Additional 

1f93 Fa 11, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 

1f94 Fa 11, 197!~ None None Yes No Additiona 1. 

#95 Fall, 197!} None None Yes No Additional 

1f96 Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 
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Funding 
I 

Reconunendation Earliest ~dditional Additional Rea lloca t ionl Personnel 
Implementation State Federal of Existing Required 
Date Resources 

#97 Spring, 1975 None None None No Additional 

:ft98 Fall, 1974 None None None No Additional 

#99 Fall, 1974 $12,500/ None Yes No Additiona 1 
Year 

:ftlOO Fall, 1974 None None Yes No Additional 
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